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In the present thesis, we mainly use data sets of the GEOTAIL spacecraft to invcs
tiga.te low frequency radia.tiollll genera.ted in the geospace, Le., space around the Earth 
These ra.dio ws.vw ca.n provide real-time infonna.tion around their sources a.nd on their 
propagation patha to distant observen;. Therefore, the combinations of remote/in-situ 
observations a.nd numerical simulations of these ra.dio ws.ves arc pOSiiblc to become 
powerful tools to study global phenomena in the geospace. Ba.sed on such techniques, 
we present numerous new facts with asaista.nee of the GEOTAIL/WIND spacecraft and 
numerical simulations. 

In Chapter 2, we investigate the geometry oft.erTE'!Itrial electron foreshodr: by remote 
observations of 2/, radiation. We determine the I!COmetry of the 2/, ra.dio source by 
three methods; 'two-spacecraft tria.ngulation by collaboration with WIND'. 'statistical 
a.naly&i& of direction linding', and 'statisticlll analysis of bifurcation phenomena IISSOci· 
ated with solar wind density jump'. We present three new results; (I) The 2/, radio 
source is superposed on upstream and downstream wings of the electron foreshock. 
When the interpla.netary magnetic field (IMF) dlspla.ys a systematic rotation, the 2/, 
radio source follows the motion of the electron foreshock. These results support the 
idea that 2/, radiation is generated from strong Liilll!ffiuir waves in the electron fore
shock. (2) The region close to the contact point of the tangentiaiiMF line to the bow 
shock surface is not bright source of the 2/, radiation. This should be due to lack of 
sharp electron beams, be<:ause of a shortage of Hight time for beam fonnation through 
the time-of-Hi11ht effect. (3) The distance of source region from the Earth i1 limited 
below 100 R£. This should be due to consumption of free eoergy of the electron beam 
enough to excitethe2/, radiation. 

In Chapter 3, we further inve~tigate the phyt~ical conditione in the terr-estrial electron 
foreshock by in-situ observat.ioDll of the 2/, radiation, other plasma waves, and energetic 
partidell. First, we investigate the distributions of plasma waves and energetic particles 
in the fore~hock region by mapping analyses. We lind that the 2/, radio source centroid 
is superposed on the electron foresbock, at a. distance of5-40 R£ from the contact point. 
This suggests the fonnation and the consumption of sharp electron beam~~ through the 
time-of-flight effect IUld wave-particle interaetione. We also find that the Hux of the 2/, 
radiation is positively correlated with the solar wind kinetic ftow and the location of the 
contact point on the bow shock surface. These re!ull3 suggest that the 2/,. radiation 
can work as a remote sensing probe for the population of energetic electron beams. 
On the other hand, we also investigate the direct observations of plasma wavw and 
energetic particles on iillld 8CI089 the electron foresbock. We confirm that the deDllity of 
the electron quasi-beam component decreases faster than the energy on the way from 
the contact point. This favors the beam formation process through the time-of-Hight 
effect. We abo find the clear enhancement of electric field at 2/, and below I kH?. at 
the leading ed&e of the electron foreshock. Ratio of 'local' wave at 2/, to Langmuir 
wave is below -40 dB, while that of electiOitatie wave below I kHz i& below -10 dB. 

In Chapter 4, we inve~t.igate the physical processC!I in the terrestrial electron fore
shock by numerical simulations in order to generate electrootatic and electromagnetic 
2/, waves. Our numerical simulations are executed by electromagnetic particle code, 



KEMPO, for lD and 2D periodic aystelll8. In lD periodic systems, electi"OIItatic 2/p 
w&ve9 are generated associated with intense beam-excited Langmuir wave &t k"' 2kL, 
where kt is wave number of Langmuir wave. Growth of electroatatic 2/p waves is 
strongly currelated with peak amplitude of beam-excited Langmuir waves. Feature9 of 
tbi! wave support the generation procesa of wave-wave coupling of two beam-excited 
Langmuir waves. Typical intellllity ratio of electf09tatic 2/p waves to Langmuir waves 
is below -40 dB, which is collllistent with in-situ observatioDB presented in Chapter 
3. On the other hand, we successfully reproduce electromagnetic 2/p waves in a 2D 
periodic system. Growth of electromagnetic 2/" waves is strongly conelated with ampli
tude of backscattered Langmuir waves, and independent of the electi"OIItatic 2/p waves. 
Features of this wave support the generation process of wave-wave coupling of beam
excited and backscattered Langmuir waves. Typical growth time of electromagnetic 
2/p wave is about 200-400/ll., which does not contradict to thickness of the electron 
foreshock. Typical amplitude ratio of electromagnetic 2/p waves to L&n&muir waves is 
below -80 dB, which is too weak to detect local enhancement at the electron fore~hock. 

In Chapter 5, we investigate the global dynamics around the plasmapause during 
substorms by remote observa.tions of 'continuum enhancement', short-lived enhance
ment of the nonthennal continuum radiation gener<Lted <Lt the piMm<LpaU6e by injected 
electrons into the local midnight zone associated with each sub8torms. We use three 
features of this radiation aa a remote sensing probe to study real-time proce118e8 around 
the plasmapause IISBOciated with substorms; 'the differences with the da6Sica.l contin
uum', 'the wriation of the frequency range', and 'the wri&tion of the banded frequency 
stroCtur<l'. We find three point8; Firet, the eontinuum enhancement and the following 
dassicalcontinuumaregenerated by aseriesofinjectedelectronB8880ci&ted with the 
onset of the same substonn which show dawnward motion by gradient and curvatlll"<l 
drift. Secondly, aometimes the continuwn enhancement eonsist8 of fast and main com
ponent8 which are distinguished by the dlllation time and the rising rate in frequency. 
The fast eomponent is generated firat at the plaamapause in the local midnight zone 
by the low energy electrons, while the main component is generated later on the d&wn-
6ide plasmapauae by the higher energy electrons. Thirdly, rising of the spacing of the 
banded frequency structure indicate~ decre&lle of the plaamapauae radiua which con
tinues for -1 holll after the onset of each Bubstorms. Radiua nf the plasmapause is 
converged long after subatorm and inversely eorrelated with Kp index in the long time 
seale. Sometimes we alllo observe the increase of the radius after the decreasc event. 
Since the increase rate exceeds the value expected from the re6Uing rate into the outer 
plaamaaphere from the ionosphere, the decrease of the plaamapause radiua ia caused 
not only by the peeling oft" of the plasma but also by the relaxation of compresllion. 

In Chapter 6, we invest.igate the global dynamics in the auroral region by remote 
observations of auroral kilometric radiation (AKR). We ~~earcb for the p0311ible depen
dences on the factore which may affect generation and propagation conditions nf AKR; 
'the geomagnetic diaturb&nces', 'the lon&itude of the source region', and 'the angle 
between tbe geomagnetic a.xiB and the SIUl-Earth line'. Based on the reeult8 of these 
analyse!!, we evu.luate the characteristics of generation and propagation conditiollll of 
AKR in foUl point~~; (I) E1tension of the illumination region nf AKR is larger at the 
lower frequency range. This feature should basically be explained by the propagation 



or AKR determined by the dilrerence of tbe eource poeition aad the propagation path. 
(2) In geomqnelic disturbed phaae, lha iUuminatioD resion extendl to more duakward 
at the lower lrequeney raqe. This IIJIIIIta that the source rq;ion or AKR extends to 
duakward eapeci.ally at higb. altitude. We also 1uppose that such duakward extenBio11 
ieaotevidentatloweraltitudebeca-oltheblodciD(oltbeauronl.pllamacavity 
fonnation cauBed by dcnBi.ty iQCml&e in the duaktide plii8Diaaphen!l. (3) We !nd the 
depeudeoc:e OD the lou&itude or the .oDrCe region especially at the higher frequency 
ran~ iD the aame mlllll18r u that of optical auroral activity. This augats that the 
populationoriiiUirgeticeleckOIIIJatloweraltit.udeiac:ontrolled bythealtitudeofthe 
maaneticmi.rtorpoiot. Lackorsudidepeudeoceatthelowerfrequencyransemight 
be caused by the duskward. extell8lou of tbe .ource ~· (4.) From the dependeDCe 
011 the aagle between the geomqnelic ~and the Sun-Earth line, we show that AKR 
ill IJIOI"e ac:tive 011 the winter bemiaphen especially at the bigller frequency ran~. The 
uyrnmeuy of precipitatma; electr~m population is a po88ible candidate, while we also 
propoM the aaymmetry of the auroral pluma cavity, bloc:kina: or ita !"ormation 011 the 
aummer hemiaphen!l, caused by deDBi.ty iDcreue in the ioner plaamaspben!l. 

In Chapter 7, we show po88ihility or the techoiqua pn!lleDted in this thesis lor fu. 
ture planetary iDvestif;atiollll. And aa au example, we lhow the remote obeervationa 
of the Joviaa bectometric: (ROM) and kilometric (KOM) radiatio1111 aaeoeiated with a 
lhst hiatorit eveDt, the impac:ta of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL-9). Some ac:tivitieB in 
X·ray and deeimetrk syodlrotron rad.iatiouB iod.icate aome etrong pedurbatioul at the 
impactsitesa:aveaonnegli&ihlecbaqaiotheiazaermqnetoephere,d.irectlyorifldi. 
rec:tly. However, GEOTAIL detected ao deu enb&DcemenL of the Jovian non-thermal 
HOM and KOM radiation in the whole impaebJ' period. Thill supe&bJ that there w11 
nodearvariatiODoftbeplasmaactivityiotheJovianoutermqoetolphereinduced 
by ma&~ loadiq or direct iot.enct.iont between the cometary frapenl8 and Jovian 
outer JD8Bnetolphere a1onr; the trajeetoriea of c:ometacy lntpumta. Thill COD<:lution ill 
c:onliltenL with the raulbJ of IODll pllllld-baaad. DAM/optical obeuvaliona. 

In Chapter 8, we wmmariH the praent atud.iea and present the pouible £uture 
projecbllor thedeve)opmentand theextenaioDoltheroad towardtheapac:e. 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

'Space' was first dramatically demolllltrated by Johanne& Kepler in the 17th century. 
He wBS not only a famoua scientist, but also a first novelist of a scientific fiction. He 
wrote a masterpiece on the space voyage entitled as 'Somnium', a Latin word that 
means 'dream' )Sagan, 1980). The long dream linally came true just 40 yeaJll ago, by 
the launch of the first artificial satellite, SPUTNIK no 4 October 1957 

For these 40 ye&lll, steady efforts of many people have been aa:wnulated to build the 
road to the space. UnfortUDately, it wu true that the pa~~t space development bad been 
strongly influenced by nationaJ preat~e and military demands. Such situations were 
chansed by the end of the cold war, at the beginning of tbis decade. It is sure that wastes 
of human aod material reliOurces become not to he aJ.Iowt'd. However, on the other 
hand, spread of international collaboratioDS and opening of techv.ological information 
compensate en11ugh and stimulate wbole space activities. Especially, 'geo8pace', space 
ar11und the Earth, ia finally becomiDI esaential and daily sp<U;e for our life. 

In a practical aspect, indWitries asoociated with sp<U;e technology are really standiDi 
up. New-generatiollS of communications and broadcasting a.atellit.ea triiDliport huge 
infonnation aci"038 borden~ and strongly drive the present coun.tries toward a border
less world. In this decade, Global Poeitioning System (GPS), which waa limited in 
military Wl&ge, is opened to public a.pplicatiollll and explosively becoming one of key 
infraatructuresofthefutureaociety. Atthcbeginningofl997,thefinltcommun.icatiollll 
sa.tellite colllliating of 'IRIDIUM project' was launched, and opened the new era of 
worldwide portable telephone networks. At the end of tbis centiU)', finlt international 
Bp<U;e station 'FREEDOM' will provide variollll job8 on the orbit for people from liSA, 
Europe, Can&da, Russia, and Japan. Thill decade will be estimated aa takeoff era of 
the space indWitry. 

In a scientific aapect, new international projects are going on now. Powerful satellite 
observatories are bringing disc11vecy era in all over the Ntronomicalactivities from radio 
to ')'-ray radiations. lntell8ive obeervatiollll to the planet Earth provide valuable infor· 
mation on complicated environmental problelll$, and have d~pened our recosnition 
that is symbolized by a word, ~a spaceship Earth". Thill decade is also the beginning 



Chapter l: General Introduction 

Figu~ 1.1: Side view of th~ t~n.,triol ma.gnetospb~re. •howing the solar wind 
(Sonne...,, 1985) 

of second phase of planetary explorations following the discovery era in early di!.y:s, and 
Ylllious spacecraft toward Moon, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Md uteroida are launched or 
planned one alter another. Discoveries of extraterrestrial bacterium-like organic mat
terll in a meteorite from Mars a.nd ice on the Moon further act:elerate this tendency. 
Accumulations of these etrorta are steadily changing quality of the pn'!!lent civiliza
tion. Viewpoints from the apace are already ind.ispenaable to construct the sUBtainable 
civilization in the future. 

Of course, our country is not lLil exception. Space programs of Japan have been pro
moted by a unique system with two national agencies, National Aeronautical and Space 
Development Agency (NASDA) Md The Institute of Space and Astronautical Science 
(ISAS). Especially, scientific progr&l/19 promoted by ISAS have obtained international 
prai5C8 as ~small ill beautiful! Quick is beautiful!". On these bases, Ylllious internil
tiooal collaboratio/18 are carried out or planned now. 'International Solar-Te!Tl)lltria.l 
Phy:sies' (ISTP) program is one of such programs. In the space around the Earth, 
interaction between terresLria.l at0108phe~. ma!lletic field, and solar wind plasma Row 
forms a region called 'the geospace'. The most evident feature of ISTP program is 
simultaneous multi-spacecraft. obeervatio/18. Compi!.red with past single-satellite obser
vations, ISTP program is expected to provide direct views of global phenomena in the 
geospace. 



General Introduction 

However, majority of observed re~ults by individual satellite~~ ill essentially local in
formation. Therefore, e~~pecially for ,;lobal and fast-variable phenomena, multi-satellite 
observation is not always almi,;hty. Although imaging technique~~ to obtain global fea· 
tures at a time are e~tpected to give breakthrough to the global pheoowena, they are still 
incomplete. Fortunately, there are some low frequency radio source& iD the geospa.ce. 
They can provide real-time information in the soun:es and on the propagation paths 
to distant observeno. In the present tbe~~is, we ma.inly uae data aeta of the GEOTAIL 
8pacceraft, one of ISTP satellites, and try to get global inlormation in the geospace by 
spacecraft observations and ownericalsimulations of these radio wave'!. Such investiga· 
tions will also contribute the whole ISTP program, research of terTe9trial environments, 
and future space activities. 

1.2 The geospace: The magnetosphere and the plasma· 
sphere 

Firat, we briefty introduee structU«< of the geospace. The geospace roughly consists of 
'the magnetoapherc' and 'the pla.sma~~phere'. 

The magnetoaphere is the terrestrial pluma atm011phere formed by interaetion be
tween the solar wind and the te!Testrial magnetic field. Namely, the solar wind blows 
around the Earth, comp~ the origioal dipOle-like magnetO!Iphere, and forma a long 
anti-sunwanl tail (Chapman, 1931]. The magnetosphere consists of various regio!L9 
characterized by different plllllma and magnetic field panunetenl (Figure 1.1). 

At the bead of the magnetosphere, the bow shock is formed becauae velocity of the 
solar wind exceeds the local sound or Alfv~n velocity. Some particles are rellected to 
upstream region along interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) lines, and form the fore
shock region in the downstream of the IMF lines tangent to the bow shock. In the 
magnetosheath, a region behind the bow shock, the solar wiod flow is reduced and 
thennalized. The boundary betweeo the magneto&heath and the magnetoaphere is 
called the magnetopause. in8ide the macnetopauae, denaity ill depressed and global 
structure is generally suppOrted by pre8SUI'Il of magnetic fields connected to the Earth. 

The stroeture of the magnetoaphere is largely different betweeo in the da)'11ide zone 
and in the nlgbtaide zooe. The dayside magnetosphere is compressed but generally 
maintains dipole-like conliguration. On the contrary, the nightaide magnetosphere 
shows a cylindrically-shaped region called the magnetota.il. The boundary region be
tween dayside and nightside magnetosphere is called the polar cll8p. The magnetotail 
consists of the tail lobe, the plasma sheet, and other parts indicated in Figure 1.1. The 
tail lobe occupies lll()St of the cylindrically-shaped magnetotai\ with low fJ plasma. The 
pl1111ma shoot is situated between north and south lobe re,;ion witb high {J pla~~ma. The 
marginal region at the shoulder of the plasma sheet ill called the plasma sheet boundary 
layer (PSBL). The PSBL should play important roles as a source region of tbe auroral 
particle since the PSBL magnetic field lioes are connected to the high-latitude auroral 
region. 

The plasmasphl!nl is tL region between the upper ionOSphere and the inner macne
tospbere. Plll8llla particle& in the pla~~masphere are moved IISBOciated with rotation of 



Chaptu 1: General !ntroductio.a 

Fipre 1.2: Tbe location of the pl-ap~WR as a fuactioA of raacaetic local time 
uu:l...Jialdiltaatededucedfrosnthed.,_llllofeleeuonwbiltlenoforthree 
<lap (C.IJiftln', 19GGj. 

the Earth. Theteplaamapartitlelaneuppliedfromupperio.aoephen!bydill"ueio.a&nd 
trapped in the macnatic tubes. Since the volu!De or mapetie tubea witb Bxecl RClionel 
lra8 &t tbe upper iooolphtre an larpr at. hie:h latitude, typical fulfilline: tilDe by eup
ply of pluma puticleB from the upper ioooaphere is larpr iD high-latitude: (i.e., outu) 
rnagoetic tube. Ful&niO« time calculated witb t)"pical phyaical pararneten in the uppu 
io.aosphereis-1 day at. L=2&nd-5dapat£•5. 

At the border betWMD the plumaaphere llld the macnetoephtre,!are:e dell8ity gap 
calledtheplaamapauaeisl"ormed. Ra4iusoftheplaamapaueeisDOt1)'11UUetrieonthe 
mapetic equatorial plane, i.e., ueua1Jy lu:ger on the duabida tban on the dawnlide u 
iodieatedinP!e:ure1.2(Carymtcr,l988). 

In the mapetosphere, dawD-to-dutk electric: &eld. is iodw:ed by rotatioD or the Earth 
aDd ioterac:lion with the eolar wind Row. Thi1 inducellargc Earthward convection in 
theniptsidemae:netospherebyExBdriCt.lntheiDDerroapetoephere,plasmarootion 
isalloalfectedbylflldieotandeurvaturedrifiwholeatnOuntilcorrelatedwithchar-e:e 
and kinetic: eoeqy of partic:lel. By both ekte, energetic electroos and iona show 
dawnward and duslcward motions sepu:ately, • indicated in Fipre 1.3 (DeForesl ond 
Mdl~~&in, 19'1'1). 

1.3 Energy conversion processes 

Around the mapetospbere, &eYI!nl kindi or aeti.viti111 an indw:ed by eoerp CX~DY~r~ion 
from kioetic: anergr or the IOlar wiod Bow. Here, we colllider two major pr-oee.ee 
oceuned at the bow lhoc:k and ifl the magnetotllil. 
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Figu~ 1.3: Trajectories of electron• and protons in the magnetosph•~ (D•Fo,..d 
~ndMeRIIXJitO.l971). 

1.3.1 The bow shock: Formation of the foreshock 

At the bow shock, part of kinetic energy of the solar wind .Row ill converted not only 
to the thennal energy of downstream plasma particles but also to the kinetic energy of 
upstream particles streaming away from the bow shock along tho: IMF lines. Velocity 
distributions of auch foreshock particles are spatially structured io a systematic way 
depending on distance from the IMF line tangent to the bow shock (Figure 1.4). The 
energetic electrons above 1 keY are confined to a thin sheet jll$t behind the IMF lines 
tangent to the shock, while the moderate electrollll below 1 keY extend over a. broad 
region behind the ma.gnetic taugent surface. The region containing these backstreaming 
electrons is the electron foreshock. The energetic iollll extend to further downstream 
region that iB called the ion foreshock. Such structure ill formed by accelera.tion a.t tbe 
bow shock and propagation in tho: foreahock [cf. Filzenrciler, 1995]. 

Magneticre.Rectionissuggestedas:anaccelerationmechanism based on threefea.
tures of upstream particles; high energiution at the nearly perpendicular shock, vcloc· 
ity distributions with a. high eoergy tail, and a. 1088 cone structure at energies below I 
keY. Adiabatic arguments yield that the average energy pa.rallel to the magnetic field 
of a re8ected particle is 2m.v~.,/cos2tJ8., where v ... is the solar wind velocity and Os. 
is the angle of magnetic field to the shock nonnal [Leroy ond Mangeney, 1984], and 
the density of reftected particles is proportional to density of cold or suprathennal par· 
tides in the solar wind [Wu, 1984; Leroy ond Mongeney, 1984]. On the other baud, 
the fraction of particle reflection is positively correlated with the maximum magnetic 
lietd at the bow Hhock, which ill con-elated with the shock Mach number aod particle 1J 
[Mellott and Livesey, 19871. Consequently, density and energy of the refleeted particle 
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Figu..,J.4: Struc<u..,oftlt•t•rnotrialfo..,.hock rogion (Mol.lumolo<la/.,19971. 

beams are determined by velocity, density, temperature and magnetic field in the solar 
wind (MacDowall. 1995). 

Upstream leakal;e is also suggested as other acceleration mochaniBm based on two 
feature; the shock-modified particle RU>:Cll in the mirror 1088 cone and upstreaming 
suprathenna.l particlCI:I within the shock lay<Jr at the contaa point. Supratherma.l elec
trons with energies up to 20 keY are commonly present in the downstream region of 
the quasi-perpendicular portion of the bow shock, but rarely seen in that of the quasi
parallel portion. The Rmt of such suprathermal electro~ peaks jtl9t downstream from 
a region of the shock overshoot, and falls off with increasing penetration into the mag
netoshea.th. Observed suprathermal eloctron flu:t appears as a high-energy tail with 
power law with exponent -3 ... -4, merged onto the downstream thermal solar wind 
distribution. 

There is a further spatial ordering of the ba.ckstreaming electrons according to CD· 
ergy due to a time-of-flight effect on panicles propagating from the bow shock. Parti· 
cles leaving the sboek surfac;e with an initial upstream velocity parallel to the magnetic 
field arc moved to downstream by a cross-field drift. due to the motional electric field 
Therefore, fore:shock pa.rt.icles have velocity components of 

v 11 = vcosn 

v~ = Bx(v,..,><B)/8 
(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where v is the particle velocity, n is the particle pitch angle, B is the magnetic field, 
and v, .. ill the solar wind velocity vector (cf. Fitzcnreiler, 1995). That iB to say, 
faster electroll9 tra.vel further upstream than slower ones, and slow ioDll t.rave\ further 
downstream than electrons. 
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1.3.2 The magnetotail: Birthplace of substorms 

Kinetic energy of the solar wiod Row ill also converted to the geomagnetic activities 
through rceonncetion process of magnetic field in the magnetotaiL This procesa is 
niUned 3ll subetorm. The Eill"th·origio m~etic fields are coonected with IMF at the 
dayside magnetopause, and oonveyed anti-sunward io the m~etosheath associated 
with the plasma convection in the magMtoephere. These magnetic fluxes are gr&du· 
ally attumulated on the magnetotail, and converted to energy of subatonn phenom· 
cna. Magnetoepberic subetorm process is grouped into four stages; quiet phase, growth 
phase, expansion phase, and recovery phase (cf. Mumt11, 1995). 

At the quiet pha8e, the interactions between solar wind and the magnetosphere are 
weak. Large scale convection remains constant in the magnetoaphere. Input energy 
from the SOlill" wiod and output eoergy diSIIipated in the ionosphere and the magne
tosphern are balanced. These conditions are realized when the IMF orientation keeps 
northward because the northwill"d IMF can hardly cause the reconnection at the dayaide 
magnctopause. 

At the growth phase, the eouthwill"d turning of the IMF drives the reconneetion 
at the dayside magnetopause. The reconnected magnetic field lines are conveyed to 
the magnetotail, and gr&dually increase the total magnetic flux in the tail lobe. The 
Hux a<:cumulation ill also regarded as a penncat.ion of the electric field E (= v,., :oc 

B) ioto the magnetosphere. This electric field is equivalent to additional dawn·to
dll8k ele<:tric field that increasea the magnetospheric convection. Breaking down of the 
pres~~ure balance betwoon in the tail lobe and in the plasma sheet leads the thinning 
of the plasma sheet. The original dipole-like fields of the Earth chance to the tail.like 
configuration. General duration of this staa;e is from 40 minutes to I hour if the IMF 
orientation keeps southward. 

At the expansion phase, the stored magnetic energy in the magnetosphere is eventu· 
ally releaaed through the reconnection proCl'SII io the mar;netotail. This time is identified 
with aurora breakup associated with expansion to poleward and dwkwanl. A simple 
suhlltonn lasts -60 minutes, while it ill bani to di~tioguillh each subetonn process when 
orieotation of IMF ill kept southward. The reconnected ma&netie field lines rapidly 
return to the dipole-likecon6guratioll8 after the rnconnection. 

At the recovery phase, the energy storage into the magnetoephere ooases when 
the IMF orienta.tion alters into northward. At the beginning of this phase, poleward 
expansion of the aurora iUumination regioo finishes. The magnetospheric convection 
decrelllle3 and magnetic pressure io the lobe is reduced. The thickness or the pl118ma 
sheet r;radually rceovem up to the original level. 

1.4 Radio activities in the geospace 

For more than 20 ye11111, the Earth has been known as a bright radio source. Theories 
to explain these non·thennal radio emissions can be divided into (A) direct-conversion 
mechaniSIJUI and (B) mode-converaion mechanillmll, and both can be subdivided into 
'linear' and 'nonlinear' pnlce&8e8 [d. Lee, 1989). In the direct-conversion mecha.nil!m8, 
electromagnetic (EM) waves are directly generated by plasma instabilities. On the 
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'Ikblel.l:Summatyofnu!ioactivitiaipth~~pace. 

other hand, in the mod~convenion mechanisms, electrostatic (ES) wave~~ are produced 
tint and then converted into EM wave~~. 

The Earth hu three kinds of radio sources; the 2/p radiation from the electron for~ 
shock, the nonthermal continuum radiation from the equatorial plaamapause, and the 
auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) from the auroral region (Thble 1.1). We should get 
real-time information of physical conditio!UI in the source l"llgion and on the propagated 
path through el<teiUiive observatioll8 of these radiatioiUI. 

2/p radiation 

The 2/,. radiation is narrow Line electromagnetic emiuion at twice the solar wind elec
tron plllllma frequency, /,., and shoWll relative smooth variation in intensity and fre· 
quency 118110ciated with solar wind conditions (Gumelt, 1975; Gumelt and Fronk, 1976(. 
The 2/,. radiation ill rarely observed deep in the iou foresbock nor behind the bow shock. 
It appears that the 2/p radiation is strongly ecattered by density HuctuatioWI in the ion 
foreshock and rdected by density over11boot at the bow &bode [Lacombe el GJ., 1988]. 

The 2/,. radiation ia believed to be generated in the electron fore:~hock close to 
the IMF line tangent to the bow shock. In the electron foreshock, strong Langmuir 
waves are generated by ba.ckatreaming energetic electron beams (Ander3on el GJ., 1979; 
Anderson, 1981; Andenon et GJ., 1981]. Therefore, the 2/,. radiation is believed to 
be generated by these Langmuir wave!l. Several mecbani&lttll have been proposed to 
eJCplain how the 2/,. radiation is generated. 

The fin1t ia wave-wave conversion process induced by 'the oecillating-two-stream 
instability' (Filbert and Kellogg, 1979]. In this mechanism, the 2/,. radiation is generated 
th.-ough the tlrnle-wave nonlinear process 

L+L-.T (1.3) 

where L is beam-driven Langmuir wave and T is the tratlllverse wave, which satisfy 
conditioWI of kt + kt "" kr and Wt + WL "" wr. where k is the wave vector and w is 
wave number or each component. 

The second is that the ion acoustic wave leads to the genera.tion of the transvel'lle 
wave through wave-wave interaction (Cairns and Mtlro1e, 1985; Caims, 1988], 

L±S -. L' 

L+L' ....., T 
(1.4.) 

{1.5) 



where S ia ion acoustic wave, and L' ia Lllllpluir wave produced b)' bacbeattering of 
the beam-driven Lansrnuir wave Loft' the ion acoustic waveS (oz- thennal ions). 

The last is based on the mode-c:ouvaniou fiOrD electrolltatic: 2/,. wave (Yom& tl cal,. 
1994]. The electron beam fint.leadl to theCJtCi.tation of electrostatic quaai.-nonnal mode 
at 2/,, which appean in thedispenion relation ebanged bf interactioD of the beam with 
LIIDp!Uir waves. Such quu.i·mode hN amall wave aumber doBa to the elec:tromaflnetic 
branch, and i1 eaaiiy converted to electro1J181Detic 2/p wave iD the perturbed rqion. 

Nonthermal continuum radiation 

The nonthennal CODtinuum radiatiOD is electtOmacuetic emislion at l'n!queDciel from 
localplasmafrequencytoHveralhulldred II:Ha, characteriaed by~mooth variation in 
intensity and l'n!quency coatinuiq for III!Vtral houn (Gamcllmnd SAmw, 1973; 8Jvwq, 
1973]. "1\-apped componeDt' below the local solar wind plasma frequeucy ia confined to 
the map1etosplme by reftection at the 111111netopause, and shows COJ1iiomerate broad 
band epecb'\lm with low modulation index. 'Escapiq component' above the solar wind 
plasma£requencypropaga&e:aoutaideo£tbelllll8fletop&use,and8howsbaodedfrequeney 
structureswithlargemodulatiooindex. 

Theoontbel'maleontinuumradiationiagellentedinabroadsourceregionatthe 
pomacneticequatorclose to the plasmapause in 4--14h LT zone (GBmcU.l975; Gamel! 
mnd Ehl.DI:, 1976; Kurth II Gl., 1981]. The oonthenoal continuum radiation il believed 
to be generated in the rqioD with a large denaity variation, like the plaamapause, 
throuah the linear mode-eoovenioD procesa from the electJOBt.atic inatabilitiee near the 
upper-hybricl resonance frequency at {n + 1/2)/1 to the 0-ll10de radio wavee [Gamcll 
and lhmJ:, 1976; JORu, 1976; JORt11, 1985]. The eonvenion elliciency c:akulated b)' 
using cold plasma theoz-y in a one-dimeDIIional illbomogeoeoue plasma ia in the range 
orto-2-lo-3 [o.tudoelcal .• 1982]. 

Auroral kilometrlc radiation 

Auroral itilometric radiation (AKR) il inteoee radio emietlon in l'n!quency of -100-
800 kHz, characterized b)' rut variation in intensity md frequency dllf'iDg geomagnetic 
tubstonn [GBmcU. 1974.; Kurth et IlL, 1975; Alczandcr ud Koilr:r, 1976; Ben~011 •nd 
C!Wert,1979]. 

AKR iB generated by the electron cyclotron 111uer proeae, one or DOD-linear direct
converaionmecbanisllli(Wuondl.ee,l979],atthefrequencycloeetothelocalelectron 
gyrofrequeneyill theaufOZ"al.plaa!PIIcavlty(/,{/1 <O.:S) aJon&:theoigbttiQieauronl 
field liDee, at a radial di1taDce of U-:S Rs- Generation oi AKR ia cloeely related with 
the precipitating inverted-V electrooe with eoert;Y of> I bV. On the other hand, 
the plasma.pause often preventll propaption or AKR at a dilt111ce below 10 Rs (c£. 
H01/limoto,1984]. 
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Fipn: l.S: Conllgur&tion of the GEOTAIL sp~raft (Ni.ollido, 1994). 

1.5 The GEOTAIL spacecraft 

Here, we present overview of the GEOTAIL ~pacecTaft (d. Nish1da, 1994.). The GEO· 
TAIL 1pace(;rafi waB launched on 24 July 1992, from Cape Canaveral, Florida, USA, 
by Delta II launch vebicle. Thi9 is a joint program of the ISAS of Japan and NASA 
of USA. ISAS developed the spacecraft and provided about 2/3 of the science in.~:~tru· 
ments, while NASA provided the launch and about 1/3 of the science instruments. The 
spacecrllft la operated from ISAS but the telemetry l9 re(;eived by both agencie&. 

1.5.1 Spacecraft 

The GEOTAIL spacecraft has a cylindrical ahape with diameter of 2.2 m and height 
of 1.6 m. Two masts that are 6·m long are deployed symmetrically to separate the 
magnetometer.~ from the main body, and four SO..m antennas are deployed to measure 
the electric field from DC to 800 kH~. The configuration of the spacecraft ill illustrated 
in Fig~ I.S. The Spin axis is inclined 9Wlw&rd and makes an angle of 87" with 
respect to the solar ecliptic plane. The spin rate is about 20 rpm. Data are recorded 
continuoUBly in two sets of the onboard data recorder.. at 16 kbps and dumped to the 
NASA Deep Space Network. In addition, there is a real·time data transmission at 64 
kbpe when GEOTAIL can trllllsmit to the Usuda Deep Space Center of ISAS. 
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Table 1.2: GEOTAIL sciealill~ io-tigatio"' (Ni.o~i®, 19941 

B~nd ~~::y:~~ f'""\.i'~~ Ban~~~d~~ ~~c; E !:".:: 
200H•- 1600 H• 10 H• B&nd £ 6<1 00< 
l6~H•-12.~11H• I:IS.•H• 8SH• Band£ 800< 

633Ht 680H• £only 3...:: 
>•kHt £only 

Table 1.3: Speei6eatioa or lhe SFA (Motoumokl d al., 19941. 

1.5.2 Scientific instruments 

Seven sets ofscienti6c iUBtrument8 are on GEOTAIL. These are list-ed in Table 1.2 with 
their ~uencyfenergy ran~ and the investi&ators. 

This thesis mainly owe& to the Plasma Wave lUBtro.ment (PWI). The PWI is com
posed of 3 distinct uceivers with different frequency and time resolution~~: (1) the 
Sweep Fl-equency Analywr (SFA), (2) the Multi-Cbannel Analyzer (MCA), and (3) the 
Wave-Fonn Capture (WFC) (MG.twrnoiD dIll., 19941. The lirst two sets of receivers 
are devoted to meaauriog wave spectra, while the laat one is designed to capture wave 
fonna. The SFA covers from 24 Hz to 800 kHz for the eleetrie field and from 24 Hz 
to 12.5 kHz for the magnetic field with 8 linear receivers listed in Table 1.3. Eadl 
receiver of the SFA haa frequency resolution of 1/128 of its frequency bandwidth a.od 
time resolution of8 seconds above 1.6 kHz and 64 seconds below 1.6 kHz. The MCA 
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provides data of coarser frequency resolution and higher time resolution than those of 
t.he SFA. The MCA covers from 5.6 Hz to 311 kHz for the electric field and from 5.6 
H11 to 10kHz for the magnetic lield with logarithmically ordered 20 and 14 channels, 
nll!pe<;tively. The bandwidth of filters are ::1:15% below 10kHz or ::1:7.5% above 10kHz 
of the channel center frequency. Time resolution iB 0.25 or 0.5 seconds which depends 
on the data tr&Dllmisaion format. The WFC provides wave form data to investigate 
the detailed wave characteriat.iCB from 10 Hz to 4 kHz. The WFC iB usually operated 
UDder the Memory mode. In tllil mode, the WFC ill triggered in 5 minutes intervals 
and obtains wave fonn data for 8 seconda. 

These receiven! are conne.;ted to two sets of electric dipole antenna systems, and 
two sets of tri-axial sear<:b coila. Electric dipole anterma systems, a wire dipole antenna 
(WANT) and a pair of top-hat probe antenn1111 (PANT), have 100 m tip-to-tip length 
andarcextendedinthespiDplaneofthespacecrafttbati!lstabilizedclosetotheecliptic 
pla.ne. Tri-axial aearch coils, the PWI-SC and the MGF-SC, meaaure wave magnetic 
fields over a frequency up to 12kHz and 1kHz, nll!pectively. 

In this thesis, we also used data obtained from the Magnetic Field instrument 
(MGF) [Kokulmn et a/., 1994] and the Low Energy PliL\IIDa experiments (LEP) [Muka1 
et AI., 1994]. The MGF conaiats of three senson~; two Huxgate magnetometers (16Hz 
and 4 Hz sampling rate) an.d a search coil magnetometer (128 Hz sampling ra.te). We 
use 3-seconda averages of vecror magnetic field data. On the other band, The LEP can 
obtain energy-per-charge analysis of three-dimensional velocity distributio1111 of ions and 
electroP.II from several eV /q ro 43 keY /q with logarithmically ordered 32 channels, 116ina: 
seven senson1 whose look directions are separated by 22.5" io the spaceuaft meridional 
plane. Velocity distributions are obta.ined in a period of four spins (12 secooda), while 
the velocity momeots up to the third order are calclll.ated onboard every spin period. 

1.5.3 Orbit 

The primary purpose of the GEOTAIL miMion is to study structure and d)'llamics 
of the geomagnetic taiL In the lin1t phase of the mission, GEOTAIL atayed in the 
Distant-Tail orbit and explored the distant magnetotail beyond the lunar distance by 
adjWiting its orbit by a number of double Lunar swing-by maneuvers. In the second 
pha.se of the mi!lsion, GEOTAIL wu throwo into the Neill"-Tail orbit in the fall of 1994 
and the apogee is lOWO!red of earthward of lunar orbit. The orbit after February 1995 
hu an apogeeof-30 Re, a perigee of-10 Re, and lheorbital period of-7da,ya. Such 
trajectories are also suitable for investigations of the foresbock region. Trajectories of 
GEOTAIL in the Geoceotric Sollll" Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates ia indicated in Figure 1.13. 

1.6 Other data sets used in this thesis 

1.6.1 The WIND spacecraft 

Original start yelll" of ISTP Willi 1992. However, launch schedules of other ISTP B&tellitea 
delayed and we did not have enough chance so far to make simu\taneoi.LII observations 
with them. Fortunately, the WIND spacecraft (Figure 1.7) waa successfully launched 
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Fipre 1.8: Orbit arGEOTAIL in the l"""mnic solar ecliptic {GSE) coonlinatn. 
(a)theDistant·Tailorbitrro~r~Septe~nber1992toOctoberl994;{b)theNear-Tail 
orbitrromNowmberl994toOctobttl!l!l6. 

Fiprei.7:CoallpratioaorlheWIND•pacec..tiiOJiloie•!ldParA:I,I994]. 
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Rl.eppinl 
J_ .,., .. 

K. l•lvro 

NA A/ F 

bo. ""' 

NA A/v>F 

lfPE 
~~. ...... 

Table 1.4: WIND ocientiHc inYC$tigatioiiS (Ogil.;., 1111<1 Porb, 1996). 

on I November 1994 [ef. Ogilvie ond Porb, 1996). Therefore, we ean make eome 
simultaneoUB ohservatious on the Near-tail orbit from fall of 1994. 

WIND carries eight different experiments, six of which are dea.igned to measure 
particles from a few eV to hundreds of MeV, and electric and magnetic 6.elds from 
DC to tens of MH~. Table 1.4 lists the WIND iustrumentl and swnmarizes their 
capabilitiea. In Chapter 2, 3 and $, we use part of data. seta obtained from the MFI 
(magnetic field) (Upping d al., 1995), the WAVES (radio and plum& waves) (Baugtrd 
d al., 1995), and the SWE (particlea) (Ogilvie d al., 1995) to compare our GEOTAIL 
data with the data observed in the solar wind. 

The primary objective afWIND ill to obtain information on the behavior afparticlea 
and fields in the solar wind. Figure 1.8 BhoW!I the trajectory of WIND during the first 
year of operation in the GSE coordinates. 

1.6.2 Indices for geomagnetic activities 

In the present study, we u.se Kp index and AKR index as indices of geomagnetic activ
itiestocomparewitbob&ervedra.diawaveactivities. 

We use Kp index to !mow long-interval geomagnetic activities. Kp index is provided 
by 3-hour interval!~ in 10 leve\8 from 0 to 9, and denotes the activity of geomagnetic 
6.eldsorsolar activity. Thill index is calculated with II magnetometers in the northern 
hemisphere and one in the southern hemisphere. These stations are selected in 50°-60" 
magnetic latitude. 

On the other hand, we use AKR index to know short-interval geomagnetic activitiea. 
AKR index ill defined as fl.ux of AKR nonnaliwd at a di8tance of 25 Rt: from the Earth 
in !-minute interval (Murata, 1995], based on the correlation between 8ux of AKR 
lUld geomagnetic activity (cf. V""'-' d !II., 1977; KaUer and Alexander, 1977]. Auroral-
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Figu~ L8: Orbit of WIND on th• GSE roordina~H from Nov.mher 1m to 
November 1995 (Ogiloie <>nd Po..U, 1996). 

electro jet {AE) inde>< is also able to be used as short-interval inde><. AE inde>< io Ullually 
provided by both hourly and 2.5 minute values, and calculated from twelve ground
based magnetometer mea~~uremenl.S in the auroral latitude in the northern hemisphere. 
Unfortunately, AE data set is not available from 1992. 

1. 7 Electromagnetic particle code, KEMPO 

In thie etudy, we exocuted some numerical e><perimenta on tbe conditioo.s of the electron 
foreabock, expected sour« region orthe 2/, radiation. We used the 2-1/20 electromag
netic particle code, Kyoto university's ElectroMagnetic Particle cOde (KEMPO) (Mat
sumoto and Omura., 198:>], which iB able to treat both electromagnetic and electrostatic 
wave modes simultaneously with a epecial time-filter tech11ique Ulling a multi-time-step 
{MTS) seheme. In KEMPO, we solve Maxwell's equation 

VxB = i'QJ+~~ 
V><E = -~ 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

where cllrn!nt density J is computed from motion of a large number of particle& under 
theequatioDBofmotion, 

{1.8) 
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,, .. (1.9) 

where q is charge and m ia lllll89 of sinsle particle. As an initial condition, the electric 
field should satial'y theelectr06ta.tie equation 

V·E = -!;; 
V·8 = 0 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

where p is a charge density computed from the positions of particles. E, 8, and J arc 
defined at the spatial grid points, while E and 8 in the equation of motion (1.8) are 
interpolated from those at the neighboring grid points. 

In numerical eimulat.ions in this thesis, we defined c = 1.0, fo = 1.0, and PG = 1.0, 
respectively. 

1.8 Contribution of the present work 

In Chapter 2, we investigate geometry of the terreetrial electron fore:shock by remote 
observations of the 2/p radio emission. Since, only few direct evidence for a foreshock 
origin of the 2/p radiation, we definitely determined geometry of the &Duree region 
by three methods; 'the two-spacecraft triangulation by collaboration with the WIND 
spacecraft', 'the statistical a.calysia of direction finding', and 'the statistical analysis of 
bifurcation pheoomena IISSOCiated with &Oiar wind density jump'. 

In Chapter 3, we further investisate physical conditions in the terrestrial electron 
foreehock by in-situ obtlervat.ionB of the 2/ P radio emi&&ion, based on the results obtained 
in Chapter 2. We iovestigated slobal distributions ofpla.~~ma waves and particles in the 
electron foreiliock by mapping analysis, local observationB on and acrOSB the IMF line 
tangent to the bow shock. 

In Chapter 4., we further investigate physical processea in the terrestrial electron 
fore~~hock by numerical experiments to generate the 2/, radio emiuion in the computer 
space. We executed numerical experiments blll!ed on the results obtained in Chapter 2 
and 3, and senerate electi'OIIt.atic and electromagnetic waves at 2/p by the electromag
netic particle code, KEMPO. 

In Chapter 5, we investigate global dynamics around the p!umapause during sub
storm by remote observation.e of the continuum enhancement, short-lived enhancement 
of the nonthermal continuum radiation. This emissio11 is generated at the plaama.pause 
by electrons injected i11to the local midnight zone aa.sociated with substorm. We used 
this emiuion to study global processes around the plaamapause through three feature~~; 
'the source locations', 'variation oftbe frequency range', and 'variation of the banded 
frequency atructure'. 

In Chapter 6, we investigate the global dynamica in the auroral region by remote 
observations of AKR. We study the frequency of occUITence of AKR, and searcbed the 
possible dependences on the factors which affect generation and propagation conditions 
of AKR; 'the global magnetic disturbances', 'the longitude of the source region', and 
'the angle between the geomagnetic axis and the Sun-Earth line'. Blll!ed on results of 
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these analY8(!8, we independently evaluated eharaeteriatics of generation conditions of 
AKR. 

In Chapter 7, we present p<oe.sibility of the te<:hniques presented in this thesis applied 
for planetary explorations, For a such example, we show inVf!!ltigation of the Jovian 
radio activities llSSOciated with a linlt historic event, the impact!! of Comet Shoemaker
Levy 9 (SL-9), by remote observations of the Jovian low frequency radiations below I 
MHz. We study perturbatiollll in the outer maptetoaphere caused by direct interactiollll 
between the comet and Jovian outer mapte1.08phere through activity of low frequency 
radio emi!llliOilll. We al60 take account of results obtained by other ground-b&Sed and 
orbiting observatories, and the ULYSSES spacecraft Hying in the solar system di8tant 
from the Earth. 

In Chapter 8, we summarize the present studies, and present p088ible future space 
studies for development and exteDllion of the road toward space. 



Chapter 2 

Remote Observations of 2Jp 
Radiation 

The 2/p radio emission is frequently observed around the terrestrial ele<:tron foreshock. 
However, only few direet evidences for u. forwhoclt origin of the 2/p radiation. In this 
study, we definitely determine the ,~~;eometJY of source region by three kinds of remote 
observations. 

Firat ill 'the tworspacecraft tri:~n&ulation'. We combine direttion-finding data from 
simultaneoll9 GEOTAIL/WIND observatioaa of 2/p radio emi99ion to provide the first 
3-D source location. These observations are made when both GEOTAIL and WIND 
are relatively close to the electron foreshock regioD a.o.d to each other. For two Ca&e$ 
pre~Jented, the 2/p radio liOur<:e centroid is found to be stationary and located in the 
upstream wing of the electron fort8hock region, 10-50 RE: l'rom the contact point. In a 
third cBSe, we find the 2fp aoun::e oontroid to foUow the motion of the electron foreshock 
a.ssoda.ted with rotation of interplanetary magnetic field line. 

On the other band, GEOTAIL it.selfba~~ frequently provided the remote ob9ervatioll8 
of the 2/p radiation from regioDB with a distance of to-30 R£ from the Earth. Bued 
on the$e data seta, we determine the geometry of 2/p radio source by two kinds of 
statistical analyses. First is 'the statistical analysis of direction finding'. We show that 
the 2/p radio source ceDtroid is not concentrated to the contact point of interplanetary 
magnetic field on the bow shock. Typical location of the 2/p radio source centroid is 
the region with a distance of 10-30 R£ from the contact point. The second is 'the 
statistical analysis of bifurca.tion phenomena associated with solar wind demity jump'. 
We show that the souree location projected on the Sun-Earth line ill generally limited 
about 5-10 R£ on the upstream side and about lQ-20 R£ on the downstream side. 

These results of tbree kinds of analyses agree well with a model that 2/p radio 
source is in tbe electron foresbock. Some disagreement point.:l in these results are also 
discuased. 

2.1 Introduction: Geometry of 2/, radio source in the 
electron foreshock 
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The 2/, radiation, at twice the solar wind el~tron plaama frequency, /p, i.ll frequently 
observed in whole upstream regions of the terre&trial bow shock. Early direction find· 
ing analySCll indicated that the 2/, radiation ill originated outside the magnetosphere 
[Gumell, 1975; Gumdl and Fmnk, 1976]. Tills emission ;., heheved to be gener&ted 
by intense Langmuir wavf!!l through the sa.me mecl:Ian.ism as type III solar radio bursts. 
In the electron foreshock region just doWU!Itream of the interplanetary magnetic filed 
(IMF) linea tangent to the bow shock, backstreaming energetic electron beams gener&te 
strong Langmuir wa.vf!&. Since strong Langmuir waves ~ still obaerved far up~:~tream 
in the region with a d.ist.ance of 100-200 Rc from the bow shock, the 2/, radio source 
is also thought to extend far from the bow shock along the tangential IMF linea (cf. 
Lnmmbe dal., 11188]. 

However, there have actually been few evidences for a foreshock origin of the 2/, 
radiation. Figure 2.1 (a) shows the ISEE·I measurement of 2/, radiation with passage 
of the spacecraft through the electron fomhock region [Lncombe d nl., 1988]. This 
providea the only direct evidence for a foreshock origin of the 2/p radi&tion. On the 
other h&nd, there are other two indirect evidences indicated in Figure 2.1 (b)-(c) (Hoang 
d a/., 1981; Reiner d a/., 1996]. One is that variations of frequency of the 2/, radiation 
line associated with the density jump in the solar wind indicate tbe CO!Tellponding time 
delay by convection at the solar wind rate from the spacecraft to the electron forcshock 
The other is that direction finding results are consistent with suggeated 2/p sour« in 
the foresbock region. These observations suggest that the 2/, radio source is very large 
and can extend some 100 Rc along the electron foreshock [Gumell and l'Nnk, 1976; 
Steinberg and Hoang, 1986] 

In tills study, we definitely determine the geometry of the 2/p radio source by three 
methods of remote observatiollB; 'the two>-spacecraft triangulation by GEOTAIL &nd 
WIND', 'the statistical analysis of direction finding', and 'the st.a.tistieal analysis of 
bifurcation phenomena. associated with density jump in the solar wind'. 

2.2 GEOTAIL/WIND triangulation 

In this Bection, we show reaulta of the first 3-D triangulation by two apscecr&ft, CEO· 
TAIL &nd WIND. Tbi8 method can provide not only direct inlonnation of the 2/p radio 
source location, but also real-time tracking of the 2/p source centroid for finite periods 
of time. Therefore, this method can be used to study dynamic changes of the 2/p source 
location in respOII8e to orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). 

2.2.1 Observational configurations 

We analyze data seta simultaneously obtained by the Plasma Wave instrument (PWI) 
onboanl the GEOTAIL spacecraft (Matsumoto eta/., 1994] and by the WAVES e>:per· 
iment onboanl the WIND spacecraft (Bougeret el <U., 1995]. 

The PWI that was e>:tensively ll5ed is Band-4 of the Swoop Frequency Analyze.
(SFA), which has a frequency ranl!:e of 12.5-100 kHz, a frequency resolution of 684 Hz, 
and a time resolution o£8 seconds. The SFA is connected to a wire dipole antenna with 
50 m elements in the spscecraft spin pl&ne that is stabilized close to the ecliptic plane 
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Figure 2.2: Dyna1nir sptttra or th• Wll\D and GEOTAIL radio data from I-Sh 
I..'T on 22 Scpt~mbcr 1995. The nan-ow intermittent horizontall.»tnd at about $0 
kHz is th~ 2/p radiation. 

On the other hand, two WAVE instruments that were extensively used arc the 
super-heterodyne receivers (RADI) and the multichannel thernml noise receiver (TNR) 
RADI covers from 20-1040 kHz at 16 discrete frequencies. and TNR covers from 4-
25G kHz with the b!Uldwidth of 3 kH?.. respectively. The high time iUld frcqueucy 
resolution of the TNR makes it suitable for identifying frequency of the 2/p radiation. 
The step-tuned RADI re<:eivern arc used fm· the dire.:;hon finding by a synthesis of 
signals from the spin plane (S·) and spin axis (Z·) antennas (Manning nnd Fain&erv. 
1980). The electric sensors consist of a long wire dipole antenna with 50 m clements 
in the Kpacccraft spin plane, and a shorter spm axis dipole with clements pm•cutly 
extended 4.3m. 

2.2.2 Results of the triangulation 

In this section. we present the three cases of GEOTAIL/WIND triangulation of the 
2/p radiation. For former two cascs. conditions in the solar wind arc relatively stable 
For the third case, IMF orientl\tion is abruptly changes associated with p<~SSagc or the 
dcn9ity jump in the ~olar wind 
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Caae 1: in 1-Sh UT on 22 September 1995 

Figure 2.2 shows dynamic spectra of the radio emiasion in I-Sh UT on 22 September 
1995 measured by the TNR on WIND and by the SFA on GEOTAIL. The &equency 
range nn the vertical axil ia 4-100 kHs for WIND and 12.5-100 kHz for GEOTAIL. 
The lower da:rk horilOntal bands running at 20-30 kHz acr088 the dynamic spectra 
are the quasi-thermal noise line, whose low frequency limit identifies the local pl1111ma 
frequency. For this time period, t.he local plaama frequency at WIND and GEOTAIL 
remained steady at -25 kHz. The upper dark (eometime~~ intermittent) b&nd at -50 
kHz is the narrow band 2/p radio emission. Although both spacecraft observed the 2/p 
radilltion from very different per11pective8, the 2/p radiationB in both p&nela show much 
close structure in detail. Thill directly affirms to the wide visibility of the 2/p radiation 
[Sieinbery and Hoong, 1986[. The intell8e emiBSion beginni~~g at -02:25 UT ito the low· 
frequency eJ<teneion ora type Ill radio burst (which saturate~~ the WINDfTNR). The 
vertical noire running aer068 the GEOTAIL dynamic spectrum, with intensification in 
the local pl1111ma line, are artificial saturation effects caused by intense Langmuir waves 
produced by the supratbennal electroD8. Presence of intense L&ngmuir wave8 indicates 
that GEOTAIL crossed upStream edge of the electron foreshoek region. 

Figure 2.3 showa the results of t.he simultaneous direction finding from GEO
TAIL/WINO for the 2/p source observed at -50 kHz in 2-4h UT. At this time, WIND 
WBS at {54.1, -50.5, -7.6)RE and GEOTAIL wu at (18.5,-16.2,-1.6)R£ on the geo
centric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordina.tes, BS indicated in Figure 2.3 (a). The amplitude~~ 
of the 2/v radiation simultaneously me1111ured by GEOTAIL and WIND are showu in 
Figure 2.3 (b). The intenBity at WIND is -3 times smaller than at GEOTAIL. Thill 
difFerence may be due to the beaminl': of the radiation alon~~: the axil of the fom~hock 
&nd/or due to the closenet~ of GEOTAIL to the foresho<:k region. The azimuth angle~~ 
of the 2/v emission, hJ,, mea8ured by GEOTAIL/WIND are shown in Figure 2.3 (c). 
The scatter in 4>-J.J, is a measure of the uncertainty and arilleB primarily &om the inten
sity variation of the source over the time of the mell3urementll (3 seconds for WIND, 180 
second& for GEOTAIL). The uncertainty in 4>-J.J, is significantly greater for GEOTAIL 
since the source intensity significantly varied over the 180 seconds which is required for 
each direction-finding detennination. 

Figure 2.3 (d) indicate~~ the elevation angle of the 2/, radiation, 92J,. measured 
by WIND. Since ~/, is slightly below the dashed line which iB the direction of Earth 
1111 seen from WIND, the sour<:e lies to tbe north of the Earth-WIND line. A source 
elevation angle &om GEOTAIL cannot be detenuined becslll!e the direction finding 
can only be performed with the spin-plane antenna sipal on GEOTAIL. Figure 2.3 (e) 
shows the modulation inde:ot, a, defined by (l,.a.- I,.;")/(1,.., + !,.;~). a depends on 
both the wurce elevation angle relative to the spacecraft spin a.:otis and source angular 
size. The a.verage value of 0.2 for a measured by WIND aod GEOTAIL suggestll a 
relatively large 2/p source. For a source in the spin plane with a- 0.2, angular riLdiU9 
ofthesourceis-70". 

The valuea of 4>-J.J, represent the ecliptic plane projection of the direction to the 
wurce centroid. The median of azimuth angle h1. mea~~ured by GEOTAIL &om 
02:30 to 3:00 UT wBS -114•. At the same time, the 2/p source azimuth 4>-J.J, mea-
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(o)2f, radio source located by WIND/GEOTAIL triangulation 

-.(12:45 UT- 22 Soploml>lr 1995 

Y(CSE) 

X(CSE) 

nmo{UT) 
22Soplombor t99S 

Figure 2.3: (a.) WIND and GEOTAIL orbit projttttd oo ttliptio plan~. Triangu. 
la.ted2J,sour~locationand6eldlinetangenttothebowshockisalsoshown. (b) 
Ob..,rvtd radio ioten•ity measu~ by WIND and GEOTAIL (c) Deri,·td sourre 
azimuth angle measurtd from WIND and from GEOTAIL. {d) O.rivtd soum: 
elevation angle measured from WIND. {~) Deri-.1 modulation indu "'"'"'mred 
by WIND aod GEOTAIL. In eacb panel. the solid doll and the right aeale refer 
to the WIND meuuremenll; the open triangl.s and the ldt scale refer to the 
GEOTAIL measun:menb. 
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sured by WIND WBB -ISS" and the elevation acgle 1121, wu .-.76°. Therefore, the 
triangulated 3-D source centroid location on the GSE coordinates is found to be 
(29.3, -40.5. -0.93)R£. Figure 2.3 (a) shows the location of source centroid obtained 
by GEOTAIL/WIND triangulation projected onto the ecliptic plane. 

At the time of this measurement, both WIND aod GEOTAIL were in the solar 
wind and both measured orientation of the IMF. The average IMF uimuth in the 
2/p source region, talcing the appropriate delay to account for the convection time to 
the soun:e region, was 285". This field line make!! contact with the bow shock at ... 
(9.0, 12.8,0.0)R£. Figure 2.3 (a) also shows this contact point and the outer boundary 
of the electron foreshock region defined by orientation of the IMF. The latitude of the 
IMF was -20"N. Assuming that the IMF latitude outside the orbit plane was the same, 
the 3-D picture of the foreshoclc region is these t1lted parallel field lines wrapped about 
the paraboloid bow shock. The orientation of the bow shock shown in Figure 2.3 (a) 
takes into account the 4° aberration due to the orbital motion of the E&rth and the 
additional 2" due to the solar wind Bow direction meBSured at WIND during the time 
of these observations 

As indicated in Figure 2.3 (a). the triangulated 2JF source centroid lies within the 
eKpected electron foreshock region. In particular, the 2JF source centroid was in the 
up$tream wing of the electron foreshoclc region about 50 RE from the contact point. 
The above results represent the fiilit 3-D determination of the 2fp source centroid 
location us.ingtwospacecrafttriangulation. 

Case 2: in 2G-24h UT on 22 September 1995 

Next, we show the 8(!((lnd GEOTAILfWIND triacgulation of 2fp radiation occurred 
in 26-24h UT on 22 September 199S. Figure 2.4 shows the dynamic spectra of the 
radio emission in 26-24h UT observed by GEOTAIL and WIND. The triangulation 
results are shown in Figure 2.5, with the same ootation as in Figure 2.3. At this 
time, WIND was located at (64.4, -S0.3,-8.8)Rt: and GEOTAIL at (14.7,2.8,0.8)R£, 
both in the solar wind Up$tream of the bow shoclc as indicated in Figure 2.5 (a). 
The results of the direction finding from 22:30 to 24:00 UT at -80 kHz are shown in 
Figure 2.5 (b)-( e). Since the 2Jp radiation observed by WIND was wealc, the results of 
the direction finding by WIND are not so well-defined. From Figure 2.5 (c), we lind the 
median of azimutb angles ¢-2/, meaaured from WIND and GEOTAIL is 140" and 280", 
respectively. Figure 2.5 (d) shows that the average elevation angle from WIND lhJ, 
was 86". The modulation index 0: indicated in Figure 2.5 (e) is ....1).4. This indicates a 
somewhat smaller soun:e ~ion, with -60" of angular radiUII. 

The GEOTAIL/WIND triangulation gives the 2fp radio source centroid location at 
(IS.78, -3.3S,-4.074)RE on the GSE coordinates. Figure 2.5 (a) shows the 2/p radio 
souree centroid location projected onto the ecliptic plane. During the time of these 
measurements, the IMF was steady with uimutb at -290" and latitude at -IO"N. 
This implies an outer boundary of the electron foreabock as illWitr&ted in Figure 2.5 
(a). The triansulated 2Jp source location lies jllllt inside thi.s boundary. In this case, 
the 2fp source centroid lies about IS RE: from the contact point, at (12.0, lO.O,O.O)R£. 
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Fig11r<• 2.·1: Dyn~mic >poctrum ol tho \\"l:'\0 "'"I GEOT.~Il r~<liQ <lMa in 20· 2~11 
t:Ton22Sct>lomhtr l99j 
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(o)2f, rodlo source loeoted by WINO/GEOTA.IL trlonguloflon 

-23:24 UT- 22 S•plemb•r 1995 

nmo(Ut) 

Figure 2.5: GEOTAIL/WlNO triangulation resul\o for the 2/, radiation from 
22::Wto24:00UTon22September1995. 
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JOJuly199S 

f'igur~ 2.6: Oyn,.mic •poctnnn o(tlto WI?'D (a) and GEOTAIL (b) radio data iu 
IS 2~h liTon30July 19!1£. 

Case 3: in 18-22h UT on 30 July 1995 

As a fini\l cxa.mple. we present a. 2/9 event on 30 July 199:> obl;erved when the cl~tron 
forcshock moved during the period of the obolerva.t.ion ?&ocia.ted with rota.tion of the 
IMF in the sola.r wind. Figure 2.6 allows the dynamic spectra. of the ra.dio emission 
tn 18-22h UT. At this time. WIND waos at (4l.G.32.0.-3.0)R( and GEOTAIL wllll 
at (22.G.:t.9.-l.4)Rf:. The IMF direction rotated rapidly from 270" at -20:45 UT to 
22:>" at -21:0:> UT. a.s observed from both GEOTAIL and WIND. Conrspondmgly. 
there W:l.'l a sudden chan!l:e m the 2/p azimuth at WIND from 140" at 20:45 UT to 200° 
at 21:10 UT and a chauge in that at GEOTAIL from too• at 20:45 UT to 40" i\l 21:20 
UT, as shown iu Figure 2.7 (c) 

The results of the triangulation at 20:45. 21:00. 2UO and 21:20 UT are showu in 
Figure 2.7 (a). The orientation of the IMF taugcnt to the bow shock at these times is in 
dicat<;d by the Yllrious lines. The directions of the 2/p radiation from GEOTAIL/WIND 
arc indicated by the <lotted lines. The triangulated 2/, source locations arc indicated 
by the st11111. It is dear in Figure 2.7 (a) that the 2/p source '" followmg the rotation 
of the IMF in such way as to maintain it>! centroid in the electron forcshock region 
On the other hand. thia 2/p event all!o illustrates the motion of the electron forcshock 
Fot· urunple. distance of source centroid from the rontact point Yllries fiSSOciatcd with 
passag~ of the density jump: -so R~: at 20:45 UT. then dccteascs to -30 R~;. and 
finally incrcasi:'S to-85 R,;. 
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Fipre 2.7: GEOTAILfWIND tri .... m;tiom Nlllllts for the 2/~ emiaio11 from 
20:00to22:00VTu30Jalyl995. Tlle<kdRCeC!oriealationohlletltctraafore
shock at 20:45, 21:00, 21:10 NUl 21:20 UT are..._ .. b)' the duhod, dull-dol, 
d .. ll·dot-clol-dot ud 101id !ius, respectively. Tho! GEOTAIL/WIND tri""pl&
tionioilldicatedbythtdolledlinlludtlu!2/,oollreelocalionsbytheotats. 



2.3 Statistical analysis of remote observations 

In previo\1.9 section, we show by the trian,ulation of GEOTAIL and WIND that the 
2/p source locates in the electron foreshock and follows tbe motion of the electron 
foreshock asaociatOO with rotation oftbe IMF. However, we should note that the GEO
TAIL/WIND triangulation frequently fai.Le to locate the sour«, or loc;~.tell far inside or 
outside the electron foresbock. Fortunately, the 2/p radio emission i8 ,enerally observed 
by GEOTAIL in all the upetream region of the bow shock in a distance of 1()-30 R, 
from the Earth. In order to confirm results of the triangulation, we analyze GEOTAIL 
data sets by two kinds of statistical methods; 'the statistical analysis of direction find
ing', and 'the statistical analysis of bifurcation phenomena associated with the dell!:lity 
jwnp in the solar wind'. 

Plasma wave data is obtained by the Sweep Frequency Analy~er (SFA), a part 
of the Plasma Wave lrultrurnent (PWI) aboard GEOTAIL (Ma.tn<moto et o.t, 1992]. 
Simult.aneo\1.9 values of the IMF orientation i1Dd velocity of the solar wind are taken 
from GEOTAIL the Magnetic Field Measl!l"llments (MGF) (Kokuhn eta/., 1992) and 
the Low Energy Particle (LEP) experiment (Mid:QI d ol., 1992] aboard GEOTAIL. 

2.3.1 Statistical analysis of direction finding 

On this study, we statistically analyze 21 cases of direction findin' results of the 2/p 
radiation observed from February to November 1995. Direction !iodine is based on spin 
modulation of electric field strength, and detennined by standard Fourier technique 
(MQnning ond Foinberg, 1980]. We should mention that directions of the source re8ion 
indicated by direction finding are generally BCattered in GEOTAIL data. This might be 
caused by fast variation of2/p Rux over the time of the me&SI!l"llments (-ISO seconds), 
scattering of 2/p radiation in the ion foreshock or at the bow shock, a.nd/or too large 
apparent angular radius of the source from the Jocatiou of GEOTAIL too close to the 
source. We select samples with a condition that variation of tbe source direction stays 
within 10° for 30 minutes. For sueh ell9ell, variations of the IMF orientation stay within 
to• and elevation angles of tbe IMF is within 30". This means that location of expected 
BOurce re&ion on tbe IMF line tangent to tbe bow shock should be stable and close to 
the ecliptic plane. Sueh condition is suitable for direction finding by GEOTAIL whose 
spinning plane is close to the ecliptic plane. 

Figure 2.8 shows the result of direction findiug in the GSE coordinates grouped 
with azimuth angle of the IMF ~8 ; (a) 60-80", (b) 80-100", (c) too-1200, and (d) 
12G-14.00. We also show whole the direction finding results normalized to ~8 = 120" in 
Figl!l"ll 2.8 (e). In Figure 2.8, the sour« directions are generally close to parallel with 
IMF direction, even in tbe region close to the contact point. General crossing pooitions 
between observed source directioll!i and the IMF lines tangent to the bow shock is at 
a distance of 1()-30 Re from the contact point. Tbit indicates that the source region 
of tbe 2/p radiation is not conceo.trated around the contact point. We also find that 
features of tbe source directions indiea.te symmetric exte1111ion of tbe source region along 
the tangential IMP line in upstream and downstream wing. 
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F~u~ 2.8: Di~ion finding rMulto ~uped to aai~t~ulh &ngle of lhe IMF, ~B· 
(a) 60"-$0"; (b) S00-100"; (c) 100"-120"; (d) 12IJ0-140"; (e) nonna.liud. to ~B = 
120". Circl .. indicate aateUite locatiou. Thick lin .. indicate 2/p radio sauTe<! 
directions. Tbinlin.,.indieatetan'*ntiaiiMFiin ... 
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2.3.2 Statistical analysis of bifurcatioD 

Difurca.tion phenomena of the 2/p radiation are sometimes observed aasociated with the 
dellllity jump in the solac wind II.arombe d aJ., 1988; &irur el aJ., 1996). Figure 2.9 (a) 
!bows an example at 22:2o-22:45 UT on 24 August 1995. Sucb phenomena are caused 
by progressive Vllriation of the pla11ma frequency in the extended source region. For 
example, Figure 2.9 (a) sho~ that the new 2/p radiation at 105-110 kHz appears at 
22:22 UT and old 2/p radiation at 85kHz vanishes at 22:42 UT. Figure 2.9 (b) showa 
a schematic view of this case. We can e~timate the fonner and the latter indicate 
the times when the density jump reaclled at the most UPIItream edge of the upstream 
wing and passed at the most down8tream edge of the down8tream wing, respectively. 
Therefore, from appearance and vanishing times of the 2/p rad.iatio1111 in the bifurcation 
phenomena, we can define locatiollll of the edges of the upst.nlamjdownstrcam wings 
projected to the Sun-Eacth line, X up and X.~o..., by 

x.P "' x,10 +(T.p-T,10)v,., 

X..,~ "' X,1< + (T • ..,n - T,10)v,,. 

(2.1) 

where X,1, and T,f< are location and time when the density jump passed at GEOTAIL, 
Tup is the appearance time of new 2/p line. T..,n ill the vanishing time of old 2/p 
line, and v,., is the solar wind velocity alo~~g the Sun-Earth line, respectively. For 
simplification, we assume that normal of the density jump in each ca-w ill parallel to 
the Sun-Earth line in each analysis. For this study, we find 32 cases of bifurcation 
phenomena from Februacy to October 1995. We select samples with conditiOn$ that 
variatio1111 of the IMF orientation •tay within 100, and elevation angles of the IMF is 
witbin30". 

Figure 2.9 (c) shows the observed upatrcam/downstream wing of the source re
gion projected along the Sun-Earth line. Since the bow shock is roughly rotational 

:::;.eJirJ:~o~tziseE s::r:!:::.o;i::·i:c::e::co:~r;s~~t ~f t~: ::::~~~~ 
IMF line estimated at each event. Bars indicate extension of tbe 2/, so\llCe region 
projected on the Sun-Earth line, from x.P to Xd,.,n· In Figure 2.9 (c), we find that 
typical eKtelllliOn of tbe upatream wing projected on the Sun-Eacth line is up to 5-lO 
R£ from the contact point. Such projected extension seems to be inver:rely correlated 
with the angle between the Sun-Earth line and the IMF direction as upected. There· 
fore, real extension of the upstream wing e:~timated from this analy&is ill larger. On 
the other hand, extension of the downstream wing projected on the Sun-Eacth line is 
10-20 RE. Such asymmetry of extensions of the upatream and downstream wing• is 
not consistent with symmetric extension indicated in the statistical direction finding 
results. However, Figure 2.9 (d) sho~ the same re:~ult. Figure 2.9 (d) shows real 
eKtension of the upatream/downstream wing of the 2/p radio source sugge:~ted by the 

all C811e9 indicated in Figure 2.9 (c), plotted in the cylindrical XGsE-JYJsE + Zf.sE 
~oordinates. In Figure 2.9 (d), W1! 6nd thst typical extension of the upstream wi"i 
•s 5-40 RE from the contact point, while that of the downstream wing is 2Q-80 R£, 
whichistwiceofthatofthcupstreamwiog. 
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Figure 2.9: Edge of tbe upotrnm/down!lream wing of tlu: 2/p ra.dio sou..,e de
terminodbyllflalysi•of'bifureation'. (a)Anexampleofbifurcationoboerved at 
-22:30 UT on 24 August 1996. (b) A ocbematie viow of bifu..:o.ti<>n. (e) The 
2/• radio oouree projeeted on the Sun-Earth line in XGsE-.J!YJsE + ZbsEl co
ordinatH. Cirel~ indita~ the upected contact points. (d) The 2/p radio source 
projet:ted on XcsE-/(YJsE + ZAsEl coordin&l.,. 
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2.4 Discussions 

Finot, we evaluate GEOTAIL/WIND triangulation, which illustrate the advantage of 
making simultaneous spawcraft obse!"'Ui01111. Two events are chosen when the IMP 
direction ~mained relatively steady duri11g the period of observatio11. In these CB8C8, 
the 'l/, so= location remained constant on the electron foreshock region over the 
time of the measuremenu. We also presented the result of the triangulation for a 2/, 
event observed when the IMF displayed a &ystematic rotation. We &bowed that the 
triangulated 2/, source centroid followed the motio11 of the electron foreshoek region. 

We should mention that often the GEOTATLJWTND triangulation either fails to 
locate the source or locate& the source far inside or outaide tile electron foreshock in 
analy1ing many examples of2/, radiation. There are a number of possible explanations 
for this failu~. Dep<1nding on the p<)!lition of GEOTAIL/WIND relative to the source, 
they may observe very large 2/, source from very different perspectives. Therefo~, 
proximity effectll ca.n alter the true centroid of the source region. GEOTATL which by 
nature ofil9 orbit is always very close to the 2/p source regio11 is particularly susceptible 
to these proximity effectll. R.egion11 of the radio source closer to GEOTAIL can have a 
much greater inllue11ce on the direction finding than the regio09 farther from GEOTATL. 
WIND is less effected by these proximity ell"ectll because WIND stays generally farther 
from the source region. On the other hand, the 2/, radio source centroid in all cases 
presented here is found to lie;., the upstream wing of the electron foreshock. It seems 
to be because all ca.se!l presented here are observed in the regionB close to upstream 
wing of the electron foreahock. In such situation, both sateUite& are easy to be atfectod 
by closer source in the upstream wing. In additioo, the bow shock can interrupt the 
propagation of 2/p radiation from the downstream wing. 

We also define the geometry of the 2/, radio source by two statistical method!! Wl

ing GEOTAIL PWI data seta: statistical analysis of direction finding, and statistical 
analysis of bifw:ea.tion phenomena associated with density jump iu the solar wind. Sta
tistical analysis of direction finding shows apparent locations of the 2{, radio source 
centroid from GEOTAIL. We find that the observed source directioM generally seem 
to be close to p>Uallel with IMP direction. This result indicate& that the source re
gion of the 2{, radiation is not concentrated around the contact point. This can be 
e:o;plained by a model that a sharp electron beam is not formed tbrough the time-of
flightell"ectattheregionclosetothecontactpointbecauseofasbort.a.s:eoffligbttime. 
Other possible e:o;planations are sharp beaming along the tangential IMF. Although 
such beaming was not supported by previous observations (cf. La.:ombe d al., 1988), 
we need to verify in future studies. We also indicated that distribution of appilrellt 
locatioDB of the source centroid on the tangential IMP line is generally synunetric in 
the upstream and downstream wing:e, at a diatanee of IQ-30 Re from the contact point. 
On the other hand, statistical a.nalysis of bifurcation phenomena shows locatioll!l of the 
upstreamfdoWilllt~ edges of the 'l/, radio source. We find that extension of the 
BOurce projected on the Sun~ Earth line seems asymmetry. Distances of the edge$ from 
the contact point is about 5~!0 Rt: in the upstream wing and about 10~20 Rein the 
dOW08t.ream wing. Doth analyBell show that typical extension of 2/, radio source is 
not so long, below 100 Re, wbich is shorter than values e:o;pected by previous obtier-
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Figu"' 2.10: A schematic mod~l of posoibl~ oleetron b<!l111 destruction at den•ity 
jumpintheooluwiodasoociate<IMtbbifu,.,ationpbenomena. 

Figure2.ll: Tbe:l.-Dpictureoftbeforesb<><:kregioniL.ocomb..elaJ., 19881. 

Yll.tion.ll of Langmuir wa.vea in rae up~~trea.m region. This indica.te!l the typica.llength of 
CODBurnptioo of free energy in the electron beams a.ccelerated at the contact point. 

Limitation of the 2/p souree extenelon from the cont.a.ct point should be caused by 
the COilBumption of free energy of electron beam~ in the long trip from the contact point. 
Therefore, we expe.::ted symmetric extellBion 88 indica.ted in the statistical analysis 
of dire.::tion 6nding. There are two pOSBible explanations for short extell8.ion of the 
upatrea.m wing determined from bifurcation phenome11a. One is destruction of electron 
beamt on the tangential IMF line BSSOcia.ted with Cl"099ing at the dellBity jump, which 
is indica.ted in Figure 2.10. On thi!l point of view, the 2/,. radiation is hard to be 
~oersted beyond up~~trea.m of the den~~ity jump, and edge of upatream wing should be 
under-estimated. The other ill wide di1Lrihution of the contact points of tilted parallel 
6eld lines wrapped about the pacaboloid bow shock, 88 iadicated in Figlll"e 2.11. Since 
the contact points on the bow shock also distribute more dowllBtrea.m than that of the 
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IMF line on GEOTAIL, the 2/p radiation 1:10uro:e should &11:10 distribute far downstream 
re~on. In order to confinn this model, we need to inYe9tigatc efficiency of electron 
beam generation correho.ted with location of the contact points. 

Tllis hypotbl!!liB seemB to be tl!!lted by the triangulation of the bifurcation phenom
ena.. Oneof9uchclllll!!l is already shown in Figure2.~ and Figure2.7. In this case, X•l<• 
T•l<• T.,.. T...,., and v ... is 22.6 Rt:, 21:08, 21:09, 21:22, and 320 km/s. Therefore, 
we can define approx.imate locations of 2/p radio source edges, x.,. = 23 RE: at 21:09 
1111d Xdo.,ft= -19 Rt: at 21:22, reapcctively. Although Figure 2.7 CSII not give clear 
evidence to distinguish both ell"ecta, such invl!!ltigations will provide beam dl!!ltruction 
1111djor 3-D views of the electron foreshock. 

2.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we investigated the geometry of2/p radio source by remote observation 
techniques. Our current conclWiion is as follows· 

(1) The 2/,. radio source lies in the electron fort'9hock. When the IMF displays a 
systematic rotation, 2/,. source follows the motion of the electron foreahock. These 
results support the idea that 2/p radiation is generated from strong Langmuir 
waves in the electron foreahock. 

(2) The region close to the oon~t point is not bright source of the 2/,. radiation. 
This should be due to lack of a sharp electron beam in the region dose to the 
contact point, because of a shortage of Right time. Other po!lliible explanations 
are beaming of 2/,. radiation parallel to the tangeotialiMF. 

(3) The distance of 1:10urce region from the Earth is below 100 R£, which is shorter 
than eKpected values by previous observatioll8. This indicates the typical length 
of CO!Uiumption of free energy in the electron beams accelerated at the contact 
point. 

We need to confirm these suggestions by eKten.sive in-situ observations of the 2/,. 
radiation 1:10uree by in-situ observation to confirm theose suggestion.s. 
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In-situ Observations of 2/p 
radiation 

We analy1e the in-situ observa.tioll3 around the electr<ln fo~hoek in order to investigate 
phyllical conditions in the 2/p radio source. 

Fin~t, we show the spatial distributions of plasma wave~~ and energetic particle!~ in 
the foreshock region. We can roughly divide the foreshock region into three parts; 'the 
leading edge of the electron foreshock' with the enhancement of energetic electrons 
above 1 keV, strong Langmuir wave, and electrostatic wave below 1 kHz; 'the deep 
region of the electron foreshock' with the enhancement of moderate electrGIIll below 1 
keV, weak Langmuir wave, and electromagnetic wave below 100Hz; 'the iun foreshock' 
with ion beanu~ and spOradieelectl'Olltaticwave at sever'&l. kHz. We 6nd that the centroid 
of the 2/p radio souree is superposed ou the electroo fore~~hock, so that the 2/p radio 
source should be Living with intense Langmuir wave:~~ generated by energetic electron 
beantll and without sporadic Doppler-sbilt.ed ion aeoll9tic wavea at several kHz. The 
source centroid is located at the region with the distance of about 5-40 R~: from the 
contact point, and not concentrated around the bow abock. Thill augge~~ta that sharp 
electron beams are formed in a region distant from tbe bow shock through time-of-/light 
elfeo::t after the initial acceleration at the contact point. We also confinn that the power 
1\u>: of the 'l/p radiation is positively correlated with solar wind kinetic Row. Since 
the population of energetic electrons is also correlated in the same manner, the power 
llux of the 2/p radiation should be positively correlated with the strength of energetic 
electron bea!llll. On the other hand, we also find tbat the 2/" radiation is more intelll(l 
on the IMF line tangent to the noee portion of the bow shock. Since the strength 
of Langmuir wave and the population of energetic electroua also increase in the same 
manner, the population of the electron beams should be more enhanced on the IMF 
line tan&ent to the nose portion. These results suggest that 2/" radiation can work 1111 
a remote sensing probe to study varioua plasma activities in the electron foreshock. 

Secondly, we sbow direct observatiollll of pl1111ma waves and energetic particle& along 
and acro33 the tangential IMF line. Although we can not lind clear evolution of pl1111ma 
waves and electron bearns along the tangential IMF line, we find that density of the 
qu1111i-beam component shows faster decree.se thm ita kinetic energy on the way from 
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the cont.act point. This suggests beam formation procesa by the decreBBe of dense 
\ow-energy compOnents through the time·or-llight mechaci8m. This model agrees well 
with results of the remote observations and the spatial distributions of plasma WiWes 
and energetic particles. On the other band, on the pilllll across the leading edge of 
the electron foresbock where Langmuir wave~~ a.nd energetic electrons are dramatically 
enhanced, we also find clear enhancement in electric field at 2/9 and below I kH• in 
both SFA and MCA. Although we are afraid arti&cial enhancetllent in the SFA/MCA 
by saturation From intense Lanpnuir wave and in the MCA by tt068·t.alk between 
neighboring ehanne\6, this might suggest enha.ncement or electtwtatic waves at 2/p 
a.nd below 1 kHz associated with nonlioear decay of strong Langmuir wave. Typical 
ratio of 'local' wave at 2/9 to Langmuir wave is below -40 dB, while that or'local' wave 
below I kHz to Langmuir wave ill below -10 dB. These values give a strong limitation 
when we evaluate emission medlanisms of the 2/p radiation. 

3.1 Introduction: Physical conditions in 2/p radio source 

In Chapter 2, we present by remote obeervatione that the electron forllShock il! possibly 
superposed to the 2Jp radio ooun:e. In the electron roreshock, strong Langmuir waves 
are generated by backetreanling energetic electrons at the electron plasma frequency, 
/ 9 (Anduson tl al., 1979; Arnkr•on, 1981; Anduron et al., 1981[. Electromagnetic 2/9 

wave is believed to be generated by these Langmuir waves through a nonlinear direct· 
convenion or mode-conven~ion process (Filkrt and Kellogg, 1979; Cairn$ and Me/mae, 
1985; Cairm, 1988; Yoon et a/., 1994]. Strang Langmuir wave ia still observed in the 
region with a dista.nce beyond 100 RE: from the bow shock along the interplanetary 
magnetic lield (IMF) lines tangeot to the bow shock surface (cf. Gt1lendadt et al., 
1995]. Therefore, the 2/9 radio ooww have been also expected to extend far from bow 
shock [cf. Lacom« e1 al., 1988]. 

Fortunately, GEOTAIL have frequently passed the electron foreshock with & dill· 
tance or 10-30 RE: from the Earth on the Near·Tail orbit. In this study, we use data 
acts of plasma W&ve!l, energetic particlea, and local IMF orientation obtained by the 
Plasma Wave Instrument (PWI) [Matrumolo et al., 1992], the Low Energy Particle 
Experimeot (LEP) (Mukai d al., 1992], and the Magnetic Field Me88urements (MGF) 
(Kokullun eta/., 1992] aboard the GEOTAIL spacecraft, TllSpectively, and extensively 
investigate physicRl conditions in the electron foreshock, the m011t possible BOurce of2/p 
radiation, by in-situ observations. Fil"llt, we show spatial distribution of pl88m& waves 
and energetic pa~tidea in the foresbock region. Secondly, we show local observation of 
plasma waves and energetic particles along and across the tangentia!IMF line. 

General configuration of geometry in the foreahock rogion is indicated in Figure 3.1. 
Observed wave!l and particles in the foresbock region strongly depeod on such geometry 
(Filbert und Kellogg, 1979; Andenoe>n ct al., 1979]. In this chapter, we iotroducc two 
P>~~amete!"ll, Diff a.nd Dill, for foresbock geometcy description; Diff is the distance of 
the spacecraft from the tangentia!IMF line projected on the Sun-Earth line. Di$t is the 
dista.ncc or the spacecraft from the contact point of IMF line tangent to the bow shock 
surface projected on the tangentia!IMF line (cr. Filbf:rt ond Kellogg, 1979; Etcheto and 
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Figure 3.1: Geometry or the ternstrial rornbock [d. Fllkrl ond Kellogg, 1979; 
Elcilo!oon<!Foucluu, 1984]. 

-30 Gd.. o""'~""""""'"""'·""""' -20 ....... ........ .... .... 1:1 ionloresho<:k (9;00UT. 950406) 
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Figure 3.2: Observed locatio"" or the electron fornhock (0.5-2.5h UT, 6 April 
1995}, the ion forubod (8-IOh UT, 6 Apriii99S}, aod the bow shod! (4-6h UT, 
25 April 1995} on the G5E coordinates. Dotk<i ~oa...., nominal location• or the 
bow shook at1d tbemagnetop&UM. 

Foucheuz, 1984[. Positive directioll.'l of both Diffa.~~d Di.!t are defined u anti·aunward. 

3.2 Typical plasma wave spectra in the foreshock 

Previoll9 observations have shown that the forwhod: region can be divided into the elee· 
tron and ion foreshockB depend.inc on distance from the IMF line tangent to the bow 
shock, bMed on ac<::eleration at the bow shock (magoetic reflection and up&trea.m leak· 
age} and propagation in the foreshock (time-of-flight process) [ Grundndt 11nd Fn!dric.l:.l, 
1979; Gumeft, 1985; Fitz-.m,..,iter, 1995[. In this 6eetion, we ahow typical plasma wa.ve 
ape<:t.ra. observed at the electron foreahock, the ion foreahock, and the bow aliock. Fig· 
ure 3.2 shows observed locations on the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates. 

Figure 3.3 shows plums wave Bpectra around the electron foreabock observed in 
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Fi,ur.3.3: Pllllln"'"""'"'SP«'Irll.aroundtbeekctron foroshooko.,...rvrdbytbe 
S~'A and ~ICA i11 0:30-2:30 UT 011 6 April 1995. White lines indicate .t ... tron 
l)'r<>frequency, /,. Dolton> column io D•ffat GEOTAIL. 

" 
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0:31}-2:30 UT on 6 April 1995. Electron plaam& frequency. electron gyrofrequency. and 
ion plaam& frequency were -26 kHz. -110 Hz. and -600 H11, respectively. Vertical 
lines 811110riated with intellli(! Langmuir waves are artificial caused by saturation of the 
preamplifier of the SPA. Bottom column ind.icatea DiJJ at GEOTAIL determined by 
loca.l IMF orientation and nominal bow shock location. Before 0:48 UT. GEOTAIL 
generally stayed in the eolar wmd at upatream of the IMP line taDgeut to the bow 
abode surface, and only ob&erved low plasma wave activitie11 exeept weak quaai-tbomnal 
noiee line at &equencies just above the loca.l e\l!(:tron plaama frequency. At 0:48 UT, 
accompanied with incre&Be of Diff, GEOTAIL entered the electron foresbock at jUIIt 
dOWNtream of the tangential IMF line, and atayed. in the electron foresbock tiU 1:38 
UT. After that. GEOTAIL repea.tedly went 8.CI08II the tangential IMP linea aseociated 
with variation of the TMF orientation. Figure 3.4 1ummarizes plasma wu.ve activities at 
the some specific frequency ranges observed by the SFA {dotll) with 8-Becond interval 
&bow 1.7 kH11 and 64-second interval below 1.7 kHz, and the MCA (lines) with 0.5-
second interv.a.l., respectively. Data ob&erwd by the SPA and MCA little differ because 
the SFA hu lower background level but is easy to s&tur&te by inten8e Langmuir w&ve. 
while the MCA baa wider dynamic r3Jll!:e but larger background level. Figure 3.4 
sugge~~ts tha.t the electron foreshock can be divided into two parta: leading edge and 
deep region. At the leading edge, inten8e Langmuir wave Wtl8 observed in 0:48-0:52. 
1:36-1:39.1:47-1:52. and2:12-2:17 UT, 8890ciatedwith thin ell!(:tron be1L!1111above I 
keV (cf. Andtnon tt Ill .. 1979: Ander1on tC Ill, 1981]. At thia region, we aleo find 
enhancement of electric field at 2/p and below I kHz. Although these wu.ves mil!# be 
wtificial caused by aaturation and the like [cf. Looom.lle et Ill .. 1988], we can suggest 
th&t the electric field below I kHz might indicate enhancement of ion acoustic wave 
aaaociated with backsca.ttering of Langmuir wu.ve [cf. Mt~~cMeUi and Dum, 1991], and 
the electric field at 2/r> might indicate enhancement ofelectroatatic 2/r> wu.ve [cf. Klirnu, 
1983). On the other band, in the deep region. weak Langmuir wave accompanied with 
weak eJtt.ended component to eeveral kHz Wtl8 observed io 0:55-1:35 UT, aaaoci&ted with 
bot electron t.ail below 1 keV ]G111"11t"!t, 1985]. In this t1lgion. we also lind enhancement 
of magnetic field below 100 Hz. Such enhancement might indicate that of whistler 
wave (Andtr8on dIll .. 1981) or lower hybrid wave [T,\ejappo et al., 1995]. Based on 
comllation be~;ween Diflat GEOTATL and plasma. wave features, we can estimate that 
t.hickneaa of tb.e leading edge is leaa than 1 R~ and that of the deep region is 11!811 than 
3-4 R~, respectively. 

Figure 3.5 ahOW8 plum& wu.ve spectra. aroiUld the ion foreshock ob&erwd in 8-
IOh UT on 6 April 1995. Electron pluma frequency, electron gyrofrequency, and ion 
plum& frequency were-28kHz. -140-180 Hz. and-600Hz, respectively. Figure 3.6 
summarizes plllllllla wave activities at the some specific &equency ranges ohaerved by the 
SPA {dot&) and the MCA (lines). In 8:10-8:40 and 9:35-10:00 UT, DiffofGEOTATL 
abn,optly increaee 8880ciated with rotation of IMP, and GEOTAIL entered the ion 
foreshock at far downatream of the tangenti&IIMF line. In the ion foresbock, Langmuir 
wave, 2/p -.ve, electric field below 1 kHz and magnetic field below 100 Hz were lei!B 
active than thoae in the electron foreshock. On the other hand, sporadic electroatatic 
wave was found at several kH11, between electron pl88ma frequency and ion plasma 
frequency. Such wave is tbought to be Doppler-ahifted ion acoustic wave 88110ciated 
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FiiJUre 3.4: Plasma wav.: activHio around the electron fo .. •hock in 0:30-2:30 UT 
on 6 April 1995. Top column io GEOTAIL location. Middle columll3 flU electric 
field at 2!, at -52 kH2, dt<tric Bold at. /, at. -26 kH~. electric 6eld in 1.7-5.6 
kHz, electric field in Jl-100 Hz, and magnetic Held in 31-100 Hz. Dots and lines 
flU do.ta ol>Krved by the SFA {&-second interval above 1.7 kHz: 64-•t<ond interval 
below 1.7 kHz) and by the MCA {0.5-second in"'rval). Bottom wlumn i• Doff at 
GEOTAIL. 



Fo~n~ 3.5, Pla.•ma wave >p..,tra M<>OU\rl tho ion ror.,.hnrk oh•~rvo·ol hv th~ SFA 
anol ~IC"A in 8 IOh t:T on 6 April 19!15. \\"],ito lin<""S in<lirat• oi<'<"tron g)'rofr" 
qnen<")". /,. Bnttom colnmn is Dt!fat GEOTAIL 
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UT 
Figure 3.6: PIILSma wave acliviti .. around lhe ion for .. hock in 8-10h UT on 6 
April 199S. Fr<>m the U>p column, electric field at 2/,. at -S6 kHz, electric field 
at!, at-28kH•, electric6eld in 1.7-5.6 kHz, electric 6eldio 31-100Hz, and 
magnetic field in 31-100 Hz are indicated. DotolUidlin"'&n:dataob.orv...d by 
the SFA (&-sU<>nd interval above 1.7 kHz; 64·socond ioterval below 1.7 kHz) and 
by the MCA (O.S·second inten..J). Bottonl column io Doff at GEOTAIL. 
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with backstreamina: ion beiUllll from the bow shock (Ander~on el al., 1981]. General 
feature of this wave ill aimilat to the n&JTOw-b&nd eleetrootat.ic noise (NEN) observed 
in the magnetoehea.th bellind the bow shock (Kojima d al., 1996], while its emiSI!ion 
mode and mecha..ism are stiU in investigation. The Doppler-shifted ion acoustic wave 
have been thought to be re11ponsible to generation of electromagnetic wave& at 2J,/ J, 
through decay of intense Langmuir 'iV&ve [cf. Ander1on e1 a.l., 1981). However, our 
observation suggests th!lt the Doppler-shifted ion acoustic wave is only observed in the 
io11 fon'!$hOek and at le88t indepe11det~t of aDy e:nba.neemwt of plasma waves at 2J,. 

Figure 3.7 sbowa plasma wave spectra around the bow shock observed ill 4-6h UTon 
25 April1995. GEOTAIL entered the region behind the bow shock in 4:00-4:16, 5:08-
5:18, and 5:4(}-5:49 UT. At the bow shock erossingt~, we observed projeetion of density 
and magnetic field atre11gtb; electron plasma freque11cy and gyrofrequency increased to 
-40kHz and-200Hz just bellind the bow shock from-22kHz and-100Hz observed 
in the upstreiUII region, re:~peetively. Figure 3.6 summarizes pla.~roa wave activitif!!l at 
the some specific frequency ranges observed by the SFA (dots) and the MCA (solid 
lines). Just behind the bow shock, intense elect.roatatic and eleetroma.gnetic waves are 
observed accompanied with large number of energetic particles [cf. Gurndt, 1985]. In 
contrast, we also find that activity of Langmuir wave is low at the bow shock, beeause 
energetic eleetrons at this region are too dense or tbenna.lized to generate strong beam· 
plasma instabilities. 

3.3 Distributions of waves and particles 

All of proposed elllilltiioo mechanisms of2/, rndiation auggf!!lt that its emi.saivity should 
be positively correlated with activity of local Langmuir wave. Therefore, we can assume 
that the roost po!lllible location of the 2fp radio source is the leading edge of the eleetron 
foresbock. However, we should stiU pay attention to the deep region of the electron 
foreshock that is broader. In this lll'Ction, we inveatigate distribution of piMma waves 
and energetic particles to study phyaieal conditiOII$ in the forelhock region. Such study 
waa first presented 88 the mapping of Langmuir wave by !SEE 3 [ Gruruladl el a.l., 1995]. 
Figure 3.9 shows mapping• of the terrestrial foreshock, using normalized fore~>hock 

coordinates on a common diagram of the nominal IMF at 135° stream angle and the 
nominal shock. Beeause of relative small population ohample points, normalized plane 
is divided into 20><20 R£ llquares overlappina: one another on a 10>< 10 Re grid. Thl!8e 
data suggest that the region with high amplitude Langmuir wave extends at least to 
about 100 Re from the contact point af IMF line tangent to the bow shock surface 

Compared with the atudy of !SEE 3, GEOTAIL observation has two advantage:~: 
The first is that we have larger sample points around the fore:~hock on the Near-Tail 
orbit at a distance of tQ-30 Re from the Earth (Figure 3.10). The second is that we can 
evaluate fl.ux of 'J.fp radiation b~ause the PWIJSFA has better frequency resolution 
than the radio uperiment of !SEE 3. Based on such advantages, we inveatigate spatial 
distributioDB of Langmuir wave at J, (-2o-s0 kHz), the 21, radiation at 'J.fp(-4(}-100 
kHz), electric field in 1.6-7.0 kHz, el~tric field in 31-100 Hz, magnetic field in 31-
100 Hz, energetic electroll$ in 0.4,..,-9.3 keY, and energetic io111 in 12-25 keY, in more 
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detailed spatial reaolution. 

3.3.1 Analyzed data sets 

In tbis analysi8, we usc the PWI to get strength of plilSma waves and local plasma 
den$ity, the LEP to get population of energetic particle& and mlar wind velocity, aod 
the MGF to get orientation of IMF, respectively. We m&ke !-minute (-8 spins} aver3.!e 
data. sets of the SFA, LEP, aod MGF from November 1994 to Aprill996. 

We use the SFA to examine intenBity of plilSma wave:s. Strength of Langmuir wave 
is automatically traced by peale searching within :1:10 kHz from the electron plasma 
frequency estimated from local proton dell!:lity obolerved by the LEP. On the other hand, 
the case of 2/p radiation i8 more complicated because 2/p radiatioo is not generated 
in the vidoity of GEOTAIL and it ;, nec=ary to estimate /p in the distant radio 
sour~ for automatic tracing. For simpli6cation, we make two a55umptions; one is that 
density profile i11 t.he solar wind i8 plane-symmetric wit.h 110rmal parallel to the Sun
Earth line, a.Dd the other is that 2/p radio source lic:s around nose of the bow shock at 
XGst- +IS RE· Based 011 these a55umptiOn$, we automatically tra,;e 2/p radiation by 
peak searching witbin ±10 kHz from twice the eleetron plilSma frequency at the radio 
source, which is estimated &om local proton den$ity and solar wind Vl;llocity observed by 
the LEP. Since solar wind velocity is usually about J00-600 km/s, varia.tion of density 
ilt tbe 2/p radio source and ilt GEOTAIL differs within ±5 minutes. Since automatic 
tracing of 2/p radia.tion by this method fa.ils when rapid aod large density fluctuation 
pasaed, we reject such unusual caae9. 

On tbe other band, we U3e the LEP to examine population of energetic particles 
In order to evaluate the energetic particles going along the magnetic field line, we use 
di3tribution function of particl1!9 observed at the channels whoac angle is within :1:30 
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degreefromorienta.tionoflocaJIMF. 
In this analysia, WI) have to remove data contaminakd by otura.tion ell"ect9 or other 

natural radiations. When the SFA aa.turates by intense Langmuir wave, false waves are 
enhanced a.t harmoll.iCB of{,. Therefore, we reject llux of 2{, radiation observed when 
Rux a.t 3{, exceeds -155 dB vm-1HJ-112• Thill method is also effective to reject 
contamination fromothernaturalbroadbandradiatiOII8Suebaaaurora.lkilometricra.
diation, nonthennal continuWil radiation and solar type Ill radio b~~n~t. Although 
among ~ueb 'saturated' 111tifida.l wavea there mi,;bt be local excitation of 2{p waves 
genef8ted by intetule Langmuir wave, we do not pick them up by the present method. 

We also have to get precise geometry of the foreshoek region. The foreahock geom
etry ill detennined by orientation of IMF and location of t.be how shock. Location of 
the bow shock indicated in Figure 3.1 ill a rotational symmetric p111aboloid about the 
Sun-Earth line, fitted to 188 satellite crossings of the bow shock !Fairfield, 1971). The 
approximate location of the bow shock, (Xos. Yas, Zss), on the GSE coordinate is 

~= 1 _YJs~Zis (3.1) 

where the parameter a, (= 14.6 R£) and ~. (= 25.6 R£) 111e standoff distance and 
relative di81Deter of the bow shock, repectively [cf. FiJIIert and Kellogg, 1979J. In tlli.s 
study, we correct nominal orientation of the bow shock by aaswnption of rotational 
synunetry about the solar wind Dow line defined by orbital motion of the Earth and 
velocity vector of the solar wind meuured by the LEP. In addition, we also conect a 
shape of the bow shock all"ected by solar wind ram pressure. The atandolf distance a, 
of the bow shock is afFected by the ram pressure P,., and the Mach number M in the 
solar wind, accordin,; to the equation a,= aP,-~16{M2 + 3)/(4M2), where the ratio of 
specific heal.9 "7 is taken to be 5/3 (Spm"ter d nl., 1966). Since the Mach number in the 
solar wind iB si,;D.ificantly ,;reater than unity, a, is roughly in proportion to P,:J16• In 
thiiJ study, we 899ume that both 4, and b, is in proportion to P,-;.1' 6, indicated by 

o, = a,o(P,.,JP,..o)-l/6 

b, = b.o(P,.,fP,..o)-116 (3.2) 

where the conatants 4•0· b,o, and P,..o are 14.6 R£, 25.6 R.£, and 0.98 nPG, respectively. 
Figure 3.11 shows deviations between predicted and observed bow shock locatione pro
jocted on the Sun-Earth line in 30 bow shock crosaings of GEOTAIL. The ~vised bow 
shock locations agree well with the observed locations within ::1:2 R.t; in IYcsel <20 R.£. 

3.3.2 Global distributioll!l 

First, we invetigate global distributions of plasma waves and ener,;etic particles to 
study b1111ic physical conditions in the foreabock retioo and at the bow shock. Figure 3.12 
shows the dilltributioDB of plasma. -waves on the GSE coordinates. Figure 3.12 (a)-(b) 
show tbe distributions of Langmuir -wave and 2{p radiation. Both Langmuir wave and 
2{, radiatian are inteOBe in the fareshock region and weak in the downstream of the 
bow shock. It suggestll that bath waves are generated in the foreahock region filled with 
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energetic electroo beam, and the shoek overshoot relle<:ts the 2]p radia.tion. Figure 3.12 
(c)-(e} show distributions of electr06t&tic and electromagnetic wavea below fp· We lind 
that the distributions of low frequency waves behind the bow shock are not unifOJ:TQ 
along the bow shock: Electric field at aeveral kHz are a.ctive in the foot portion of the 
bow sboek (Figure 3.12 (c)), while electr08tatic and electromafilletic waves below I kHz 
are active in the n08e portion of the bow shock (Figure 3.12 (d)-(e)). 

Such non-unifonnity is also indicated in distributiODB of energetic particles shown in 
Figure 3.13. Figure 3.13 ahOWII the distributions of particles which have luge velocities 
parallel to the local IMF. It is known that the compression ra.tio of magnetic fields ill 
larger at the noae portion of the bow shock (cf. Slavin ee o.l., 1996]. Therefore, we can 
eJtpect that the non-uniform pl88111a wave fe&ture!l might auuest the difference of energy 
dis8ipation proct!811e8 ll$80ciated with portion.a of the bow shock. In addition, since 
a.moUDt of magnetic overahoot a.t the bow shock llbould be positively correlated with 
a.mouot of electron reflection (Mellolt an4 Litoeu~. 1987), we aiBO expect that physical 
conditioD8 a.t the bow llbock sbould affe<:t the distributioDB of energetic particles in tbe 
fareshoekregion. 

8.3.3 Spatial distributioDB in the foreshock 

Next, we investigate the distribution.a of pliiiiDla waves and energetic particles in the 
forubock region. lD this analyais, we select only the data observed in the foreshock 
resion ba.sed on three conditions: The linot ill observed location, in up~~tn>am of the bow 
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shock locMion predictccl by the methocl which is described in the previmuo ~cction. The 
seconcl ia plMma dcn8ity at GEOTAIL. below 1.3 >< Nwrr<D (Nwtr<n: proton clcnRily at 
WIND in UJ"'t"'""' of the pll'<lict«l bow shock location). The third is mllgnCtic field 
strength at GEOTAIL. below 10 nT. The~~e conclitions are P.lso effective t.o rcjoxt Cillte8 
with mmsnP.I soliiT wine! conditioru;. In aclclitiotl. we clo not tuoe ciM.a obltervOO when the 
kinetic energy flux of the oolar wind is more th1111 4 mWm-2 

Figure 3.14 and Fig~tre 3.15 show m11ppings of plMml'l Wllves 11nd energetic rmtidcs 
in the foreshock region. Thelle are bMed on the normalized foreshock coorclinlltea which 
preserve Di/JIIIId Disl values on a oommon cliag:r11m of the norninal!MF at 120" stre11m 
angle and nominal shock. Although the Nl!lurned azimuth Mgle of IMF. ¢n=120". is 
different from that expected from Parker spiral around the Ellrth. 135". we ~~elect it 
because the orbit of GEOTAIL ClU1 not cover the contact point when ¢n iH dose t.o 
panJlel t.o the Sun-Eilfth line. D11.wd on the RCcuracy of predicted bow shock location. 
thenormalizedp1Meisdividedint.o2><2 RE:squarea. 

In Ftgure 3.14 11nd Figul"(l 3.1S. we confirm chr.t~~~ical views of the electron 11nd ion 
foreshocks. Fig~rre 3.14 (II) indicat-es thll.t st.rong Lllltgmuir wave is conccutrMcd 1\.t the 
leading edge of the eleetron foreshockjust behind the IMF line tllllgent to the bow ~hock. 

On the other hMd. Fi~:urc 3.14 (c) also inclic11tes thl\.t the Doppler-shin«! ion RCOtllltic 
wave at severP.I kHz is di9tributcd in the ion foreshock whiclt ia f11r downstrelltll of the 
tangential IMF line. The distribution of each wave is wellsupeJtlooe<l on distribution 
of energetic dectrons M<i ions shown in Fig~tre 3.]::;, respectively. In the ion fore>rhock, 
enhancement of electric field below l kH~ is also found. Such enhflncerncnt is whistler 
wave AASociatcd with either ion bcl\lll or dispet1!Cd ion distlibution9 !A11dcr~on d al .. 
1981) or pill"t of eledrostatic noise !1880cillted with 9trong turbulence caused by clense 
ion beam. 

Distribution of Ru~ of 2/~ radtlltion is not concentmtcd along the tangcntiP.I IMF 
line because of propagation from the source. However, we CP.n oonlirm in Fig~tre 3.14 
(b) tltat distribution centroid of 2/p radiation is well auperpo.•e<l on the tangcntiai!MF 
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line whP,... intenBC Langmuir wave ia observed. Therefore. we suggeat that the 2/p rad1o 
!lOUrec centroid is on the IMP line tangent to the bow shock. and aupei"J)OfiOO on the 
electron foreshock. Thiaindicatesthatthesourceof2/p radiation i.sintheregion 6\led 
with Langmuir wave and electron beam. Distribution of 2/p radiations aiBO indicates 
that Doppler-shifted ion &COUBtic wave at several kHz is not re~~ponaible on generation 
of2fpra.diation in theforeshock region 

We can a\80 lind !lOme interesting feature& in Figure 3.14. Both Langmuir waves and 
2/p radiation are not strong in the region dose to the contact point. and Bhow gradual 
decre~~~~e beyond IDi.lll = 30-40 R,;. The latter is alBO found in the electric field in 
24-196 Hz. We should compare these features with distributionB of energetic electrons 
indicated in Figure 3.1~. Figure 3.1~ show that di"tribution peake of Langmuir wave 
and 2/p radiation ia auperpoeed 011 those of energetic electronB above 1 keV. In addition, 
distributions of energetic electro1111 seem more concentrated around the contact poiot 
than those of Langmuir wave and 2/p radiation. Even lack of energetic electrons in 
the region close to the contact point might be not real. caused by a geometrical effect. 
because thicknessoftheelectron foreshock is relatively thin. 

Although a beaming ell'ect of2/p radiation parallel to the tangential IMF line can at 
le&Bt explain the distribution of 2/p radiation. these re&ult8 agree well with the ~nits 
of remote observations in Chapter 2 

3.3.4 In.Huenc:es of solar wind parameters 

Next. we investigate variation of plaama wave 3.Ctiviti~ ;UI"ected by eolar wind param· 
eten<. We already suggested that apatial diatrihution of2/p radiation ia cort"elated well 
with that ofLangmnir wave and energetic eledron•. This indicates that the total power 
of the 2/p radiation is pooitively correlated with thOO<e of the Langmuir wave and elet:
tron beam in the elet:tron fo..W.ock. On this point of view. we study two parametcn< 
which can ;UI"ect the foreshock electron beams: 'kinetic energy flow of the BOlar wind' 
and 'orientation of the IMF'. 

Kinetic energy flow or the ...,(u wind 

Fir11t, we &how evaluation of the inftuence of kinetic energy Bow of the BOlar wind on 
the foreshock electron be&mll. Total energy of reflected electron beam ia approximately 
indicated as the product of (average energy of a reflected electron) ud (density of 
reflected electrons) Average energy or a reflected electron parallel to the JMF is pro
pOrtion3J to m.v:.,fcos~8s~. where v,., i.s the solar wind velocity and 8sn is the ftn&le 
between nonnal or the bow shock and the IMP at the bow shock surface fUror and 
Mang~ney, 1984), while density o£ reflected electrons ill proportional to n,.,v,., where 
n,,. is density of the eolar wind [Wu. 1984; Uror and MangeMp-, 1984). Therefore. 
we can estimate the total energy or reflected electron beam o: n,.,m.~ ... The value 
n,.,m.~., indicates the kinetic energy flow of the eolar wind fMacD!HWII d al., 1992). 

Here. we investigate the correlation of activities of plasma waves and energetic 
particles with kinetic energy flow of the solar wind. Figure 3.16 showa correlation 
between pl1111rna Wllve activity and kinetic energy flow or the BOlar wind, n,.,rn.,v~ .. 
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(mW/m2). determined by partiele <lata obtained by thl! LEP. X-&xis is DiQ, andY
&xis ill log(n,.,m,v~..,). re~~pectively. In Figure 3.16 (b) and {d), we find thst strength 
of the 2/p radiation and population of energetic electro1111 ia. positively correlated with 
n,.,m,v~.,- Positive correlation is also found in the electric field below 1 kH! (Fi(l;· 
ure 3.16 (c)). On the other hand. we did not confirm the same correlation in thl" 
Langmuir wave. Although it might be eaused by the limitation of dynamic range of 
the SFA and/or rejection of Baturated data. we should need furthcr investigationB. 

Orientation of the interplanetary magnetic flelcl 

We already suggeated that magnetic overshoot a.bould be positively correlated with 
amount of electron reftection at thl" bow shoek [Mel/all and L~ter. 1987). Since 
compresa.ion ratio of magnetic fields behind the bow shoek is larger at the nose portion 
of the bow a.hoek (cf. Slavin tt oJ .. 1996), we can npect that population of energetic 
electrons show increase when the contact point ill close to the nose portion of the 
bow ahoek. Since the contact point of tangential IMF line is defined by orientation of 
the IMF. we investigate the correlation of plBams. waves and energetic electrollll with 
orientation of the IMP. 

Figure 3.17 shows correlation of activitie& ofpl&8ma. wave& and l!nergetic particle& 
with the ~imuth angle of IMP. <f>s- X-&xis indicate& Diff, and Y-llXis indicate& 4>o. 
re~~pectively. We should pay attention that when 4>s iB close to 0°, the contact point ia. 
far downstream of the coverage of GEOTAIL trajectorie&. In these ea&e~~, free energy of 
ob6erved electrons might be consumed by long trip from the contact point. However. in 
Figure 3.17. we can dearly find that Langmuir wave, 2/p radiation, electric field below 
1 kHz, and popula.tiOD of energetic l!lectrollll are enhanced on the tangential IMP line 
when 4>s i• close to 90°. Theae results agree well with expectationa. described aboVIl. 

3.4 Direct observations of plasma waves and energetic 
particles in the electron foreshock 

In thia. a.cction, we show some case atudie& oflocal ob8e.....ation11 ofpl&8ma. wa.ves and en
ergetic particle& in the electron fore~~bock. Although such inveatigatio1111 do not present 
general views becaU8E! of large aampling errora.. we can get more concrete and preciHI! 
infonnation of pbyaical conditiona. in the electron fore&hoek. Data. of plasma wave&. 
energetic particles and simultaneoUH local IMP are obtained by the Plaa.ma Wave In
strument (PWI) [Mat,rumoto dol. 1992), the Low Energy Particle Expcriment (LEPl 
(M1lhli e1 Ill., 1992)arad the Magnetic Field Me&8urements (MGF) (Kokuhn dol .. 
1992) a.bo!Lld the GEOTAIL spacecraft. 

percentage 

3.4.1 Physical conditions at the leading edge ofthe electron foreshoek 

Filllt. we mve&tiga.te plasma. wave& and energetic electronB along the tangential IMP line 
to study the physical conditiona. at ll!a.ding edge of the electron foreshock. We indicate 
that 2/p radio soura ill superposed on upstream and downa.tream wing~~ of the electron 
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Figurol.l7: Acli,·itiosofplll.•mawa,· .. and<n<T~Iic[N'r!icl<Scorrelat<><l"·itlothe 
a>.inullh ~n~lc o/l~IF, ¢n. obS<rvcd from No,·cmbrr 1994 to April 19%. X-•xis 
is Doff. R!ld Y-=i• i• ¢ 11 • m.pectivdy. (a) Langmuir wa""'" (b) 2/p ro<liations: 
(c)clocmcfirloliu24 l%11?.;(d)eloctron•inLl-32krV 
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forMitock. while that iA not concentrated around the oont.a.ct point. Then'fnre. w.. riUI 
expect t(l lind evolution of p]a~~ma wavee and I'Tiel"getic electron~~ along the IMF lin~ 
!18110Ciated with distance from thr contact point. In order to inveatigate the origin <lf 
such di&tributions. llffl select ~amplt'll observed 11t leading edge of tit<' ~tectron fore~~hodc 
along the tangential IMF line with >uimuth ILilllle of ¢B = 120". with Di8t = 0. -5. 
-10. -Hi. -20. -25. -30 RE 

Figure 3.18 (a) shows peak spectra of plllllltla waves within ±I minute from the 
crossings acr08S the leading edge of the electron foreshock. Figure 3.18 (b) showe 1111me 
!IILIIlples in which Bpe<;trum in the BOlar wind is subtracted. In this study, we ll9e tht 
MCA which h33larger dynamic range than the SFA. Electron plasma frequency of each 
apectmm ia normalized at 30 kHz. For clarity of presentation. we plot peak intensity 
of Langmuir waves and electric field in 31-100 Hz M a fundion of DUt in Figure 3.18 
(c)-( d). In Figure 3.18, we confirm tbe reault.s of the tp&tial dittributions of plaama 
waves. Fir11t. enluweement of LanK"'uir waves it observed at all croaainge.. However. its 
strength is relatively weak in the region close to tbe contact point. and largest in the 
region with IDU~ beyond 10 R£. Secondly. enh&lleement of low frequency electric field 
below ion plaama frequency-700Hz i8 obsei"VI.'d at 1111 erossmgs. However. its atren!(th 
does not show cle!U" variation depending on IDUq. 

We lliso Rhow distribution funCtlOM of eleetroM !limultaneously observed by the 
LEP in Figure 3.19. Plotted samples are 12 se«~nd values. We select t.hese samples 
on a condition that the population of electrotlll at 30.000 kmfs (= 0.1 c = 2.56 keV) 
ill largest in t.he di,tribution function within ::1:1 minute from the croBBinta acroes the 
leading edge of the electron foreshock. Len panels indicate diatribut.ion function of 
electron velocity. All distribution functiotlll have anti-symmetric component. Therefore, 
qua&i-beam component can be defined by subtraction of the downlltre&m component 
from the upstre&Dl component in the diRtribution functiotlll [Mill: d al .• 1996]. Middle 
panels indicate density of quaai-beam component. and right panels indicate energy 
of quaai·beam component. In all paneiB, pOSitive diroction i8 defined as to upstream. 
Unfortunately, we can not confirm clear evolution of electron beam by the time-of-Aigbt 
mechanism 8880ci&ted with incre&Be of IDUq. It might be because the time resolution 
of particle mea&urement.s ill relatively CO&I"8e compared with expected decay time of 
sharp beam components by wave-particle interactiont. However, -can &till 6nd one 
intere&ting feature. Figure 3.20 shows densities and kinetic energies of quaai·beiUll 
componentl indicated in Figure 3.19. Thick and thin linea indicate detlllity ratio (%) 
and kinetic energy {J/m3) of quul-beam components, reepectively. A880eiated with 
inerease of di&t&nce from the contact point. the density ratio of qua&i-beam component 
decreues fa&ter than tbekineticenergy. 

3.4.2 Physical conditions on the pass across the electron foreshock 

Next. we investigate plasma waves and encf11;etic electron& on the pa119 &CI"088 the leading 
edp;e of the electron foreahock. Here. we present one of such CB9e& obsei"VI.'d in 1:30-2:00 
UT on 6 April 1995 (Figure 3.21). In this case, GEOTAIL p<UJ~ed the lesding edge 
of the electron foreahock at 1:39 and 1:4.7 UT. Emi.&'lion lines around -26 kHz and 
-52 kHz indicate Langmuir w&Vf' and 2/p radiation. reapectively. Fortunately, we C&ll 
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Fi~,.., 3.18: S~ctra of electric 6eld ob.orv.d by tho PWI/MCA at ludlng edge 
of the u.,.tream wing of the el...,tton foresbock along the tangentlai!MF line with 
nirouthangle of IPs~ 120". Sampl.,..=obso:"·ed at Dtd ~ -30 RE {1:02 UT. 4 
Auguotl995), -25 Re (3:39 UT, !Shno 1995). -ZOR, (0:37 UT, 19 M"Y 1995), 
-15 Re (4:27 UT, 8 May 1995), -10 Re (3:51 UT, 27 Aogust1995), -5 Re (3:25 
UT, 11 February 1995), and 0 R., (2:24 UT. 26 July 1995). (a) Pea.lt spectra 
within ±I minute from """"'iugsa.crossleading ed~oftheel.,.,tron fo..,.hock 
Lowest line i• typkal •p...,ttum in the solar wind (3:00 UT, 4 August 1995); (b) 
Pea.ltspeetralnwhich tbesolarwindoP""trumissubtracted; (c)Pea.lt intensity 
ofLang..,uirwave;{d)Pea.ltio~,.[tyofeleetriolleldin31-100Hz. ln(a)-(h). 
the plotted data are ea.c.b dowoshlfted by 15 dD. Eloctroo plaoma. frequenoi .. are 
normallzeda.t30 kHz. In {<)-(d), X·W.is Di•lofobserved]ocations. Dotted 
~Mistypioalfieldintensityob.erndintltosolatwind. 
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Figur~3.20: Dtnoiti .. (tbirkUno)a~~dkineticen<rp;i .. {thinline)ofqo,..i-~am 
components observed &C leadingedgeofupst"'IUD wingofthoeleclron fornhoxk 
X·axis is Did of ob3uved locationo. Ldt. aod right Y-&lcis indica\"" de,..ity ratio 
(%)aadkineticenergy(J/m3 )ofthequasi·beamcomponent. 

use the MCA at channel.a of 31 kHz and 56 kHz as indicatore of Lanpuir wave and 
2/p ra.diatioo, reepectively. Bandwidth of both MCA channels are 7.5 % of its central 
~ueney with CI'089 talk from the neipbor channels less than SO dB. We can confum in 
both SFA and MCA panels that Langmuir wave is eo.banced at the leading edge of the 
el!)(tro!l fort'9hock associated with enhucement of energetic electrollll. Vertical lines in 
the SFA pMel around 1:39 UT and 1:47 UT are caused by u.turation of preamplifier by 
intense La.npuir waves. We can also find that waves at 2/p and below I kHz are also 
ioteD.SifiOO at the le&ding edge of the electron foreshock associated with enhancement 
of Langmuir wave. 

In Figure 3.22, we show intensity of pliiS!IIa wavea measured by the SFA (dotted 
line~~) and the MCA (solid lines). When GEOTAIL is at the Je&ding edge of the electron 
foreshock, intensity of Langmuir wa.Yel! 8how dramatic inere!ll!e, a.nd waves &t 2/, and 
below 1 kHz is also enhanced in both SFA and MCA. We are afraid artificial enhance· 
ment in the SFA/MCA by saturation from intense Langmuir wave and in the MCA 
by ci'OSS-talk between neighboring channelll. However, if it is real, enhancement at 2/, 
should be electrostatic wave (Kiimu, 1983; Yoon e! c/., 1994] beca.use fast decrease and 
incre!ll!e or this wave at the edge or the electron foreshock do not show any evidence of 
propagation. 

We farther analyze the variatioDS of 'local' waves at 2/, and below I kHz indicated 
in Figure 3.22 ohllerved by the MCA which iB bud to he influenced by saturation. 
Figure 3.23 shows the COITelations of the pla~~ma wave activities at 2/p and below I 
kHz with that of Langmuir wave at leading edge of the electron foreshock observed at 
the le&dingedge of the electron foreshock in 1:37-1:39 UT and 1:47-1:49 UT. Associated 
with the most inte011e Langmuir wave, we CILn find that typical ratio of'local' 2/p wave 
to Langmuir wave is less than -40 dB, while that of low frequency electrostatic wave 
is less than -10 dB, respect.ively. 
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Figure 3.21: Plasma ""a\'<> ruocl eloc<ron energy di>lribntion• ohsot"\·ed wloon GEO 
TAIL passed lca.rling erlgc or th• electron for.,..hork at 1:39 Md I:H t.:T on 6 April 
1996. (a)olectrie6oldabo,·cl2.5kHzobscn·cdbytheSFA;(b)cloetricficldabm·o 
~-6Hz observed by the MCA; (c) omni-dir"<tional clutron• ob•on•od by the LEP; 
(d) kinotic energy (Jjm') and (c) density ratio(%) of <)UMi-bcam component 
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Figure 3.22: Plasma. wa.ves ot...r;ed when GEOTAIL p&IIMd tho leading edge of 
electron forcshoxk at 1:39 and 1:47 UT on 6 Apnl 199S. From the top, .,., •how 
•ttength of the 2/p wave at -52 kHz (SFA) /56 kHz (MCA), Langmuir wave at 
-26kHz (SFA) /31kHz (MCA), electric ~eld in 24-110 Hz (SFA) /31-HIO Hz 
(MCA), &nd magnetic ~old in 24-llO Hz {SFA) {31-100 Hz (MCA). Solid and 
dotted lin .. are data observed by the MCA (O.S oecond• interval) and tbe SFA (8 
~onds iotenool above 1.7 kHz; &I SKonds inter;al below l.7 kHz), fO'Spectively. 
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Figure 3.23: Pta.ma wave activitieo o~ by the PWI/MCA in 0.5 second 
inte....,.. when GEOTAIL passed the leading tdge of the eloelron fom~hock at 1:39 
UT (left) and 1:47 UT (rigbc) on 6 April1995. (a) Correlations between Langmuir 
wave &nd 2/p wave: (b) Cor..,laciono becw~n Langmuir wave and eloecric field in 
31-IOOHz. 
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Figure3.24: Aschem&ticrnndelofforrnationandnonUoeardilfusionofelectron 
beam along tb tansentlal IMF lioe. Left P""<ls oho.,. ~lodty diotribution• of 
b&:kgroundelectroM(tbinlinos)andheamelectrono(thid:linos). Dotted lin .. in· 
dic&tethedistributio""afterdilfusionbywavo-particleiotcra.ctio"". (a)(DO:.I(-
0 Re; (b) (Di.tt(- 30 R8; (e) (Di.t~ > 30 R£. 

3.5 Discussions 

" 

First, we evaluate the spatial distributions of plasma wa.\lell and energetic panicles in 
the foreahock region. We find that the centroid of the 2/, radio source is superposed on 
the IMF line ta.ngent to the bow shock. This directly indica.tea that the 2/, radio source 
is living with intense La.ngmuir wave a.nd energetic electron beam, and indepEndent of 
sporadic Doppler-shifted ion acoDBtic wave at several kHz. 

We also find that tbe source centroid locates in the region with a distance of 5-40 
Re from the contact point, and not concentrated around the contact point. In addition, 
distributions of energetic electrons seem more eoncentrated arow:td the contact point 
than those of Langmuir wave and 21, radiation. These result.s auggest two interprcta.
tioll8; First, less Langmuir wave and 2/, radiation around the contact point suggest lack 
of a sharp electron beam in Ute region close to the contact point. Because we can 6nd 
energetic electrons in this region, thill might be because of shortage of Hight time for the 
tim~of-Hight beam formation process. This idea ill also supported by much population 
of low energy electrotl8 in the region close to the contact point. Secondly, decrease of 
Langmuir wave and 21, radiation beyond (Dis~ = 30-40 Rt: suggest.ll consumption of 
energetic electron beam usodated with long Hight along the tangential IMF line from 
the contact point. This idea ill supported by le88 population of high energy electrons 
above 1 keV in the region distant from the contact point. 

We also eonfirm that strength of2/, radiation a.nd population of energetic electrons 
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ar<1 pOSitively COI'nllated with solar wind kinetic Bow, n,.,m.v:,.. Thia aupports the 
ideas that population of the energetic electron beams depends on kinetic energy How of 
the solar wind, and the 2/, radiation can describe the tot.a.l power of energetic electron ... ~. 

We also find that Langmuir wave, 2/, radiation, electric field below l kHz, and 
energetic electron.~~ show more increase on the IMF line tangent to the nooe portion of 
the bow shock. This indicates that the popula.tion of energetic clectronB ia enha.nced 
on the IMF line tangent to the nose portion of the bow shock associated with increase 
of rellection ratio, and that Langmuir wave and the 2/, radiation are also enhanced 
associated with increase of kinetic energy of electron heiLDUI. These re8ults agree well 
with our expectation.~~. 

Secondly, we evaluate local observations of plasma wavll!l and energetic pa.-ticles on 
and acrom~ leading edge of the electron forf!lbock. We confirm that piMma wave activi
ties ar<1 moot intense beyond IDUt > lOR£. Unfortunately, we can not lind clea.r beam 
components evolved by the time-of-flight mechaniam, However, we find that density 
ratio of quasi-beam component ahowa faster decrease of their kinetic energy. This indi
cates decre88e of dense low energy component along the trip of quasi-beam components 
Such evolution feature favono the beam form&tion proeeas by l&ek of low enersY com
ponent tbrough the time-of-flight effect. Althoutb including large ambiguitiCll ca.used 
by sampling method, those ret1ults are also consistent well with the results in previous 
sections. 

At the leading edge of the electron foreshock, we also lind clear increase of plasma 
waves at 2/p and below 1 kHz in both SFA and MCA, associated with dramatic increase 
of Langmuir wave and high energy electrons. Although we should be conscious of 
artificial contamination, we ca.n evaluate upper limit of strength of locally generated 
waves at 2/, and below 1 kHz. Upper limit of intensity ratio of 'local' waves at 2/p to 
the Langmuir wave i.e -40 dB, while that of low frequency electi"Oflt&tic wave is -10 
dB. These values gi~ strong limitation when we evaluate generation mechaniBJIUI of 
the2/p radiation. 

Baaed on thoae results, we can show a schematic model of formation and nonlin· 
ear dilf1111ion or electron beam in the electron foreshock (Figure 3.24). At the region 
clooe to the contact point, reflected electron& form a initial bump in their distribution 
functions. However, since 8Uch bump includes lower energy electroilll, induced pertur
ba.tioJUI or beam-pla.sma insta.bility are not large enough to genera.te strong Langmuir 
wa.ves and 2/,. radiation. On the way along the tangent IMF line, accelerated electroDB 
~a-dually forms a thin beam at tbe leading edge of the electron foreshock by dropping 
out of low energy component tbrough the time-of-flight effect. Sueh beam can induce 
&trong beam-plasma in.llt&bility and generates intense Lanpuir wave, low frequency 
electrootatic wa~, and tbe 2/p radiation. High energy electrons are gradually conBumed 
through such wave-particle interactions, and emi83ivity of the 2/,. radiation smoothly 
decrease in tbe region far from the contact point. 
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3.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we invntigate the spatia.! dinributions a.nd local observatiollll of plasma 
waves and energetic particles in the foN!Shock region. lD summary, our current conclu· 
sionisa.sfolloWll: 

(I} The centroid of the 2/p radio source is on the IMF line tangent to the bow shock. 
This indicatll!l that the 2/p radiation is il880ciated with intense Langmuir wave 
and energetic electron beam, and independent of Doppler-shifted ion acoustic 

(2) The source centroid locatll!l at the distance of 5-40 RE from the contact point, 
and not concentrated around the contact point. This suggll!lts formation and con· 
sumption of sharp electron be!UIIll through time-of-flight effect and wave-particle 
interactio!lll. 

(3) Strength of the 2/p radiation is positively correlated with solar wind kinetic Row, 
n,.,v:.,. Therefore, the 2/p radiation ca.n describe the population of ener~tic 
electron beam.s which also depends on solar wind kinetic energy Row. 

(4) Langmuir wave and the 2/p radiation seem to be more intenBe on the IMF line 
taJI(ent to the n06e portion of the bow shock. This should be becauee of non· 
uniform overshoot at the bow shock which affects l"(!ftection ratio of electrons. 

(5) We can not confirm clear evolution of electron be&mll by the time-of-ftight mech
anism. However, we confirm that denllity ratio of quasi-beam component shows 
faater decrease than the kinetic energy. This favors the beam formation process 
throiJ8hthe time-of-Right effect. 

(6) We find clear increase of plasma waves at 2/p and below 1 kHz at the leading edge of 
the electron foreshock, &89ociated with dramatic enhancement of Langmuir wave 
and energetic electrons. Vpper limit of typical ratio of 'electrostatic' 2/p wave 
to the Langmuir wave is -40 dB, while while that of low frequency electrostatic 
wave is -10 dB. 

In addition, we propose a schematic model of formation a.nd nonlinear diffusion 
of electron beam in the electron foreshock. Such model can explain distribution of 
enUssivity of2/p radiation. Tbia model wiU be tested by careful observations of particle 
distributions and beaming of 2/p radiations. These results also give strons snide lines 
to reproduce the 2/p radiation via numerical experiments presented in next chapter. 

In addition, we have stiU an uneolved problem. We do not definitely define which ia 
the favorable 2/p radio source, 'the leading edse of the electron foresbock' or 'the deep 
electron foreshock'. The fanner has more intense Langmuir wave and low frequency 
electrostatic wave, and the latter baa broader volume and low frequency electromagnetic 
wave. Although the distribution of 2/p radiation which indicates evolution effect of 
electron be&ID8 favors leading edge of the electron fore:shock, we need to know seneration 
process of 2/p radiation and role of low frequency wave~~ to solve this problem. 
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Numerical Simulations of 2fp 

radiation 

We study self-consistent nonlinear evolution of electron plum& waves excited by elec
tron beams fGr investigation of 2/, radiatiun ~nerated in the ele<:tron foreshock. Nu· 
merical simulations are exeeut.ed by electromagnetic particle code, KEMPO, in 10 and 
20 periodic ayatemB. 

In 10 periodic ayateDlll, we generate electrootatic Z{p waves at k ~ 2k£, where 
kL is wave number of beam-excited Langmuir waves. The electrostatic 2fr> waves are 
generated after the end of initial a~.a&e. Growth of eleetro9tatic 2/, waves are strongly 
correlated with peak amplitude of Langmuir waves in w-k space, and independent of 
amplitude ofbackscattered Langmuir waves. Such feature8 support the generation pro
cess of wave-wa.ve coupling of two of beam-excited Langmuir w&ves. Typical amplitude 
ratio of ele<:trootatic 2Jp waves to Langmuir waves is below -40 dB, which is co1111is· 
tent with the value observed at the leading edge of the electron foreshock presented in 
Cbapter 3. 

In a 20 periodic system, we also generate electrostatic 2/, waves and con.linn the 
result.<! in 10 systelllll. In addition, we generate electromagnetic 2/, waves at k -
±2ll./e. Growth of electromasnetic 2/, waves are strongly correlated with that of 
backsca.ttered Langmuir wa.ves and independent of the electrostatic 2/, waves. Such 
features support the claooical generation process of wave-wave eoupliog of beam-excited 
and backscattered Langmuir waves. Typical growth time of electroma~etic 2/, wa.ve 
is about 200-400/ll., which does not contradict to thicknfl!L'I of the electron foreshock. 
Typical amplitude ratio of electromasnetic 2/, waves to Langmuir waves is below -80 
dB, which is too weak to detect local enhancement at the electron foreshock. 

4.1 Introduction: Generation process of 2/p radiation in 
the electron foreshock 

In the previoiUl chapter, we showed by in-situ observations that the leading edge of 
the electron foreahock is the mO&t p088ible location of 2/p radio source. However, in 
order to interpret vaciollll features studied by both remote and in-situ observatioPll, we 
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need to know precise generat.ion proce38e8 of2/p radiation based on actlvitiea of plasma 
waves and energeticel~>Ctrollll in thi8 region. 

In the pilllt, several mechanisms have been proposed to explain generation of 2/p 
radiation by intense Langmuir waves in the electron foreebock. Although ~trong in· 
Btability proceBseB have been propo&ed (cf. Gumdt o.nd And~r$on, 19771, intellllity 
of observed La.ogmuir wavea is generally too weak to produce electromagnetic waves 
by tbeee mechaniallUI [cf. Kellogg tl IU., 19961. Therefore, we concentrate to present 
overview of weak ill8tability theories; conversion from Laoa:muir waves through wave
wave interactions. 

The moot major theory of conversion from L&Pj!muir wave~~ ia based on three· wave 
proce5'!. Filbert o.nd Kellogg (1979] proposed that bea.m·excited La.ogmuir waves lead 
to the oscillating·two-stream iDBtability which induct'S the radiation at 2/p through the 
three-wave nonlinear proce88 [T8ylo:wi~h, 1970[; 

L+L-T {4.1) 

where L denotes the Langmuir wave and T denotes the tra.osverse wave The pro
ctfiS (4.1) require8 the following roatt:hi11g conditions to eonaerve wave momentum and 

lr.L+kL "' kr 

'-'L+'-'L = "'T (4.2) 

where Jr. is wave number vector a.r~d 4! is wave frequency, re8pectively. The electromaj!:· 
net.ic 6eld strength, E/Z...,, generated by this mecba.r~ism iDa alab is evaluated as 

(4.3) 

where R is the thickness nfthe slab, r. is the cla~~~~ica.J electron radius (=e2jrnrfl), k ia the 
average wave number of the e\ecti"Olltatic WI!.Vl!S, Ilk is the volume in k apace occupied by 
these waves, E .. is their field strength, a.od ""P is their approxlma.te frequency. When 
paramete!"ll are assumed by foreshock values as Ilk ... 1rk3j16, k = 4!p/V~ with v~ = 
50,000 km/s, E •• = 0.02 V /m, and R is above 500 km, estimated electromagnet.ic field 
strength is about 3 x 10-5 V fm. Co.im.:r o.nd Mdrnl~ (198.5[ and Coim.:r {1988[ also 
propose the ge11eration of the radiation through the three-wave proceaa including the 
preaenceofionacousticwavesintbeaourceregion; 

L±S -+ L' 

L+ L' -+ T (4.4) 

where S, L, and T denote ioD acoustic, Langmuir, and transverse waves, respectively. 
1n the proceaa {4.4), a secondary backsca.ttered Langmuir wave L' ia produced by the 
Bta.ttering o.f the primacy Langmuir wave L oil the ion acoustic waveS. The 8e«<ndary 
backscattered Lllllgllluir wave L' can also be produced by BCa.ttering olf of background 
ioos. However, the predicted ~wth rate of these three-wave processea ace linearly 
propo.rtional to t.ime rather tba.o exponeotlal, and propo.rtiona.l to the product of 6eld 
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Figure 4.1: A scbema\ic ropraenta\ion of2/p wan. (a) d«:tromagnetic 2/p wave: 
(b)quui-modeofel...,trostatie2{pwave]Yoo"elo>/.,l994]. 

strength of two Langmuir waves Therefore, characteristic growth time ia expeeted to be 
too loug oompo.red with time-~~eale constrained by physical dimensions of the electron 
foreshock(Yoondd., 1994). 

Mode conversion £rom 2/p electrostatic wave have been also presented. Kli~ 
[1983) presented excitation of electro~~tatic harmonies of Langmuir wave generated by 
bump-on-tail instability. At the first linear growing phase, beam-excited Langmuir wave 
grow e>:pOne11tially at field modes with phase velocities on positive slope of initial elec
tron velocity d.i.etributiollll, while other modes decay exponentiaUy by LIUidau damping. 
When the growing modes bee<Jme very large compared to the decayi"8 modes, quadratic 
wave-particle coupling tertllli in the Vlasov equatiou become non-negligible and pumps 
m-th order barmouic waves with large wave oumber k- mkL, where kL is wave nwn· 
ber of beam-excited Langmuir waves. These electroatatic harmonics might nonlinearly 
be converted to electromagnetic waves in the region with spatial perturbationB. Y0011 
et al. [1994.] proposed other mechanism through the electrostatic quasi-mode at 2/p 
with smaller wave number. Basic configuration of this theory is shown in Figure 4..1. 
Electrostatic 2/p quasi-mode ia excited by a. thin energetic electron beam modulated by 
the large amplitude backscattered Langmuir waves, and efficiently coupled with elec
trom~etic mode. Order of growth rate of the quasi-mode is > 10-J..,., and electric 
field strength of electromagnetic wa.ve is expected to same order of that of Langmuir 
waves when k-space widt.h ofba.ckscattered Langmuir waves is niLI'TOW-

On the other band, oumerical aimulationB have been executed to produce 2/p radi
ation in the computer space. There are two cues which succeed to reproduce electro
magnetic 2/, waves. Pritclutl ond Dowron [19S3] employed a 2-1/20 electromagnetic 
particle simulatioo with a continUOUB inflow of tiLin bea-m (n,/'/1() ~ 1%) with open
Ooundary conditioRB. They produced the radiation near the plasma frequency. Tbis 
radiation is emitted preferentially perpendicular to the beam, and is polarized with E 
parallel to the beam direction. They &!so produced much weaker second harmonic radi
ation. The productioo mechani!llll is found to be the scattering of Langmuir waves from 
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ion-acoU9tic Ruetuatiun8 t.hrough the three-wave proce88. Akimoto e1 aJ. [1988[ also 
investigate electromagnetic radiation by strong Langmuir turbulence by 2-l/2D elec
tromagnetic Ruid simulation with periodic boundary conditionB. They use a system 
with 200><200 ~. (64x64 grid) with the turbulence parameter W = E2j41fri()T. = 0.2. 
the electron to ion mll$8 ratio m.fm, = 1/100, the electron to ion temperature ratio 
T,jT, = 1.0, and electron thennal velocity v. = c/12.65. During the lint linear stage. 
electrostatic wave at n. i& evolving from an illltial linear wave packet into a plan~~or 

soliton. During the second stage, electroroagnetic waves at hanoooiCB of n. are present 
hom transverse instabilities of the soliton with quadrupole patterns. 

There are also two cases uf numerical simulations wbich su«:eed to nJproduce elec
trostatic 2/, wa.ves. KliTJUU [1983) investigated the genera.tion ofeloctrosta.tic harmonics 
of the pla..sma. frequency by numerical intesratinn of the ID Vlasov-Mu.well equation. 
They reproduce electrostatic turbulence of m-th harmonic wa.ve with the wave num
ber of mkt. The mecltanism for excitation of the electrostatic secund harmonic wave 
>S shown to be second-order wave-wave coupling of beam-e><cited Langmuir wa.ves. 
Ni:lhikaw(l and C(lims [1991) also investigated the self-consistent nonlinear evolution 
accompanied with tbin electron beams by quasi-ID electrostatic particle code with pe
riodic boundary conditions. They used three 9peciea of charged particles: background 
electrons, background iotl9 and beam electro1111 with Maxwellian distribution functioM. 
They used a system with 2048x4 >.,, and the number of particles in a cell iB 36. They 
studied three set.s of parameten~: fl6 = 0.05D(J and V4 = 20.0V,, n. = 0.01DG and V~ 
= 20.0V,, and nh = 0.05DG and V~ = 0.09V,. Other parameter$ are m;Jm. = 1836, 
O,Jn. = 1/3, T,jT, = 1.0, and T•/T. = 0.1. Electrostatic waves near multiples of 
pl88ma frequency is generated by wave-wave coupling during the nonlinear stage o( the 
simulations, thereby confirming the suggestions of Klim.u [1983). 

In this chapter, we try to reproduce pbysica.l proOOlSes at the electroo foreshock 
in the computer space by full electromagoetic particle code. For thill tria.!, we need 
large systems to produce both pl88111a waves with wave number from c/IT. to 1/>.n 
where c is light speed and ),D ill Debye le~~gth. In addition, we need long run with 
large number uf particles to reproduce weak waves with small growth rate. First, we 
show ID Dwnerica.laimulatiollB to investigate beam-pla..sma interactions with varioUB 
plasma conditi01111 expected in the electron foreshock. Ne><t, we e><tend these results 
into 20 numerical simulations to investigate the generation proceu of 2/p radiation in 
the electron foreshock. 

4.2 lD simulations 

In this section, we use a. electrom.a.gnetic particle code, KEMPO [Mal.nunoto and 
Omura, 1985) for a one-dimensional p-eriodic system with three species of charged par
tides; background electrons, background ioDB, and thin beam electroDB wh011e deDBities 
are n.. n;, and fllo, respectively (n. + Jl6 = n;). Baaed on in-situ obaerw.tio1111 in 
the electron foreshock, we asswne that the velocity diBtribution of each component ill 
Maxwellian of the same temperature. Therefore, tbennal velocities of these compo
nents, V., V,, and V6, satisfy the condition ofm,V} = m;V,-2 = m,Vt AU simulation 
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parameters~ \iated in Thble 4.1. We set the thermal velocity of background electrons 
u V, - 0.02c. Although this value ia too large compared with real valu~ in the aolar 
wind, V, < 0.005c, we need higher thermal velocity to enlarge the Debye length >.o of 
b&ck!fC!und electrona for saving memory size and le:ngtb ofllimula.tion run. Since length 
of system and simulation run is 81.92 (4,096 grids) and 327.68 (32,768 counts), we can 
produce plums wa.vea with wave number below 157 (resolution: 0.077) and frequency 
below 314 (resolution: 0.019), respectively. 

In the following simulation run11, we control three parameters; electron to ion mass 
ratio R., = m./m;, bea.m drift velocity ratio R. = Vd/V., and beam denBity ratio 
R, = Tll./(n. +n~). Finlt, we present a st&ndard system with R., = 1/1600, R. = 10.0, 
R,. = 0.02. Next, we Y8lY R., from 0 to 1/100 keeping R. a.nd R,. COIIIIt&nt, R, from 
S.O to 20.0 keeping R, and R, con~~ta.ot, and R,. from 0.005 to 0.16 keeping R, and 
R,conatant. 

4.2.1 Standard cue 

Fin1t, we investigate the sta.odard system with R, = m./m; = 1/1600, R. = VdfV, = 
10.0, a.nd R, = r~j,f(n, + r~j,) = 0.02. These values~ bued on the condition observed 
a.t leadiog edge of the electron foreshock, except relative large beam den11ity. 

Figure 4.2 (a) 9hows phBBe diagrams for particle& in the x-vz 1pace to indicate eve.. 
lution ofill8tability in particle distributioll8. At t = 41, we lind formation of vortices by 
trapping: ofbea.m electroll8 in the initia.lstage. Later, these structures~ gradua.lly dis
ordered IUld 6.na.lly disappear via. a. quasi-linear diffusion process, and effective velocity 
of bea.m electrona gra.dua.lly decreues. Background electrons are strongly modulated 
accompaniedwithform&tionofvortlceaattheinitialatage. 

Fisure 4.2 (b) and (c) shows va.ria.tion of total energy a.nd spatia.! structure of electric 
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of plll1kl"" and electric Held in lho olanda<d run witb R,. 
"' 1/1600, Ro = 10.0. Rn = 0.02. (a) PhaH d.iogramo of l>"'litl.., in z-v.; (b) 
Tot.olenorgyofelectriefield;(o)Spatialstruotureofelectricfield£.alongX·uio. 
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Fign,., 4.3: PIAAma wavts in £, (left) and B, (right) i11 th~ stan<IM<l run with 
R,. = 1/1600. R. = 10.0. R~ = 0.00. (a) the w-k, diagr~m in t = 82-246; (b) 
Ol'OlutionofpiMmawav<'Sinw•pM<;(c)thatinJ:,•p•,...withw=O.S-2.Stn £, 
an~ .J = !.iS-2.25 in B,. El«:tric and ma~tnottc fiel<l i• i11<lirat.d in dD. 

fie!<\. At the initial stage till t =50. totl\l energy ofclcetric field shows exponential 
growth and eleo;tnc field foTm9 periodic potentilll wcll!i. IW!Odated with fonn~t10n of 
vortices. Itt f = SO· ISO. the total energy shows oscillation CI\111\Cd by exchange of energy 
with electrons and the potential well~ gradually Yf!.rJ M.•Od~te<\ with broadening of 
bean• V<!lodty width. A~r t = 150. the total energy shows monotonous de.-rease 
by heMmg of particle>~ via scllttering by backgronno:l ions and the potenri~l wr/1.~ is 
gnu:htl\lly o:lestroyed. AA.oociated with decreoae ofmodnl~t.ion in the <listrihnti<ln function 
ofhackgrouno:l elrctron• 
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Figure 4.3 shoWll evolution of plasma wave~~ in electric field E~ (lei\) and in magnetic 
field B, (rit~;ht) generated in these processes. Figure 4.3 (a) shOWll the w-k~ diagram 
of elect.Tic field in t = 82-246, obtained by Fourier trallllforming in space and time. 
We can find intense electr06tatic w&ve!l at w ~ 1.0 = n. and k~ ~ +5.0(=0,/Vd) -
+10.0, and wealter electrostatic waves a~ w ~ 1.0 = D, and k., ~ -10.0- 0.0. Former 
wave!l are primary generated Langmuir wavee by the weak beam instability, and latter 
wave~~ are &ecOndary generated Langmuir waves by backBcattering ofF of background 
ioiUI. In addition, we can al..$o find weaker second harmonic w&VI.III at w ~ 2.0 = 20, 
and k, ~ +10.0=20,/Vd)- +20.0. These are elect.rolltatic 2/, waves which satisfy the 
condition of k, ~ 2kt where kt is the wave number of Langmuir wave [cf. Kli"lM, 
1983]. On the contrary, we can not find electromagnetic 2/, waves at w ~ 20, and 
k,- 2.0 = 20,/c in any plots in Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3 (b) shoWll evolution of pla&ma wave spectrum in w space obtained by 
Fourier t.ransfonning in time with Lime width of 82 of its central time. In Figure 4.3 
(b), we can find that amplitude of the electTOilt.atic 2/, waves is enhanced in ! = 82-
205, jWit after the initial linear stage, and gradually decreases after ! = 205 associated 
with decrea.&e of beam-excited Langmuir wavea. Typical ratio of amplitude of the 2/p 
waves to that of Langmuir waves is below -40 dB, which is consistent with in-situ 
observations of local 2/p waves at leading edge of the electron fore:shock presented in 
Cb.apter 3. 

Figure 4.3 (c) ahDWll evolution of pluma wave spectrum in k, apace obtained by 
Fourier transfonoing in space. In Figure 4.3 (c), wave number of beam-excited Lang
muir wave incre&BeB after the initial stage by broadening of velocity distributioDB of 
beam electrons. On the other hand, backscattered Langmuir wavea show gradual in· 
cre1111e after the initial stage. Since such increase does not show any influences on the 
electrostatic 2/, waves, backscattered Langmuir wave~~ is not respo09ible to generation 
of the clectTOiltatic 2/, wavce at large wave number. In addition, we can not find low-k 
electrostatic quasi-mode at 2/p induced by intense back-scattered Langmuir waves [cf. 
Yaon e! al., 19941. 

4.2.2 Contribution of electron to ion mass ratio 

Next, we vary the electron to ion mass ratio, R, ,. m./m,. to atudy contribution of 
ions in the beam-plllllllla process. We change R, = (0, 1/1600, 1/100), keeping R,. 
= 10.0 and R., = 0.02. Since we already 8howed the ca.se with R, = 1/1600 u the 
8tandard case, we show two cases: R, = 0 and l/100. In the former case ion mliSS is 
infinity to suppre:IIB the contribution of ion:~ in the aystem, while in the latter case ion 
masa is lighter than rnali8tic to enhance the re:spo09ibility of ions in the baclc8cattering 
and d(!8truction of beam-excited Langmuir wavea. 

Although initial evolution in both Clllle!l are bllllical.ly common with the 1tandard 
case, consequent evolution features are different. Figure 4.4 (a) shows phase diagrama 
for particles in the "'-11r space. At the initial stage, we found fonnation of vortices by 
trapping of beam electrons in both ClllleB. After that, in the case of R, : 0 modulation 
of background electrons is not destroyed till the end of the simulation run, while the 
modulation shows faster destruction in the case of R, = 1/100. Such difFerence also 
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appe11I11 in evolution of total energy and spatial structure of electric field indic!U.ed in 
Figure 4.4 (b) and (c). In both caeee, total energy of electric field &h~ e~<pOnential 
growth at the initial stage till I= 50 and oscillation in I= 50-150, accompanied with 
fonnation of periodic pOtential weUs. After that, in the caae of R, = 0, the total 
energy ahowa elower decrease and the potential weUs are not destroyed till the end of 
the simulation run. On the other hand, in the caee of R, = 1/100, the total energy 
aod the potential wella show fa~~ter decay than the atiUldard cue. 

Figure 4.5 ehowt evolution of plasma waves in electric field E2 generated in both 
ca!lell. In the case of R, = 0, we can find sharp beam·e~<cited Langmuir waves 1111d 
clear enh1111eement of electrostatic 2/, waves, while backBCattered Langmuir wavea are 
very weak (Figure 4.$ {a) and (c)). Amplitude of beiUlHilcited Langmuir waves and 
electrostatic 2/, waves are stable till the end of the simulation run wbich do not interact 
with backgrouod ioll9 (Figure 4.5 (b)). On the other hand, in the case of R,., = 1/100, 
beam-ellcited Lao.gm.uirwave!l &lid electrostatic 2/p waves are weak and not sharp, wbile 
backace.ttered Langmuir waw:a are very strong (Figure 4.S (a) and (c)). Amplitude 
of beun·ellCited Langmuir waves and electro~~tatic 2/, wave~~ show futer decay than 
the at1111dard case, especially after the end of initial stage through the generation of 
bt.ckscatteed Langmuir waves with brO&d distribution in k. space (Figure 4.5 (b)). 

These results indicate that backscattering off ofthennal ions is essential to decay of 
beam-ucited Langmuir wavee, and amplitude of intense beam-excited Langmuir waves 
ill Btrongly correlated with that of electroatatic 2/, wavee. 

4.2.3 Contribution of beam drift velocity ratio 

Nut, we vary the beam drift velocity ratio. R,. = V4/V.. to study contribution of 
velocity separation of beam eleetroOB from back~und electrons which divide phy&ical 
processea of wave-particle interactions into the bump-on-tail instability and the thin 
beam-pluma inatability. We change R, = (5.0, 10.0, 20.0), keeping R, = 1/1600 and 
R., = 0.02. Since we already &how the case with R, = 10.0 811 the etandard esse, we show 
two Clllle8: R, = 5.0 &lid 20.0. The fonner indicates bump-on-tail inlltability in which 
be.un component is partially mixed with background electrons in velocity distribution, 
wbile tbe latter Bhowa thin beam-pluma instability in which beam compOnent ia clearly 
~q>arated from background electroOB. 

Between both C88C8, initial evolution or the instability is rather different. Figure 4.6 
{a) ehowa ph&Se diagt811111 of particles in :l:....,r apace. In tbe case of R,. = S.O, initial 
velocity distributiona of particle~~ show bump-on-tail structure in which background 
particle~~ &lid beam electrona are partially milled. Clear vortices of beam electroOB and 
modulatioll8 of background e\ectrona are not fonned even at the initial stage. On the 
otber hand, in the case of R, = 20.0, velocity dietribulionll Bhow clear beam-plallma 
ay&t.ern like the atandard case with R, = 10.0. Such differences also appear in evolution 
of total energy and spatial structure of electric field indicated in Figure 4.6 (b) &lid 
(c). In the case of R, = 5.0, total energy of electric field doe~ not show exponential 
growth, and becomes etable after tbe end or initial stage. Large potential well is not 
formed in the spatial distribution of electric field. On the other hand, in the esse of R, 
= 20.0, basic features are common witb the standard case, except much larger electric 
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Fign,., 4.5: Plum~ wa-· .. in E, (•lB) in the simulation run. willo R,. = m,fm, 
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<liaKram in I= 82·2~6: (h) evolnlion of rla.•mR w•v,.,; in w 'P~ce; (c) I hi ink, 
spoeo Wllh w = 0.5-2.5 in E, a1ul..., = l.iS-2.25 ;,. D, 
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FignfO 4.7: PIMnta "'"'~in E, (dD) in the simul•tion roon• with R."' l',jl', = 
S.O (loft) and 20 0 (righ!), k..,pin~ Rm = 1/!600 and R .. = 0.02. (R) th~ w-k, 
diagtam in I= 82-246: (b) emlution ofpi11Sma waw•s in w spa~~: (c) that ink, 
spaco with"'= 0.5-2.5 in E, and w = 1.75-2.25 in B,. 

field. Toti\lenergyorelcctroclieldreacheslOt.imesorthflt orthestRnrlardcasc. whole 
Kin~tocPnereyofbc!ltncomponentsisonly4 times 

Fignrc 4.7 shows evolution or pl:o.sma waves in electric fidd £, generate<! in both 
c~ses. In the case or R,. = S.O. there i• only weaK heam.excitcd L~ngmuir w;wcs 
on the Langmuir branch w2 = n: + (3/2)k2V,?. at k, > +10.0"' n,jV~ with hroad 
handwJ<hh. Ampliturlc of Lan~mnir WIIVI.' is generally cnn•tllllt till the enrl or the 
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silllulation run. Electrostatic 2/, wave5 are not found in BDY plots. On the other baud, 
in the case of R., = 20.0, we CBD find strong enba.acement of beam-excited Lanpuir 
"11'3ve9 at k~ > +2.5 = n,;v~ with sharp bandwidth, and clear electrostatic 2/, waves 
at k, ~ 2kL. These results support the idea which ia already auggested that amplitude 
of intense beam-excited L1111gm.uir waves is strongly correlated with that of electr011tatic 
2/,waves, 

4.2.4 Contribution or beam deWiity ratio 

Finally, we vary the beam density ratio, R., = n6/(n, + fll>), to study contribution of 
denaity of beam electrons which divide physical proce:S3 of wave--particle interaction 
into the thin-beam instability and the two-stream instability. We change R.. = (0.005, 
O.Ql, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16), keeping R., = 1/1600 a.ad R. = 10.0. Since the case with 
Rn = 0.02 was already indicated aa the standard C!l'!e, we show the case~~ with R,. = 

0.04 and 0.08. The former ahowa upper ~mit of the thin-beam approximation, and 
while the latter ahowslower limit of the two-stream approximation [cf. Kainer et ol.,. 
1977). 

Between both caaea, evolution of the iJ>Stability is rather diiJercnt. Figure 4..8 (a) 
shows phase diagrams of particles in :r-v~ space. In the case of R, = 0.04., periodic 
vortices of beam electron~ are formed at the initial stqe. On the other band, in the 
case of R,. = 0.08, the vortices are rather random. DiiJereocell alan appear in evolution 
of total energy and spatia.! structure of electric field indicated in Figure 4.8 (b) and 
(c). In the case of R, = 0.04., total eoergy of electric field i.9 about the twioo of that of 
th<! standard case with half beam density, and growth and decay features are similar in 
both case&. On the other hand, in the case of R, = 0.08, total energy of electric field 
is about the twice of the case with R, = 0.04, but the decay is much faster than the 
c88(!of.R., =0.02andR, =0.04. 

Figure 4..9 shows evolution of plasma waves in electric field E, generated in both 
Cll3ell. In the case of R,. = 0.04, intense beam-el<eited Langmuir waves are found on 
Langmuir branch w2 = n~ + (3/2)k1V/, and electrostatic 2/, waves are also found at 
k, = 2kL. On the other hand, in the case of R, = o.oa, beam-e::rcited Langmuir waves 
are merged with electrostatic waves extending below and above the plasma frequency 
of background electron$. Therefore, electi"O$tatic waves around plNma frequency have 
broad distributions in both w and k, spaces. Peak amplitude of Langmuir wave becomes 
lower than the eas.e of R, = 0.04 (Figure 4..9 (b) and (c)). Related with Buch broad 
distributions, electroatatic 2/, waves are not found in all plots, which is becaU!le of lower 
amplitude of Lanpuir wave and/or contamination of large perturbatioDB of electric 
field above n •. 

These results indicate that sharp and strong Langmuir waves excited by relative 
thin beam component is essential for el<citation of high-k, electrostatic 2/, waves. 

4.3 2D simulations 

In ID systems, we can not 6nde::rcitation electromagnetic 2/, waves. This suggests 
that numerical simulation on 20 systems is es~~ential to produce electromqnetic 2/, 
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waves in the computer apace because radiatiOn pattern of 2/p radiation is not neces
sarily parallel to the electron beama. However. 20 simulations require s number or 
computational compromiBe!l. evm on a large supercomputer. For limitation of mem· 
ory space and length of run time. we need to decre~~~~e scale of system and number or 
partic\e8in aceU. 

In this section, we use electromagnetic particle code, KEMPO [Matn.fiiOIO an~ 
Omuru. 1985), for a two-dimentional periodic tyst.em with three speeie8 of charged par· 
ticle8: background electrons, background ions, and thin beam electrons whose densities 
are n,, n;. and._, respectively (n., +nJ> = n;). All simulation parameten are listed in 
Table 4.2. For enlargement of Debye length to save memory B1ze and length of Bimula
tJon run. we further increase thermal velocity of background electrons. V,- 0.04c. We 
set X-u.ia parallel to the magnetic field and drin velocity of beam electrons.ul024>.v 
with 1024 grid pnintll, and Y-u.is 119 256.\n with 256 grid pnintll. Since length of sye. 
tern and simulation run is 40.96xl0.24 (1024x256 grids) and 327.68 {16384 counts), 
we csn produce plum& waves with wave number along X-axis below 79 (resolution: 
0.154), wave number along Y-axis below 79 (resolution: 0.616), and frequency below 
Ho7 (resolution: 0.01\l),respectively. 

In the simulation run, we select u electron to ion mll88 ratio R,., = m./m; = 1/1600. 
beam drifi velocity ratio R. = VdfV, = 10.0. and beam density mtio R., = ~/(n.. + 
116)=0.02. 

Figure 4.10 showa velocity distributions or particle8 and total energy or electric field 
to indicate evolution of instability in particle distributions. B1111ic evolution of particle 
distributions and electric field are generally common with resultll of the standard ease 
in ID simulation. We find that vortices are fonned by trapping of beam electrons at the 
initial atage. These structures IU'e [tradually disordered, and effective velocity ofbell!ll 
electrons gradually decrelllleS. Background electrons are modulated accompanied with 
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fonnation of vortices at the initial stage. On the other b8.D.d, total energy of electric 
lield shows exponential growth at the initial&tage tiD t = 50, and oscillation caused by 
uchange of energy with electron in t = 50-150. After t = 150, the total eners;y show! 
monotonOUil decreil8!l by beating of particles via scattering by background ions. 

Figure 4.11 shoW!! evolution ofpl&911la waves in electric lield E~ {left) and magnetic 
field B, (right) generated in these processea. Fivue 4.11 (a) and (b) shows thew
k~ diagram along X-Ws andY-Wain t = 82-246, obtained by Fourier tra.nsformins 
in space and time. We can 6nd enhancement of beam-excited Langmuir waves at 
w- 1.0 = 11, a.nd k.. - +2.5(=11,/V..-) - +5.0, and weaker badcscattered Langmuir 
waves at w - 1.0 = 11. and k~ - -5.0 - 0.0. We can also 6nd weaker electi"OIItatic 
2/p waves at w - 2.0 = 211. and k~ ~ 2kt. where kt is the wave nwnber of Langmuir 
wave [cf. Klimas, 1983). Since these electrostatic waves are concmtrated to the region 
close to k- 0 in left panel of Figure 4.11 (b), we cilll conclude that the k vectors of 
these electrostatic waves are generally along the X-Wa. In addition, We do not identify 
electrostatic 2/,. quasi-mode at low-k~ predicted by Yoon eta/. [1994). 

On the other hand, we ca.D identify electromagnetic 2/p waves in B, of Figure 4.11 
(a) and (b), at frequency of211 and at wave number &om -2 to +2. Such components 
can be superposed on electromagnetic branch propagating on the X-Y plane. This is 
electromagnetic 2/,. radiation genera.ted in the computer space by full electromagnetic 
particle code. We should compare relation between electrostatic and electromagnetic 
2/p wave:J generated in tbis &)'litem. Figure 4.11 (c) aDd (d) show evolution of plasma 
wave:J in w and k.. space, respectively. We confirm the results of 10 simulations that 
amplitude of electtoet3otic 2/,. waves in E~ is enhanced after the end of initial stage 
and decreases after t - 200, associated with decay of beam-excited Langmuir waves. 
On the contmry, amplitude of electromagnetic 2/,. waves in B, is gradually enhanced 
after t- 100, ao.d do not abow decrease ti\1 the end of simulation run. We &hould pa.y 
attention that such growth feature is aimilar to that of back8cattered Lan11muir waves 
indicated in Figure 4.11 (d). This fa.vort~ tbe theory of direct conversion mechanisms of 
electromagnetic 2/,. waves by tbree-wave proce&ll. 

4.4 Discwsions 

We SuiDDlarize the results of 10 simul<Ltion rons in Figure 4.12. Although we can POt 
generate the electromagnetic 2/p waves in 10 systems, we generate the electroata.tic 
2/,. waves in tbe computer space. Sucb electroatatic 2/,. waves are genera.ted at wave 
number of k., ~ 2kt !Klimas, 1983). Typical ratio of the amplitude of electroatatic 
2/,. wave:J to that of Langmuir waves in our simulation nms is below -40 dB. This 
is consistent with in-situ observations of local enh8.Dcement of 2/p wave:J observed at 
leading edge of tbe electron foresbock presented in Chapter 3. We also found that 
intensity of electrostatic 2/p wa.ves are strongly correlated of amplitude of Langmuir 
waves. Therefore, backseatterio.g of Langmuir waves, too small beam drift velocity, and 
too large beam deDBity do not favor genera.tion of electroetatic 2/,. waves since these 
conditions wppresa peak amplitude of beam-excited Langmuir waves. Namely, thin 
and bigh energy beam component thrown into the cold plasma is the most favorable 
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Figure 4.12: Eltetric field amplitud~ in dB of L&<>pnuir -""'Ill n, (cird~) aad 
elccii'<ISI&tic 2/p wav ... at 2n, (diamond) in 10 airnul&tion runs. Thaagt ... dowo 
indicat .. uppHiimit of ~..,t...,ta.tic 2/0 -Vto. (a) Dependen« on R,. = rn,/m;; 
{b) De!'<'nden« on R. = VdfV,; (c) De!>"ndenoe on R, = n•/(n, + n,). 

to enhance the electroatatic 2/p w&.Ye~J. Such condition is ntiM.ed at leading edge or 
the electron foreshock. we need careful invesr.igation of the plMma wv.ve feature& at 
thia region to seardl enhancement of the electroatatic 2/, waveB by i1111tnunents witb 
larger dynamic r&nge. On the other hand, we can not find llny 2/,. mode at 8maller 
wave numbers. This might be because distribution of backscattered Langmuir wa~ 
io k apace is not n&rrow, which ia roquired to produceauch qua~~i-mode at 2/, /Yoon .t 
41.,1994). 

In 2D system. we &uoceed to generate electromagnetic 2[p waves. We found that 
amplitude of electromagnetic 2[p waves ia enhanced li880Ciated with growth ofbackscat
tered Langmuir waves. This favore the theory of direct convereion mechanism of elec
tromagnetic 2{p waves by three-wave process. Here. we evaluate typical growth time 
and u.mplitude of electromagnetic 2[p waVI)Il. Firet. we evaluate typical growth time 
of the electromagnetic 2{p waves. about 200-400/II •. In the solar wind, plasma fre. 
quency ia typically -30 kHz. and 1/Il, - to-5 sec. Therefore. expected growth time 
of electromagnetic 2/p waVI)Il auggeated by this simulation run is about 2-4 msec m 
the sol!U" wind condition. Since typical velocity of beam electroD8 at leading edge of 
the electron fore~~hock is about 30()1)-30000 km/B, typical BCalc length for generation 
of electromagnetic 2fp waVI)Il ia let~~~ than 0.02 Rr. Thia value does not contradict to 
thickni!3S of the electron fore~~hock. <I R£, 9ugge&ted in Chapter 3, and favors the idea 
that the 2Jp radio source is at leading edge of the electron foreshock. Next. we evalualt 
typical ratio of amplitude of electromagnetic 2/p waVI)Il to that of Langmuir wavm. 
below -80 dl3. Such weak waVI)Il ia not large enough to contribute to local enhanCE
ment of2Jp waves observed at leading edge of the electron foreahock. Here, we roughly 
estimate the coefficient of direct conversion of electromagnetic 2fp waVI)Il by wave-wa~ 
coupling between beam·e><eited Langmuir waV(l6 and backacattered Langmuir wave& 
Propo&ed three-wave proceiiiK'll suggeats positive correlation between amplitude of gen· 



of 2/, radiation " 
er&ted 2/p radiation and pr<lduct of amplitudes of beam-eltcited and baclcscattered 
Langmuir wavcs. For simplification, we define the convei'IIion coefficient, cr, by 

E(2M =erE(£,_.,) • E(L~~ooU) (4.5) 

where £(2/p), E(L~oo0 .,), and E(L~oo.J.) are electric field of electromagnetic 2/p waves, 
beam-excited Langmuir waves, and back8cattered Langmuir wave:s, respectively. Fig
ure 4.11 shows that at I= 287, E(2f,), E(Lw ... ). and E(L!Io<*) are -160, -80, and 
-110 dD, respedively. (Since •n and 1-'0 are unity in our simulation nutll, energy scale 
of electric field and magnetic field are same in electromagnetic waves.) In this case, 
the conversion coefficient cr is -toJ. However, since our simulation system is periodic, 
electromagnetic waves in a frequency above f, are trapped in the system. Therefore, 
local amplitude of electromagnetic waves is the sum of locally generated waVCll and 
propagated waves from distant eowce. We need to refine the simulation systems hy 
fn:e boundary 8}'lltems to evaluate the correct efficiency to examine existing theories of 
generation mechanism of 2/p radiation. 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this study, we execute numerical simulations in ID and 2D periodic systems to 
generate electrostatic and electromagnetic 21, waves by the electromagnetic particle 
code, KEMPO. 

In the ID periodic systems, we generate electrostatic 2/p waves at w ... 2WL and 
k ... 2kL where "-'L and kt are frequency and wave number of beam·eJtCited Langmuir 
wave. The electrost-atic 2/, wavea are generated after tbe end of initial stage, and 
independent of Langmuir waves backscattered off by thermal ions. Since amplitude of 
electrostatic 2/, waves is strongly correlated with peak amplitude of Langmuir waves in 
w-k space, dense beam witb "b > 0.04n. and slow beam with Vd < 5.0V0 do not favor 
the generation. Such featwca support the generation proceee of electrostatic 2/p waves 
by wave-wave coupling of two ofbeam-e~tcited Langmuir w&vea. Typical intensity ratio 
of electrostatic 2/p waves to Langmuir wavea is below -40 dB, which ia consisunt witb 
values observed &t leading edge of tbe electron foreshock presented in Chapter 3. 

In the 2D periodic system, we also generate electrostatic 2/p waves, and confirm 
the rosults obtained in tbe ID systeJIIS. In addition, we generate electromagnetic 21, 
waves at w ... 2wL and k ... ±2R0 fc. Amplitude of electr<lm~netic 21, waves are 
strongly correlated with srowth of badtscattered Lan!'"uir waves and independent of 
electrostatic 21, wavea. Such Ce&ture9 support the generation process of electromagnetic 
2/p waVCll by wave-wave coupling of beam-eKcited and backsc&ttered Langmuir waves 
through th.-.,e...wa.ve process. Typical growth time of electromagnetic 2/, wave is about 
200-400/R •. This value doea not contradict to thickness of the electron foreshock. On 
the other hand, typical intensity ratio of electromagnetic 2/p waves to Langmuir waves 
is below -80 dB. This value is too weak to detect enhaneement of 2/p waves at the 
leadi"l!: edge of the electron forcahock. 

We need to refine numerical simulations executed in this chapter, especially in 2D 
system. We should impr<lve our work.!! at four points; increase of time scale to follow 
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variation of waves with small growth rate, increase of number of particles to suppre;:s 
noise level and numerical he&ting, parameter survey of 20 tyatema which are executed 
in ID ayateiD8, and introduction of spatial ftuctuatio!lll to investis:a.te mode-conven~ioo 
pro~. In order to evaluate these results, we need to introduce free boundary syatelll,! 
to evaluate corTeCt efficiency of generation of electromagnetic 2/, waves. 



Chapter 5 

Remote Observations of 
Nonthermal Continuum 
Radiation 

We study continuum enhancement, short-lived enhancement of nonthermal continuum 
radiation, obaerved by the GEOTAIL spacecraft from November 1994. to December 
1995. This radiation is generated at the nlghtside pla:~mi!.pa.use by ele<:trons injected 
into the local midnight zone associated with substomlB. We use tbia radiation as a 
remote sensing probe for physical procl'SSell around the plumapausc during aub&t.orms. 

We 6nd that classical continuum generated at the dayside plasmapause is sometimes 
observed following the continuum enhancement. Tbia indicates that both Ill'(! generated 
by a aeries uf injected electrons associated with the same aubstorm. Typical interval 
between the onset of both radiatioDS is -1 hour, wbich is coosistent with the time 
lag expected from gtadient and curvature drift motioD of injected electrons. We also 
find that some of the continuum enhancement COnllist of 'fast' and 'ma.in' compOnents, 
which are distinguished by duration time and rising rate in frequency. We suggest that 
the fast component is gene11'1ted first at the piMmapause in the local midnisht zone by 
lower energy electrons, while the main compOnent is later generated at the dawtlllide 
plaamapause by higher encr~ electrons. 

On the other hand, we 6nd that radial dist.a.nce of the source on the plaamapause, 
estimated from &pacing of banded fr<lquency structure of the continuum enhancement, 
generally decreaeell with -O.t>- -l.ORF/h for the first 1 hour after each subatorm~. 
Furthermore, we also find that radial diotance of the source sometimes increases with 
+0.1- +O.S RF/h for the next I hour associated with isolated subatorm1 in relative 
quiet phase. The former suggests that long-term decrease of radlWI of the plil!mapauee 
ean be separated into fast ones BBSOeiated with subatorms, wbile the latter suggests tha.t 
short-term variations of radius of the plasmapauBe during each subatorms is caused not 
only by the peeling off but also by compression and recovery of the plasmasphere. 
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5.1 Introduction: The continuum enhancement 

Nonthenna.l continuum radiation is electromagnetic emi83ion at fl"<lquencies &om local 
plasma frequency to several hWldred kHz, characterized by smooth variation in intensity 
and frequency continuing for several hours, and generated at geomagnetic equator of 
the plasmapaW!e in 4-14h LT zone [Gumell and Slul.w, 1973; Brown, 1973; Gurmu, 
1975]. "l't"apped component' below tbe solar wind pllllllll& frequency, which is reHected 
at the ma.guetopause and confined to the magnetosphere, shows conglomerate broad 
band spectrum with low modulation index. 'Escaping component' above the solar wind 
pluma frequency, wllich can propagate outside of the maguetopause, shows banded 
frequency atructure with laq;e modulation index. (Kurth ct tJJ., 1981]. Activity of 
the continuum radiation is poSitively correlated with laq;e-scale geomagnetic stonm 
for several days {Gurnett and flunk, 1976). Here, we call thill radiation ll.'i 'cliiBIIical 
continuum'. 

Clasaical continuum ia believed to be generated through the linear mode-conve~ion 
proe<:>ss &om electrostatic wave near upper hybrid frequency, /UKR in a region with a 
large dell8ity variation (Gurmtt <1n.d Frunk, 1976; J<1ne1, 1976; Jone1, 198$]. At tbc 
plasmapauae, electron plaama frequency, /p, dropa rapidly with increase radial dis
tance, so that both production and propagation ill favorable for the elect.rom~ebc 
wave generated around /UKR· Figure $.1 (a) ehOWll a magnetospheric model of the 
qualitative radial variation. At the plasmapause, /unR is dose to fp· ThWI the fre.. 
quency range of 11enerated radiation indicates deDBity in the source. On the other band, 
at the plil8TIIapause, electrostatic waves at fuHR ill enhanced with similar spacing of 
electron gyrofrequency, /,, by strong upper-hybrid resonance at {n+ 1/2)/,. Therefore, 
spacing of banded frequency structure of electromagnetic waves generated from such 
electrosta.ticwavesindicatellmagnetic6eldatreogthin the source. 

On the other band, as shown in Figure $.1 {b), there ill other type of nonthennal 
cootinuum radiation MSOCiated well with eaeb substorms. Here, we call this radiation 
aa 'continuum enhancement'. Although the contiouum enhaocement is observed in the 
fl8llle frequency range witb broad band or banded frequency etructure aa the elaasical 
continuum, thill radiation has shorter duration for about few hours, and generated from 
the strong electrostatic waves driven by electrons injected into the local midnight rone 
il83ociated with each substonns (Gougli, 1982; Filberl and Kellogg, 1989]. This radia
tion is alan thought to be generated at the plasmapause by the same medlaniam as the 
classical continuum, 50 that ita frequency and spacing of banded structure of should 
indicate det111ity and magnetic 6e!d strength in the source iUIUDinated by injected elec· 
trons. Furthennore, sioce magnetic 6eld strength at the geomagnetic equator correlates 
well to radial dilltance from the Earth, the cnntinuum enhancement can indicate radius 
oftbe sourceduringsubstonns. 

Actually, some of continuum enhancement 1how increase of frequency range and 
spacing of the banded structure. Such variation suggests increase of density and mag· 
netic 6eld strength st the plaamapause illuminated by injected electroDB. There are 
two kinds of interpretation. One is inward motion of the plaamapause during each sub
stonns aa shown io Figure 5.2 {a) {GO<Jg/i, 19821. Tbis is supported by steepening of the 
plumapauee 11880ciated with subetorms. The other is dawuward motion of the source 
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FiguR 5.1: (a) A magnet"'pheri~ mod~! •howing the qoaiit..ative radial vviation 
a..ndregionofoccom:ne<:oflbeele<:troo!aticn<» .. ~d..,dthccontinoomr&di· 
ationat (n+l/2)/0 [Gumotl.,nd F'n>n.l:, 1976[. {b) Spectromoftbecontinoum 
cnhanC<'m~nt. Ddow is lh• count rate on logarithmic ocales for electron• with 30-
37 bV in perpendicuiBr (~irde) and parall~l (dot) to local magnetic field [Goug~ 
1!182[. 
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r,.ureS.2:(a)Radialvariuioaofthesaun:t!deducedbytheDfOiiequeDeyat 
the111u""'u a(uDOtioao(timeafttrtlleenerptic:llu>: i~creaaeo [Gng.\, 1982]. 
(b) Co11li111111m ooa""' direc1ians (or three time ia~ of the 0400 UT ne11t 
on d., 2$4. 1974. The •mall aumben at tbe ead of the liM oepeuu labtl the 
(reqt~e11Q"(kBz)[Filhrto""K~I/ogf,l919). 

caused~ gradiea.t ud curwture dri~ ot illjected electrollll ullhown In Figun 5.2 (b) 
(FN"hrtandKellogg,1989l. Thisillaupportedbyii8)"Dimetryo£1"1dialprolileolthe 
plasmapause,i.e.,8DiallerradiWiontbedaWD8idezoDe[d. Co.I'Jitllkr, 1966). 

f'oi1U!l&tely, we have lup oumber or p]uma wave data £JOUI November 1994. to 
December 1996 obtained by GEOTAIL, aDd 6acl138 evea.te ot the cootinuum enbuce
meDt. In thi118tudy, we ualyzeftequeDC)'-tlmeatrueture ud direeticm ortheaoureeof 
OOlltimaum eohuc:emeot, to Jet phyaical«~oditiou ioud moti0118 of the aoun:e or the 
c:ont.inuum eohucemeot by remote eatellite obeerwtiou. Furthermore, we try to g« 
a c:o~~crete model. or pb,yaical proct!Siel going arouod the plumapa\ql! IIBIOciated with 
aubstorme. 

5.2 Analyzed data sets 

The data. 11et8 aaalyled ill the pretCDt atudy are obtained &om the PWI/SFA aboard 
GEOTAIL (MalnllJIJto It al., 1994.). SiD.ee the continuum enhuei!meot ia observed 
above/, (-6kHz in tbe lobe, aDd. -30kHz in the 10lar wiod}, we uee the SPA Band-3 
(1.67-12.5 kHz}, Baod-4 (12.5--100kHz), aDd Baod-5 (lOD-800kHz) electric fieldclata. 
Each receiverhu the hqueney resolutioo ot 1/128ofite bandwidtb (84.8 Hz iD Baod-3, 
684Hz in Bmd-4, aDd. 5.4.7 kHz in BaDd.·5) ud tbe time resolutioo of8 eecondt. 

Tbe PWI iB C8DIIeCted to two aeta or llettric dipole aateMa ay&teml, a wire dipole 
anteana (WANT) aDd. a pair or top-hat probe uteD.Du (PANT). Botb &DteMu have 
100 m lip-to-tip length, 1111d are extended on the apin plane ol the apacemJt which 
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Figuu 5.3: TheN~...-.. Ta;l orbit of the GEOTAIL spacocraft in th~ solar magnetic 
(SM) coor<linal<!s from November 1994 to December 1995. L<:ft io a projN<ion on 
X-Y plane. Right is" projNtioo Oft X-Z plane. 

is stabilized dose to the ecllptic plane. During our observatio1111 the electri~ SFA has 
generally boon cunnected to the PANT system. The 8pin period is -3 9ec<lnd•, and we 
Cilll define k-ve.:t.or of the ele.:tromagnetic wavea projected on the ecliptic plane by spin 
modulatiollllofobservedelectriclieldstrength. 

We use data set observed from November 1994 t.o December 1995. Figure 5.3 
shows trajectories of GEOTAIL in the sol~ ma.gneti~ (SM) coordinates. In this tenn, 
GEOTAIL is on the Ne~-Tail orbit whichcoverswholebounl in MLTand +40°- -400 
in magnetic latitude. This orbit bas an apogee of -30 Rf.:, a perigee of .... 10 nE, <Uid 
the orbital period of -7 days after February 1995. 

In Figure 5.4, we summarize observed locations of analyzed samples of the classical 
continuum and the continuum enhancement by two methods. Figure 5.4 (a) shows ob
served locations of both radiations at 1-hour intervals on the SM cuordinates. Figure 5.4 
(b) shows number of occunence of both radiatioM classified by observed magnetic lo
cal time. Samplea are picked out from frequency-time diagrams of the PWIJSFA from 
November 1994 t.o December 1995. Figure 5.4 shows that the classical continuum is 
mainly observed on the late da.wnside or dayside zone, while the cuntinuwn enhance
ment is mainly observed on the night.sidc or e~ly dawnsidc zone. Both typea are 
observed on the dawnsidc zone. 

5.3 Correlation with the classical continuum 

In this section, we pay attention to oonelation between the classical cuntinuum &nd 
the cuntinuum enhiU1cement. In Figure 5.5 (a)-(c), we show typical frequency-time 
diag:raDlll of tbe classical continuum and tbe continuum enhancement observed by the 
PWIJSFA. X-axis is observed time in UT, andY-axis is frequen~y in kH~ in a quasi-
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Figu,.., S.4: (a) Ob$e.....,d ]oelt.tious of the dll$0kal continuum a<~d the continuum 
enhancement on the SM coordlnateo identified in !-hour inttn'lllo from November 
1994 to December 1995. Diamoods io the d ... ical cootinuum, aad oqu...,. il the 
continuum eobucement. (b) The number of O<:OJI'fto« d._..ift.d by obs.rved 
mo.gaetic local time (MLT). Thi11 ...,d thick lio .. are the number of occurunce of 
the classical conliouum U>d the coot.inuum enbaacemeat, ...,pectinly. 

linear fonnat with two U11ear diagnuJU~ divided &t 100kHz. a.bove 100kHz conatructed 
by Band-S data and below 100kHz OOil!ltructed by Band-3/4 data, re&pect.ively. Ea.ch 
observed locations ill also indicated in (d). 

Figure 5.5 (a) shows the classical continuum observed in Q-2h and S-lOb UT on 6 
April 1995 when GEOTAIL is on the daf!lide zone. The classical continuum genera.lly 
coven~ from local/, to lQ0-500 kHz, and laa~ for 2-12 hours with SDlQOth variation in 
inteD5ity and frequency. Thill r&dia.tion HOmetimes loOBell lower frequeocy compooeot 
below 2-4./p in sola:r wind. It eeelll8 to be ca.wred by refl~tion and refrection at the 
magnetopause and the bow shock. 

Figure 5.5 (b) !hoW8 the continuum enha.ncemeot observed in 13-14h, 15-16h, and 
19-2lh UT on 31 December 1995 when GEOTAIL is on the nigbtside zone. The contin· 
uu.m enhancement generally cove111 from local/, to so-100kHz, and only laats for 1-3 
ho11r11. Frequency range of the continuum enhancement iB common with low frequency 
AKR (LFR} [Filbert ond Kellogg, 1989] and the LF band radio bursts (Koi.rtr d aJ., 
1996]. Be<:a.use activities of these radiations are llho correlated weU with 1ub6torms, 
oontinuum enhancements are frequently contaminated by them. However, since LFR 
and the LF bursts ha.ve much shorter duration, we can independently tnce power flux 
of the continuum enhancement with longer duration and smooth variation. 

On the other hand, We can HOmetimes obeerve the ci&SIIical continuum following 
the continuum enbanceme11t when GEOTAIL is in the daWDBide zone. Figure 5.5 (c) 
shOW8 such case obeerved in 3-9h UT on 23 Januacy 1995. In tbia case, the coDtiDuum 
enhancement heginnill! at Jh UT is natunilly coonected with the clusical co11tinuum 
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F1~ur~ 5.5· fr<'<)u~nr)'-linlo diagrant> ob>er-vN.l hy tl10 PWI/SFA: (a) C"la«irol 
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in both intellliity and fn!quency. Such C38f!8 suggest th!Lt ~he continuum enhan!:lllnent 
and the cl1189ical continuum are a aeries of a&me phenomen&. 

Simultaneoua obeerw.tion of the two Bp&Cecr&ft; staying in the nightllide and dayaid• 
zone pMvide:s a good ex&mple deecribing relation between both radia.tioll8. Figure 5.6 
ebowa frequency-time diauame observed by GEOTAIL PWI and WIND WAVES on 17 
November 1994, when GEOTAIL at.ayed in the early morning zone and WIND atayed 
in the late morning zone, reapeetively. GEOTAIL observed beginning of a continuum 
enhancement at ~4h UT and end &t ~7h UT. On the other hand. WIND observed 
beginning of a cl1189ical continuum at ~5-6h UT just following diaappearance of the 
continuum enhancement in the upper panel. Such a relation aug~ta an idea that 
GEOTAIL and WIND ob6erv00 the former half and the latter half of a ll&ie:s of the 
aame event occurred at the nightBide and day~~ide pliiiiJllapauae, reapeetively. 

Feat~~re~~sbown in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5, and Figure 5.6 indicate that the continuum 
enhancement and the cl&81ncal continuum are a aeries of a aame event.& generated at 
oppoeite aides of the plaam&pa118e. The mOBt p033ible origin of such relation is that 
both nu::liatiollli are generated by the a group of electrons which ia injected into tbe 
night.Bide ~one during the same aub6tonn e.nd ahowa dalVDIYlU"d drift motion. A part 
of injected electrons fir11t arrives at nightaide of the p\&8m&p&U8e and gener&tes the 
continuum enhancement, while the other part later arrives at dawn~ide/dayaide of the 
pllllllllapause and generatf!!l the clasaic&l continuwn. Typical interval between the onser 
of both radiatioDB ia about 1 hour, ..,.hich is conaiatent with time lag expected from 
gradient and curvature drift. of injected electrona [cf. Filkrl. ftnd Kellogg, 1989]. 

5.4 Correlation with geomagnetic activities 

Next, we investigate correlstion between the continuum enhe.ncement and geomagnetic 
activity. BecaUBe we are not able to UBe aurora.! electrojet (AE) index in 1994-1995. 
we UBe AKR index, 8ux of AKR normalized at a. distance of 25 R.: from the Earth in 
!-minute interva.l as an indicator ror geomagnetic activity [Mumta, 1995; Mumta t111l.. 
1997]. Figure 5.6 ahOWB tbat be,;inning of the continuum enhancement a.t ~4h UT and 
peak of AKR index i6 generally &t the 8&me time. Since rapid inc~aae of AKR index 
ia well correlated with the onset or each sub6tonna, correlation between tbe contin· 
uum enhancement and AKR index ia well collllistent with the idea thst the continuum 
enhancement ia generatOO by electrona injected at the onaet of each 8ub6torma. Such 
mechanism suggests that power Dux of the continuum enhancement rdects amount o£ 
injected particles ..,.ith each sub6torma [ef. FiJMrl. ftnd Kellogg, 1989]. 

In Figure 5.7. we compare the maximum flux or the continuum enhancement and 
peak of AKR index in each continuum enhancement events. We nonna.lize llux o£ the 
continuum enhancement at a di8tance of 25 Re £rom the Earth by an r-2 law. 1n 
the same definition as that of AI<R index. We traced polftl" flux of the continuum 
enhancement witb relative smooth varh•tion, and avoid contamination of AI<R, LFR. 
and LF bur11ts with more rapid variation. 

In spite or large seattering, which is partly e&used by intense AI<R not accompanied 
the continuum enhancement as shovrn by an event at ~6h UT in Figure 5.6, AI<R indet 
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and power Hux of the continuum enhancement is positively correlated. RegrEBSion line 
ill indicated by 

Fct = -0.46(1AKR +86.1) -116.6 (5.1) 

where lAKR ia peak of AKR index and Fe~: iB the maximum flux of the continuum 
enhancement normalized at a distance of25 Rt frGm the Earth. Correlation coefficient 
of (5.1) ia 0.50. Taking (I.CC(Iunt ofla.ek of the beat way to get groee amount of injected 
electrons, power flux of the cont.inuum enh11.neement might be able to provide valuable 
inConnation. 

5.5 Variation of frequency range 

Next, -we Malyze frequency riLDge of the continuum enhancement to invl!lltigate density 
in the source. In Figure 5.8 iLDd Fig1.ue 5.9. we show typical spectra of the continuum 
enhancement observed on 2 September and 8 December 1995. Figure 5.8 11.nd Fig
ure 5.9 show two typical components which have different duration 11.nd rising rate in 
frequency: 'fast component' and 'main component'. The fast component hu duration 
of ....,30 minutes and rieing rate in frequency of 50-100 kHs/h. The main component hu 
duration of -t-3 bou111 and rising rate in frequency of 16-20kHz/h. Since spacing of 
banded frequency structure. f•P• ill generally continuoUB in both components, electron 
gyrofrequency in both source:a !lre not aeriout~ly different. Thia means that radial dis
tance~~ of the sources of both components !lre common. and that both components 8ft 

generated at regions cl011e to each other e&pecially in the beginning phase. Oo the other 
hand. we should mention that aU the continuum enhancement do not alw&}'8 have botb 
compooents. For example, although components !lre divided clear at an event from 12h 
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UT in Figure S.9, b11th are n11t clear at an event from 13h UT in Figure S.8. There are 
alall many eventa which have 11uly 11ne 11f the faat 11r maio Cllmp<Jneuta. 

In 11rdcr til identify m11ti11n llf the S<lun:e M8(1Ciated with s~tral varia.ti11n, we 
eva.luat.e directi11n 11f the S<lui"C(! in ea.ch continuum enhancement events. Majority of 
the c11ntinuum enhancement show distinct spin m11dulation of received signals above/, 
in the S<llar wind (-JO kHz). Tberefllre, we can define directi11n 11f the S<IUI"Ce projected 
on the ecliptic plane by direction finding methods with st&nd&rd Fourier t.echniques (cf. 
Mnnning and Fain~~. 1980]. Here, we get azimuth angle of directi11n 11f the IKIUt-.:e, 

~'"at 30, 40, and SO kHz in 20.mioute intervals. Origin 11f ~"" ia defined as Earthward 
directi11n. Decrease of 4J.- after the 11nset in both Figure S.8 (d) and Figure S.9 (d) 
show dawnward rotati11n 11f the S<IW"cc. Although variatl11n of the p~~wer flu is rather 
different with frequencies, Figure S.8 and Figure S.9 show that the dawnward r11tati11n 
at all frequencies are in the sa.me manner c11nverged within ±10". At the beginning of 
the rootimmm enhancement, ~« is generally close to o•, IKI that whole radiation cornea 
from the l11cal midnight zone of the pl113mapause. In first O.S-1 houra after the 11nset, 
the bright fa.st oomp11nent ia d11minant with gradual dawnward rotatilln 11f 4Ju at 30-
SO kHz. In next 1-3 houra, the dimmer main compOn<!Dt ia d11minant with continuiiUB 
dawn ward rotati11n 11f 4Ju. N11 abrupt gap 11f </),, betwt>en the fa.st and main Cllmpllnent.s 
suggests that both compGnentB seem a series 11f the s<UDe phen11mena 11tcuned at the 
&~ur<:e sh11wing Cllntinullus m11tion. Thill is aliKI ronsiat.ent with rontiDUIIWI variati11n 11f 
spacing of banded structure between both Cllmp<Jnents. Such rotational motion of~" 
ill explained by Earthward motion caused by steepening of the pla.smapaUBe (Gough., 
1982] or by dawnwill"d moti11n caused by gradient/curvature drift !Filbert and Ktl/ogg, 
1989]. In OW" observation, observed rotation of </Ju iY U!lually d&wnward with11ut n11 
clear relation with location of the spacecraft, in the nightside and dawoside zone a.t a 
distance of 10-30 RE from the E&rth. This faVIIrs the latt.er explanation, by dawn ward 
motillnllfthe!Kiurce. 

In Figure 5.10, we summarize variations of~"" at 40kHz classified by Kp index; (a) 
Kp< 2, (b) 2 :!> Kp< 3, (c) 3 :!> Kp < 4, and (d) 4 :!> Kp. X-axis is timeaft.erthe 
onset of ea.ch substorms which is defined by peak 11f AKR index. Y-axis is the apparent 
distance of the IKJurce from the Earth, Ro, which is defined by 

(S.2) 

where Rc; is the distance of GEOTAIL fr11m the Eacth. We pl11t 48 samples observed 
in the local midnight zone (20h<MLT<2h) which show continu11us variations of</)« 
for >I h11ur aft.er the 11nset. Theref11ro, R. ind.icat.es the apparent distance of the 
110urce projected on Y-Z plane of the SM ooordinlltes. Decrea.se/increa.se of R.. means 
dWikwardjdawnward m11tion of the IKiurce regions. Fisure 5.10 shows that dawnward 
motion of the !Kiur<:e is common in various K p. Typical duration 11f dawnward motion 
is about 1 hour. However, we sh11uld pay attention til the fact that IKime R,. reach 
10-20 Rt:, fur outside of the plasmapause with a distance of about S R£. The most 
posaible cause is mixing 11f the cl888lcal oontinuum, which IKimetimes appear& after the 
continuum enhancement, reftected at the dawoside magnetllpall!le 11r the bow shock. 
Actually, it seems suppOrted by IKime cases with 81I1all dawnward motion (3-5 RE) 
e=.pecially in small Kp, when activity of the classical continuum is weak enough. On 
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the other band, we can not reject the po311ibility of some radiationa generated at the 
dawn8idemagnetopause. 

5.6 Variation of banded frequency structure 

Ne~tt, we analyze banded frequency atructure of the continuum enhancement to inves
tigatemagaeticfieldetrengthinandradialdi.etanceoftbesouree. Figure5.5 (b)-(c), 
Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 indicate that ~~pacing of banded frequency ttructure, /.,, 
it independeot to variation of general frequency range. We &$11ume that J., approx.i
mately indic&teB / 1 in the source. Therefore. we can convert/., to the r&dial distance 
of the source on the magnetic equator, R, in RE, based on an &$11Ulllption of dipole-like 
magnetic field by 

(5.3) 

where /gO =870kHz ill electron gyrofrequency on the surface of Earth at the equator. 
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show two 8Wiples of variation of J., obaerv«l by the 

PWIJSFA on 14 November and5 December 1994. Kp/AKRindex, ~,.,and R. are also 
indicated. Series of the continuum enhancements are found at 15-16b, 17-18b, 21-22b 
lJT in Figure 5.ll, and at 9-llh, l2-14b, 15-17h UT in Figure 5.12. In Figure 5.11 
(d) and Figure 5.12 (d), R. not only decre&Be8 asaociated with each aubstormB with 
-0.5- -1 R~:/h for the finlt 1 hour alter the oiiSet of the continuum enhancement, 
but also continuoualy decreases through the subsequent events. In Figure 5.11 (c) and 
Fi~ 5.12 (c), each continuum enhancements comes from a region ciOBe to the local 
midnight zone at the beginning phase. so that we auggest that the radial distance of 
the plumapause &t local midnight gradually decrease8 for at least several houre On 
the other hand, we also point out that decrease of R. ill sometimes accompanied with 
decrease of~ .... i.e., dawnward motion of the source. Since radiua of the plumapauae ia 
mnaller at daWDBide than at the local midnight, d&wnward motion of the source along 
the plasrnapauae may also contribute to decreaae of the r&diUB. Here, we call them liB 

'tbesbrinkingcaae'. 
On the other hand, we sometimes lind inereaee of R, for the next l hour. Fig

ure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 show two aamples observed by the PWI/SFA on 22 January 
a.nd 9 May 1995. Kp/ AKR index, ¢,., and R, are also indicated. Series of continuum 
enhancements are also found at 12-l3h, 13-16h UT in Figure 5.13, and at 6-7h, 7-10b 
UT in Figure 5.14. In Figure 5.13 (d) and Figure 5.14 (d), R, dect'<l88e8 a880ciated 
with each substonns with -0.5 ~ -1 RE/h for the finlt 1 hour alter the onset of the 
continuum enhancement, and inversely incre88e8 with +0.1- +0.5 Rdh for tbe neKt 
-1 hour. In Figure 5.13 {c) and Figure 5.14 (c),~ ... shows continuoua variation between 
the end of the fiiBt decreasing phase and the beginning of tbe next increuing phase. 
Here, we call them u 'the oscillating cue'. 

Difference between 'the&brinkingcue' and 'tbeoacillatingcaae'seematobeeaueed 
by duration and BCale of geomagnetic activity. Actually, in the fonner caae, Figure 5.11 
a.nd Figure 5.12 show that duration of AKR activitiea are over 7 hours and AKR index 
exceeds -140 dB. In eontr!Uit, in the latter case, Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.1411how that 
duration of AKR activities are le88 than 4 hours and AKR index generally does not 
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4 ~ K p. X·.W. is t.im• aker the o~U~Ct of each substonne, and Y ·ui• is distal>« 
oftheoourcefromthoEartb(R,). 

exceed ... -14.0 dB. These features ouggest that ra.diUB of the p)a.smapauae ill controlled 
by the average geomagnetic activities in long time scale, and fluctuated with each 
aub8tonM ioehort timescale. 

In Figure 5.15. we oumma.rize variations of R, classified by Kp index; (a) Kp < 2, 
(b) 2 S Kp < 3. (c) 3 S Kp < 4, 1111d (d) 4 S Kp. We plot 52 oamples that show clear 
banded Btructure. X-axis is time alter the onset of each sub8tonns which ie defined 
by peak of AKR index. Y-axis i8 dietance of the 8<Juree from the Earth, R .. defined 
from J,~. Figure 5.15 indicates that R, generally deerell8e8 &t the lirat I hour from 
the onset. This is independent to scale of magnetic activity and value of R, at the 
onset. After that. 80me with rel&tive large radiU8 show continuous decrease, while 
othera with relative small radius show revelllal increase. Typical scale of R, variatioM 
ia -0.5 ... -1.0 Rf:/h in the first l hour and +0.5 ... -0.5 RE/h in the next J hour. 
Aa thin!& tumed out, R, settles to specific value related with average geomagnetic 
activity; 5-6 RE; in Kp < 2. 4.5-5.5 RE; in 2 S Kp < 3, 4-5 RE; in 3 S Kp < 4. and 
3.5-4.5 Re in 4 S Kp. 

Before the finish of this section. we should add a comment on the continuum en
hancement without banded structure. In Figure 5.16. we show number of occurTilnce of 
the continuum enhancement cl888ified by Kp index (leftY-axis). Thin line indic&te8 the 
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Kpindex 

;~~ .. ~~~.!!::~:~::·o~r!:~:~=:~7h:nc~:nt~~~ue~t.~t::.t.=~:..:;:.c~ 
by Kp index. Thin line indicat"" the whole ""mp! ... Thick line indkat"" events 
without banded strudun:. Right Y-axis i> o"u""'n"" ratio of •nnt.s without 
bandedolructuretotbewho!eoa.mp!""(dottcd!ine). 

whole samplll!l, and thick line iodkateto eventll without banded structUI'I.!. We also show 
oo:currence ratio of eventll without banded structure to whole samplllll by dotted line 
(ri&ht Y-axis). Figure 5.16 indicates that t.he continuum enhancement without banded 
structure is evident in qniet phase (Kp < I) or highly disturbed phase (Kp > 4). lD 
qniet phase, it iB probable that f9 in the soun:e region is smaller than frequency resolu
tion of the PWI/SFA because average radius of the plasmapause is large enough. When 
/ 9 at the plaarnapause is lower t.han twice of the frequency resolution of Band-4, ~1.4 
kHz (co!Teliponding R. = 8.5 RE). we should observe the continu11111 enhancement with 
no. banded structure. On the other band, in the highly disturbed phase, radiations with 
different /.p seem to he mixed because continuous electron injections simultaneously 
gi!nerate the continuum enhancement.ll at different p08ition of the plasmapause, whose 
radill8 is disturbed by continuOil8 subetorrns. As s result, mixture of varioll8 radiations 
should erase dear banded structure if it exist.ll in each radiations. 

5. 7 Discussions 

In Figure 5.17, we summarize schematic models of the continuum enhancement pre
Bellted by our observations. In order to interpret the observations, we need to know 
t.rajectorill!l of electn:ma injected to the local midnight zone associated with ea.clt sub
~torms. A injected electron movea to earthward by ExB drift proportional to dawn-to. 
dusk electric field and to dawnward by !!ra.dient/curvature drift proportional to kinetic 
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fa) A model of gene['ated SDect['um 

(b) A model of the sou['ce 

Figu"' S.l7: Modols of obsotwd foatur .. of tho coutinuum enhancomont. (a) A 
model of ~noratod spectrum; (b) A modol of the oourco; (c) A model of radial 
varialionofthopl ... mapau•oindicat<!<lbythocontinuumoDhancoment. 
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energy of particles, so that typical azimuthal drift. rate of iDjected electrons is positively 
correlat.<ld with kinetic energy of particles. Therefore, trajectories aud arrival time of 
injected c!ectronll are filtered by their kinetic energies: Lower energy electrons with 
small azimuthal drift velocity first arrive the plasmapause at a region close to the local 
midnight zone, while higher energy electronB with large azimuthal drift velocity l&ter 
anive the plaamapauue at a more dawnward region (cf. Mtuda et ol., 1978). 

Firat, we examine the conelation between the cl11B8ical continuum and the eontin
uwn enhancement. We can simultaneow;ly observe the cl11B8ical continuum and the 
continuum enhancement in two cases. In the first case, the classical continuum some· 
times follows the continuum enhancement when the spacecraft stays in the dawnsidc 
zone. In the second case, the classical continuum observed by thespacccra.ft st11.yed in 
the dayside zone sometimes follows the continuum enhancement observed by the other 
spacecra.ft stayed in the night.side zone. We suggest as shown in Figure :>.17 (b) that a 
series of injected electrona aasociated with the Silllle sub::otorrn generates the continuwn 
enhancement lir!lt at the nightsidefdawnside plaamapause and the classical continuum 
later at the dawnside/dayside plasmapause, respectively. In our obsei"Vl\tion, typical 
interval of the onset between both radiatio!IS is about I hour, which is consistent with 
the expected value by gradient and curvature drift motion of the injected electroll9 
from the midnight to the dawnaide zone (Filbert and Kdlogg, 1989), Long duration of 
the classical continuum also agree with our model, because anival time and position 
of these elcctroll9 to the plasmapause should be converged in the midnight zone but 
widely scattered in the dawnsidefdayside zone. 

Next, evaluate the variation of &equency range of the cootinuum enhancement, 
shown in Figure 5.17 (a), with the trajectories of iDjected electrons. At the OnBet of 
each substornt8, electrons iDjected into the local midnight zone move to Earthward by 
ExB drift motion and dawnward by gradieotfcurvature drift. We propose as shown 
in Figure :>.17 (b) th&t the fast component of the continuwn enhancement can be gen
erated by lower energy electrons anivcd lir.;t &t the plasmapause in a region close to 
the local midnight zone, while the main component can be generated by higher energy 
electrons anived later at the plasmapause in a more dawnward region, respectively. At 
the local midnight, lower energy electroll9 with small dawnward drift. velocity can climb 
a density wall at the plaamapause in shorter time, 90 that /p at the radiation 80urce 
on the plasmapausc illuminated by these electrons ca.n increase rapidly. Therefore, 
radiatioo generated at sudt source can be identified a.s the fast component with short 
duration a.nd f88t rising rate in freque11cy. On the other hand, electrons with higher ki
netic energy arrives the plasmapause later and at a more dawnward region, so that the 
brightest sour« of the continuum rndiation shows slow dawnward motion. Therefore, 
radiation generated at such 80ur« can be identified as the main component with long 
duration and slow dawn ward motion. There are three possible origins of its slow risill! 
in &equency, i.e., slow rising of /p at the 80urce: The first is small earthward velocity 
of electrons. Trajectory of electrons in the dawnside zone is generally parallel to the 
plasmapause [cf. Ejiri, 1978), so that/pat the electron cloud slowly increase BSSOci&ted 
with slow passage of electron cloud acroas the pl!lllmapause. The second is larger den
sity of the dawnward plasma pause, aasociated with decrease of radius in the dawnside 
hemisphere [cf. Chappell el ol., 1971). At the source 01:1 the plasmapause, slow increase 
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of /p might be eKp.ec:ted 81180ciated with it.3 dawnward motion. The third is steepening 
of the plasmapauee 81180eiated with ea.eh aubatorms [cf. Ch11~1/ d 11/., 1970). Since 
density at the plasmapause should increase 8890ciated with steepening of the pl&Bma· 
pause, slow increase of fp might be expected at the 80ur<:e on the plasmapause. On the 
other hand, we should pay attention to a problem that thia model does not indicate 
observed separation bet~n t.be fast and m&in compooenta. Such a feature might tell 
us depression of injected electroll9 at specific energy, biased distribution of trajectories 
of the injected electrona, or some irregul&ritiea of atructure at t.be plasma pause. 

Finally, we examine the variation of radial distance of the source, R,, indicated by 
spacing of banded frequency structure, f•p· Variatiollll of R, indicate that radius of the 
pl<~Bmapause illuminated by il\iected eleetronB decreases for the 1\rst I hour after the 
Onllet of each subatormB, and is converged to specific values which ia inveraely cort'<llated 
with average geomagnetic activities. It is known that den11ity profile oft he plasmapause 
iB generally controlled by peeling off by magnetospheric coovection and refilling by up
welling from the sub-auroral F-layer. The peeling off and the refilling in the outer 
plasm1111phere occurs in a time scale of several hours and of several days, respectively 
Therefore, the profile of the plasmapause contaiDB the recent prehistory of the peeling 
off and the long prehistory of the refilling (cf. Golperin el ol., 19961. An empirical L 
parameter of the plasmapsuse, Lpp, st Q-15h MLT is indicated by 

LFP = 5.6- 0.46Kp' (5.4.) 

where Kp' ia maximum Kp value in last 24 hours [Cai'J'<'ntl!r and Ander.ron, 1992). 
This equation indicates that ra.diua of the pliiSlllapause in long time scale is invel"$Cly 
COrT<llated well with maximum Kp value in \ut 24 hours. Converged radius of the 
plasmapause shown in Figure 5.15 is 5-6 Re at Kp < 2, 4.5-5.5 Re at 2 S Kp < 3, 
4-5 R£ at 3 S Kp < 4, and 3.5-4.5 Re at 4 S Kp, and agree& well with (5.4) though 
we use values of Kp index at observed time. 

On the other hand, we lind shorter variatioM of radiue of the pl1111mapause as
sociated with each subatorma. Our observat.ion suggeata that radial distance of the 
source generally decreases with -0.5- -I R£/h for the first I hour after the omet 
of each substorms independently, even in disturbed phase when substorma occurs one 
after another, as shown in Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.17 (c). This indicates 
the typical duration of stnmg peeling off of thermal plasma caused by magneto:lpheric 
conve<::tion ll880ciated with each subatorms, so that Ions-term decrease of radiua of 
the plasmapause in disturbed phue can be separated into each fut decrease during 
each substorma. Furthermore, we also lind that radial di&tance of the source in the 
next 1 hour incret~SeS inversely 81180ciated with isolated substorms in relatively quiet 
phase, &II shown in Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14 and Fi~re 5.17 (c). The increasing rate, 
+0.1 - +0.5 Rf:/h, is slower than the decre1111i111 r~~ote in the first 1 hour, while this 
value ia far larser than that e:otpected from refilling rate of plasma up-welling from 
the sub-auroral F-layer. Therefore, we auggeet that ahort-tenn variatioDll of radiU9 of 
t.he plasmapaUBC during aubstorm is caused not only by the peeling off, but also by a 
compression and recovery of the plasmasphere Bll60ciated with pressure variation in the 
iruter magnetosphere. Confirmation and further inveatigation of such fast variatiorn1 of 
the plaamasphere will be one of problems for future in-situ and imaging observations. 
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Fipre $.18: Empiri~al radial prollles ol ei«uon deasi!.f in 011 MLT, clllc:ulued 
by CDPDM model with one bou tlep darins a larp "'"&"otic storm on 17-23 
Marcbi990[Godperinrl-'.,1996).Dayliai7Marcbl990. 

5.8 Conclusion 

lnthillltudy,weatudythecootiauumeohal1eementBDdexami~~ethepose.ibilitytouee 

tbierl4iatiORI81remoteletllift&tool£or~icalproceseeeii'OUndtheplasmllpau&e 
durina:IIUbltorma. Summaryolow-obeervationsie18followa: 

{I) The CODtinuum enhancement and £ollowin& the clllllllital CODtiouwn an= generated 
by aeeriesofiojectedelectronsiiiiJIIciatedwith theollleC.oftheaamoaubBtonn. 
'I}pical iDterval betweeu the onset oi both radiation& iB -1 hour, which ia COD· 
siatent with the ti1111 lag expected from padieut and curvature drift. motion of 
iojectedalectrom. 

(2) Some of the contizluum eabiiDCt!lll8llt IXIDiillt of tbe fut aod IZI8in component~ 
dietiaguiahed by duration time aDd rieiq rate in freqUCI1C)'. We sugeet that the 
r.teomponentiageneratedfirltattbeplliSmapaueeiutheloealmidnit;htzone 
by lower CDerg)' clectroDII, while the main compo!ICDI. ie pcrated later on the 
dawnBide plumapa!IBI! by bigber energy electrons. 

(3)RadialdiatanceofthaiDUICContheplaamapaueegeoeralb'decriBRIIwith-0.5-
-l.O.R,;fbforthefintlhouraftereachaubetonns.Thiaa~thr.&lona:·tenn 
decreueofradiuaofthepliiiiDiapausccaabeeeparltediRtofaatoueeaesoeiated 
witheacb.•ubatonmi.Oatheotberhand,radialdiatanc:eoltheiOiln:t!BODJetimes 
iDCfCII8el with +0.1 .... +0.5 R,:fb £or the ne..t I hour aesodated. with iaolated 
aubatonu in relative quiet phue. This illdicMee that lhort-term variations oi 
radiWioftheplaamapalUCISIOCiatedwitheachaubBtormsitcauaednotonlyby 
thepeeliqolf,butalaobyeompressionandrecoveeyoft.hepla.amasphere. 
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In thia study, we ahow that the oontinuum enhancement can describe real-time 
global information &roWld the plasmapause. For confirmation and further studies of 
present result.s, we hope simultaneow obsei"Yiltion.a with other satellite:~ or ground-baud 
sites, and compuisollll with empirical and MHD modelB. Since imaging techniques for 
tbe plasmasphere are not establillbed yet, tbe continuum enhancement must function 
as a new toni to study global, fast and turbuleot phenomena around the plBBmapausc 
duriogsublltoroJB. 



Chapter 6 

Remote Observations of Auroral 
Kilometric Radiation 

We examine apectnJ. wriation BRd aapdar distribution of auroral kilometric radiation 
(AKR)£orevaluationofthedistributioDofeoerptitelectnlnsNidthestructureofthe 
auroral plumacavity abovetheauro:ralzone thJOUI}I remotesa.telliteobRrvationa. We 
111e a 38-month data set of piUIIIa wave obaerwtions by the GEOTAIL apacecran and 
mainly umlyJ:e AKR at 200 kH8 ad 500kHz whicb are representative of radiation at 
low and hich &equeucy nut:l!:ll, nspeetively. 

We confirm that a &equeneyofoc:cummccol AKRaLrOiq;ly depends on themqnetic 
local time ancl lll8fllnetic latitude of the apacec:raft. On tbe other hand, we find three 
new re&ulta: Pint, the illumination rqion oi AKR ntends dU8kward as potnagnetic 
cond.ltione become more disturbed eap!cially lor the low &equeocy ranse. Secondly, the 
freqlli!DCJ of occUlTeD« of AKRdepcmda OD obBetved time in UT whlcb. approximately 
conapoada to loo&itude, eapecially £or the hilh frequency range. Thirdly, AKR. ia 
moreaetiveonthewioterhelllispheft,especiallylortheb.ipfrequencyrange. 

Weproposethatpos~~ibleorisinao!th!IM!depeodencesareDOtonlythepopulationof 
energeticelectroD8ontheaurorallieldlinel,butalsotheatructureoftheauroralpluma 
cavity which llhould be lfellllitive to plliSI'U deMity in the surroundins plaemaephere. 

6.1 Introduction: The auroral kilometric radiation 

The auronl kilomet[ic: [adiation (AKR) ill genen.ted in a tqion above the nishtaide 
auroral:umeontheficld6ueso£diacreteaurorae.Typic:allotati011ofthcaoun:eie 
arowul-22h of magnetie local time (MLT), -70" of invariant latitude, and l.S-3 Rs 
a£ altitude (Gvmdt, 1974; KtirlA tl Ill., 1975; BeiUOR ontl ColHrt, 1979; BeruoR or:11d 
Al:tuofc, 1984; Bill/ d d., 1988[. 

AKRorisinates at &equtndes close to the local.eleetron urofrequency, /, (Ait:EOR· 
rler and KaU.er, 1976; Be"'cna alld ColYert, 1979; Boluuna tl ol., 1981[. The seneration 
mechaniamo£AKRisbelievedtobetheelec:tronc:yclotroniJUIIII[iDitabilit.y(Wuond 
We, 1979(1nduced by tnt~ptie elec:tnm11 1111pplied from the iDVel'\ed-V ac:c:eleratiOD 
fe&ionootheauroral&eldlinee(Ac.ter.roraontiEhui!,1972;BeV~~nelal., 1980[. It 
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Figure (i.1: A model of lho auroral zone. (a) Conceplual view of auroral zone 
)d. S4tollan, 1982); (b) Th~ ralio of •l..,lron plu111a frequency{!,.) and gyrnf,... 
quency(/H)intbeauroralplasmacavity)Colvert, 1981). 

ill known that the electron cyclotron maser i1111tability becomes effective only in tho 
auroral plasma c&.vity shown in Figure 6.1 where pla8ma frequency, fp, ie less than /1 

(typically, /p//9 < 0.2-{).3) (Cnlvert, 1981; Wu, 1985]. On the auroral 6eld lines, J9 ie 
inversely correlated with altitude (e.g. j 9 - roJ kHz at I.$ Rr and f9 - 200kHz at 
2 RE:) so that the observed ap.ectrnm of AKR indicates the altitude of dilltrihutioo of 
energetic electrons and structure of the a.uroral plasma cavity to dittant ohserven1. 

However, it ia not so simple bc(:ause the observed spectrum ia also affected by 
propagation. Ra.diation at each frequency has its own propaga.tion path determined 
by the source location and density profile in the plasmasphere [Green e1 nJ., 1977; 
Ro.rhi11Wio, 1984]. Aa shown in Figure 6.2 (Gumelt, 1974], propagation of AKR is 
prevented by the plumasphere and it is relatively ba:rd for AKR to propagate to a 
region ciOIIC to the magnetic equatorial plane or to the da}'tlide zone. ThU.B the observed 
apectra of AKR also depend on the location of the spa.cecrait. 

Unfortunately, it ia hard to divide contributiollS of both facto111 to observed spectra. 
Furthermore, geomagnetic activity aimultaneoualy all'ects not only geoeration but aiBo 
propagation of AKR. The former ia evident in the p09itive corTelation between power 
flux of AKR1111d the auroral electrojet iDdelt AE (Kurth el nJ., 197$; VooU d al., 1977; 
M11rota, 1995] while the latter is e~tpected from the inven~e co<Telation between radiW! 
or the p\asmasphere and Kp index [cf. C<1rpenler """ Ander~on, 1992]. Actually, it ill 
known that the frequency of the flux peak in tbe spectrum appe11111 to vacy inversely 
with AE index from a. max.imnm near 300 kHz during very quiet time~~ to a minimum 
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Fipn 6.2: Qualitativ~ ok~t<;h oftb~ ray patbo of AI(R at low .Jtitud.s and fixed 
fr"'turncyalo~ganauror.Jfteldlinr. B..,au..,therriractiveindexgontozeroat 
thrpropaptioncut.ofl",thereioastrongt<ouducyfortberaypath•toberefracted 
upward, away from th• propagation ~utofl" surf~ (Gu"'d~ 1974(. 

below 200 kHz d.urina: very <lilturbed. times (Figure 6.3 (a)) (Kai.!er and Ale~nder, 
19771, but we caD. not easily <liltinguish how both generation and propagation fa<:LOI"ll 
contribute to such spectral variatioll8. 

For solving this problem, we will evaluate the dependence of the angular distribution 
of AKR thowu in Figure 6.3 (b) [cf. G>n11 ef rU., 1977) on varioUB factors which may 
affect the generation ud/or propagation of AKR. In this study, we a.Dalyze spectra 
and &~~gular distributionB of AKR Ulling the 38-month plaama wave data seta &om the 
GEOTAIL spaeecraft. We investigate cootributiona of some po3&ible factors eKpected to 
alfectgeneratioo a.Dd/or propagatioo of AKR, and evaluate the dl.,tribution of energetic 
electrona and the structure of the auroral plaama cavity above the auroral une through 
rtmotesateUiteobservationa. 

6.2 Analyzed data sets 

We use the 38-mooth data seta of Band-5 (100-800 kHz) of electric field receivers of 
the PWI/SFA aboard GEOTAIL from January 1993 to February 1996. Before October 
1994, GEOTAIL waa on the Distant· 'nUl orbit and cnainly stayed in the 2(}-4h MLT 
zone. Since November 1994, GEOTAIL has been on the Near-Tail orbit and uniformly 
tovers all MLT zooes. On both orbits, GEOTAIL has stayed in a region close to the 
ecliptic plane and covered. +40°- -40° of macnetic latitude (Figure 6.4). 

In Figure 6.5, we show typical variations of AKRspectr& in (a) 6 hours, (b) 3 days, 
(c) I month, and (d) 1 year. Figure 6.5 (a) shoW!I variation of AKR spectrum in a few 
hours 11880ciated with each aubatorm. Frequency of AKR decreases for -O.S-1 hour 
i880ciated. with enhancement of its power fl.uK, and inversely increases after that. This 
feature agreea well with inverse correlation of the frequency of the peak flux with AE 
index indicated in Figure 6.3 (a) [Kais~r and Alezander, 1977). Figure 6.5 (b) shows 
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Figure 6.3: Previou• ob&erntioos of AKR opectra.. (a) AKR •pe.:tra normalized 
atadistanceof25 RE obs.rvtd by!MP·6groupt:<laccording to magnetic local 
time and AE indu (KaUor and Alezandor, !977). (b) The fr~ucncy of occunencc 
diagram of AKR ,.. a function of MLT ""d magndic latitude at 56.2 kHz, 100 
kH1., 178 kllz, and SOO kRz ob•orvod by 1~11'·6 and Hawkey ... I [G,..on el a/., 
1977). 
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Figur<: 6.4: Trajectori .. of GEOTAIL fr<1m Jaou&ry 1993 to F~bru&ry 1996. (a.) 
MLT 8.r1d n.dial diat&r1c~ of GEOTAIL, R.1<; (b) MLT 8.r1d maga~tic latitud~ of 
GEOTAIL, >-m: (c) MLT of GEOTAIL aod ID"&"•tk latitud• of oub-ool&< point, 
.~. .. ". 
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variation of AKR spectrum with I day periodicity. This i.9 caused by variation of mag
netic latitude of the spacecraft S&Sociated with rotation of the Earth, while there might 
abo be pOS8ible contributiollll of longitude of the source or angle between geomagnetic 
axis and the Sun-Earth line. Figw-e 6.5 (c) shows variation of AKR spectrum for 0.5-1 
month periodicity positively correlated with geomagnetic di&turhance. Since variation 
of Kp inde>t i.9 po~~itively correlated with lcinetic energy flow of solar wind, this vari
ation aupporta the idea that the solar wind i.9 one of drivillll: forces of AKR activity 
Figure 6.5 (d) Bhowa Bea.sonal variation of AKR spectrum in which frequency range of 
AKR is higher in summer/winter than in spring/autumn. This is caused by variation of 
magnetic latitude of the spacecral\ S&Sociated with revolution of the Earth aroWid the 
Sun, while there might alfJo be pOS3ible contributions of angle between the geomagnetic 
axis and the Sun-Earth line. 

In this study, we analyze the angular distribution of AKR and investigate contri
butiollli of some factors suggested above; 'the magnetic disturbance', 'the lonsitudc of 
the source', and 'the mgle between the geomagnetic axis and the Sun-Earth line'. 

6.3 Statistical analysis: Results 

ln this study, we norma.liu AKR fluK at a reference distance of 1 Re with C>tpected 
I/ R2 radial variatione of the pOwer flu>t (cf. GTI!~n ~~ al., 1977]. Threshold ftwr. judged 
u AKRdetectionischoaen as -148dB wm-2Hz- 1 in mean value for 3 minutes. We do 
not use dats meuured at a distance of <10 Re to avoid uncertain e«ects of ncar-earth 
propagatio11. 

Figure 6.6 shOW& the frequency of OCCUITilnCC of AKR as a fWICtion of MLT and 
magnetic latit11de P·ml of the spacecraft at 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 kH~. We 
use blocks of 2/3-hour increments in MLT &lid 5° iccrement& in.\,.,. The frequency 
of occurrence ill each block is calculated by dividing the tota.l. number of detections 
above tbe threshold ftux by the total number of ohMrvations. Blocks with shaded lines 
indicate lack of observations. Although the tota.l. number of detections is contaminated 
by strong type III sol&.L" radio bursts, the effe<:t iB negligible he<:ause type III bursts 
have much shorter duration lime than AKR above 100 kHz. 

It is cot p059ible to define the solid angle of the AKR illumination region from our 
&r~alyais because of illSullicient coverage of data poinL'I in magnetic latitude. However, 
we can find in Figure 6.6 that the illumination region is generally evidellt in the night
time hemisphere (18-Sh MLT) at each frequency. Northern and southern parts of the 
illuminatioc region are divided at the magnetic equator &lid illuminated from IIOUrtCII 
in the northern and 110uthem auroral zones, respectively. Below 300kHz, the northern 
and 110uthem illumination regiollS are merged at 22-Qh MLT. This indicates that the 
source of AKR is centered 011 22-0h MLT [cf. Grund ol., 1979]. On the other hand, 
the illumination region above 400kHz bas less extent, especially on the dU8kside hemi· 
sphere. This result suggests two ideas: One ia that d118kward prDp&f:ation or AKR is 
more favorable below 300 kHz than above 400 kHz. The other is that the source of 
AKR. extends more duskward below 300 kHz than above 400 kHz. 

Here after, we concentrate on analyzing data at 200 kHz and 500 kHz which are 
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Fig11re 6.5: Froquency-time spectrogram obtained by the PWI/SFA· (a) 6 bour> 
plot in I No~ember 1993; (b) 3 days plot from I to 3 N"'""mbrr 1993; (c) l 1nonth 
plot from I to30November l993;(d) I year plot in 1993 
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Figu"' 6.6: Tb~ freqnl:llcy of o«:urnQ~ of AKR as a function of magnelic loclll 
limo (MLT) and magnelic lalilude (.1..,) of !he spacecraft at 100, 200, 300, 400, 
500, and 600 kBz. X-uis is MLT, and Y-uis is .1..,. We w;e bloeb of2/3-hour 

::~:r-:bc:.::..~;~.alld S0 incremen~ in .1.,.. Bloeb witb oblique lin., indicate 
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Figuro 6.7: Tb~ fr<:qu~ncy or occurtenco of AKR a~ 200 kR~ and SOO kH~ as a 
function of MLT and >.m of th~ •p&eocr&ft cl...,i6..:1 by Kp indice• at oi>Hrv..:l 
time. F\om the top panels, dat& o~ &t Kp 5 I, I< Kp 52, 2 < Kp :S 3, 
and3<Kp$4.....,indicat..:l 

representative or AKR ilot low illld high frequency ranges, respe<:tivcly. They 3ore enough 
to describe the general result!! or our analyses. 

6.3.1 Dependence on magnetic disturbance 

Next, we investigate the illumination region claBSi6ed by Kp indices at observed time in 
order to sealch for the influence of magnetic di.9turbancca upon the observed Spi!Ctrnm 
or AKR. Figure 6.7 shows the frequency of occurren« at 200kHz and 500kHz observed 
at Kp $ l, 1 < Kp $ 2, 3 < Kp $ 3, and 3 < Kp $ 4, respectively. We exclude 
data observed at Kp > 4 becall8C tbere are not eno~~&h IIIIIIIplea for atati.9tica.IILlla.lysi.9. 
Coordinstea and panuneters are the same as those in Figure 6.6. 

When Kp index isama.ll, AKR i.9 more active at 500kHz. The illumination regions at 
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Figu"' 6.8: Tb~ fn.quency of occurunce of AKR &I 200 kHz and 500 •az u a 
fu~ction of observed time {UT) and .1..,., cla.ui6M by observed MLT. From tb~ 
t<>p paoeb, data observed io l5-2lb MLT, 2l-3b MLT, and 3-9b MLT zone au 
indicat..:l. X-axiai.sUTlUidconapondiuglongitude&llocalmidnigbt. Y·axisi.s 
.1.,.. We use bl<>eb of l·hour inero:mento in UT aad 5" incrm:~ento in .l.m. 

both frequencies are limited to 20-4h MLT. With inaease of Kp index, the iUumination 
region.e at 200kHz and 500 kHz elltend to duakward, dawnward, and equat.orward but 
in diiFerent ways. At 500 kHz, the illumination region symmetricaJ.ly elltendll both 
dWikward and dawnward, to the l8-6h MLT zone. On the other hand, the illumination 
region at 200kHz elltendB more dWikward and reaches to the dayside hemisphere. These 
features should be one of the cau9ell of the diiFerence in the shape of the illumin3otion 
region at 200 kHz and 500 kHz, shown in Figure 6.6. 

6.3.2 Dependence on longitude of the source region 

Next. we investigate the depende11ce of the iUumination region on the observed time 
in UT in order to study tbe influence of the longitude of the so\llce region upon the 
observed spectrum of AKR. If the 80\lKe of AKR ill am all enough a.Dd e&n be 888umed 
to be located at a epecilic magnetic local time, we can UBe the observed time as an 
approllimate indicator f11r longitude 11f the source region. Figure 6.8 showa the frequency 
of occurrence as a function 11f observed time (UT) and magnetic latitude (.l.m) of the 
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sp~ralt at 200 kHz and 500 kHz, cl889ified by observed ma~etic local time at l~-
21h MLT, 21-3h MLT, and 3-9h MLT, respectively. In these diagrams, we use blocks 
of !-hour increments in UT and s• increments in>...,. 

At 500 kHz, Figure 6.8 indicates clear conelat.ion betweeo the frequency of oc
currence and observed time curresponding to longitude of the soutt<l. Active time 
(longitude) of AKR at ~00 kHz is asymmetric between the northern aDd souUlern 
hemispheres; 2-14h UT (30"W-l50"E at local midnight) on the northern hemisphere, 
and 10-22h UT (150°E-30"E at local midnight) on the southenl hemisphere, respec
tively. This is generally independent of observed magnetic local time. On the other 
hand, we can not find such clear dependence at 200kHz except at 3-9h MLT. Only at 
3-9h MLT are there weak dependences in the same manner as at 500kHz. 

6.3.3 Dependence on angle between the geomagnetic axis and the 
Sun-Earth line 

Finally, we investigate the dependence of the ilhunination region on the magnetic lati· 
tude of the sub-oolar point, >.,.~, in order to stuey the inlluence of the a.Dgle between 
the ll!eomagnetic axis and the Swt-Eartb line up<m the observed spectnun of AKR 
Parameter >.,.~ correlates with seallOn at the oource region: The lJQuthem hemisphere 
is winter when)., •• > o•, and the northern hemisphere is winter when .1., •• < o•, 
respectively. Figuro6.9 shows the frequency ofoecWTt'llceof AKR at 200kHz and 500 
kHz obse~ in .1., •• >+IS", +IS"> .1., •• > o•, o• > .!., •• > -15", -15" > .1. •••• 
respectively. Coordinates and parameten1 are the same as those of Figure 6.6. 

At 500 kHz, Fill!ure 6.9 indicates clear correlation between the frequency of occur
rence and.!.,.~: AKR is more active on the southern hemisphere when).'"" > o• and 
on the northern hemi.!lphcre when .!., •• < o•, even at same MLT and I>..., I This in· 
dicates that AKR is moro act.ive oo the winter hemisphere. On the oUter hand, we 
can also find the same dependence at 200 kHz, while there is also the weak activity 
even on the summer hemisphere. We also lind that extent of the illumination region 
in MLT and)..., is not serioU9ly affected by .!.,Yn at both frequencies. Thi.!l indicates 
that propagation ctmditions, such as the source locations and density profiles in the 
plasmaspherc, are not strongly affected by.!., ••. 

6.4 Discussions 

R<:'Sult.s of our analyses are summarized in Thble 6.1. Based on the results described 
above, we eVlliuatc generation and propagation properties of AKR, and try to estimate 
the distribut-ion of energetic electrons and the structnt<l of the auroral plasma cavity 
above the auroral zone. 

First, we di9CUS9 general rcatures of the illuminat-ion region of AKR indicated in 
Figure 6.6. We find that the illumination region extends more for the low frequency 
range than for the high frequency range. Such difference is basically explained by 
propagation. Since altitude of the source depends on generated &equency, we can 
reproduce the obse~ illumination rcgion11 by ray tracing studies based on an adequate 
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Flgu~ 6.9: Th~ fnqueocy of occurnnce of AKR at ZOO l<Hz and SOO kH2 u a 
funttioa of magnetic local time (MLT) Nld magnetic latitude(,\,.) of GEOTAIL, 
clusiBed by themqneticl.atitudeoflheoub-IJO!&r poiat(A,,.). F't'oPl tbetop 
pa~~els, data observed at l.,,. > +15°, +15' > .\,,. > o•, o• >A, •• > -15", 
o.nd -15° >A,,. ue iodicakd. 
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Tabl~ 6.1: Summ!U)' ofob.orvt'd rutur"" or AKR activity 

density model [d. Green d a/., 1977; H<illlim<Jt<J, 1984[. This means that our results 
can provide useful information to evaluate density profiles in the piMmuphere. 

On the other hand, we also find in Figure 6.6 that the duskward ntcnsion of the 
illumination region is more evident for the low frequency riUlge. It is known that 
density of the plasmuphere is not symmetric on the geomagnetic equatorial plane. 
Namely, it is more dense in dusksidc than in dawnaide due to up-welling of photo
ionized particles in the dayside ion001phere [cf. Chapman, 1931) and by asymmetry of 
conveetion pre:ssure in the magnetosphere [cf. Chappell eta/., 1911). This suggests that 
da.wnward propagation of AKR might be euier than duskwa.rd propagation. However, 
our results are against the idea, and we should T!lje<:t such simple interpretation based 
only on propagation. Since extension of the illumination region is not prominent in 
high-frequency AKR generated at a lower altitude, we should suggest that the source 
of AKR extends more dusk ward only at a. higher altitude. We will verify this idea later 

Next, we evaluate the depeodence of the illumination regioo on geomagnetic dis
turbances indicated in Figure 6.7. We suggest that the equatorwa.rd extension of the 
illumination region in large Kp ia caused by the equatorward shift (-5 degree) of the 
auroral plasma cavity in the disturbed phase indicated in Figure 6.10 [Per$<JOD el al., 
1988). Since the cqua.torward odge of the auroral pl!Wima cavity iB close to the magnetic 
field line of the plasmapanse, the origin of such motion should be the inward motion of 
the plasmapa.usc for 1 hour just after the onset of substonns shown in Chapter 5. We 
also suggest that the inve""e correlation of the frequency of the peak flux associated 
with enhiUlccment of AKR indicated in Figure 6.3 (a) (Kaiur and Alezander, 1977) and 
Figure 6.5 (a) might also be related to the the equatorward shift of the auroral plasma 
cavity: Sinee /g is lower in a. region of lower magnetic latitude at the same altitude, the 
equatorward shift might be well correlated with decrease of /g in the auroral plasma 
cavity. 

On the other hand, we find that the illumination region is limited to 20-4h MLT for 
small Kp at all frequencies, and shows duskside extemion for large Kp especially for the 
low frequencies. We origmally expected to find inBuenee of geolmagnetic disturbance~~ 
because geomagnetic activity affects propagation condit-ions of AKR through variation 
of density profile in the pla~:~mLL8phere. However, latitudinal and d?ownward extensioM 
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Fisure 6.10: The e&vity inte""""" in both hemi:!pbe..., for (o.) Kp < 3 and (b) 
Kp ~ 3 (POT•""" d .U., 1938). The oquato......-.1 obift of the uroral cavity .,jtb 
incre,..;PSI"'IIIqtiOiicactivityi:!evident. 

of the illumination region~~ are relatively small in botb 200 kHz and 500 kHz, so that 
tbe propagation p&tb of AKR only sh0W11 lllllall vatiation 11680eiated witb geomagnetic 
disturbance~. Since extension of the illumination region is not prominent in tbe high
frequency AKR generated at lower altitude, we get an interpretation tbat the source 
of AKR originally liee in a region cl08e to local midnight, 11Dd extend$ to duskward as 
geomagnetic conditions becomes more disturbed only at higher altitude. We should 
pay attention tb&t enhiiDcement of low-frequency AKR and optical auroral activity in 
the duskside hemisphere suggests presence of energetic electro101 on tbe auroral field 
lines. Therefore, la.ck of AKR activity in hisb frequeocy on the dusk&ide hemisphere 
suggests that generation of the high-frequency AKR ahonld be prevented even on the 
auroral 6eld linea filled with enersetic electro!UI bec&uae the auroral plasma c&vity is 
diffieult to Conn at a lower altitude in the duskaide hemisphere. It ia poasible bec&use we 
already described that density in the dllllkside hemisphere is larger due to up-welling of 
phot.o-ionited partieles in tbe d&yside ion011phere [cf. Chapman, 1931]. Since fonnat.ion 
of the auroral plasma cavity needs large depresaion of electron denaity ou the auroral 
6eld li11ea, formation of tbe auroral pluma cavity might be &enaitive to denaity in the 
aurroundin~~: plasmuphere and euily blocked on tbe duskside hemisphere. 

Ne~~:t, we evaluate tbe dependeuce of the iUumination region on longitude of the 
aoun:e indicated in Figure 6.8. Although tbe lo111Ptudinal dependence of AKR activi~y 
is finlt reported in this study, we e>:pected this discovery because the similar dependence 
has been already found in Jovian/Satumia.n radio activities [cf. Koi8er, 1989) and 
in optical auroral activities [Rycroft, 1987). Figure 6.11 shows that optical aurora 
on tbe northern hemiaphere is moet active at ~lOb UT (1SO"W longitude at local 
midnight) where the strength of geollllljpletic field strength is relatively weak. This 
feature is uplained by tbe altitude of magnetic mirror point: More energetic electrons. 
are supplied in a res)ou witb weak the geomap~et.ie field strength where tbe altitude or 
the magnetic mirror point decreases (Sienbad-NieUen et Ill., 1973]. The longitudinal 
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Figuro 6.11: Tho uppor plot giva dilferrnco in m~rtic field st,..ngth &I 300 km 
atconjugatepoinls&long65•tn...naotlatitude.Tbelowerplotgivnoe<:um:nce 
of aun>ra obHn>ed on all-oky camera from IWrOr&l otatiooa lout..! bet-o 64" 
aod 70"N geom~rtic latitudejSt.m&..d:·N~<Uon <I al., 1971). 

dependence of AKR at SOO kHz indice.ted in Ficure 6.8 is generally consistent with 
such dependence of the optical e.m·oral e.ctivities, 8(1 that generation of AKR at lower 
altitude is a1BO inversely correlated with altitude of the magnetic mirror point. On the 
other hand, we a1BO show that the lo~~gitud.inal dependence ia \1!118 clear for the low 
frequency range. In order to eKplain thill feature, we propU8e two ideas: One ia that 
altitude of the m&f;lletie mirror point it generaUy lowtr than the 8(1urce of AKR for the 
low frequency MII18e. In thill case, energetic electroru~are alw&yB supplied to the auroral 
plums cavity above the magnetic mirror point 8(1 that the activity of AKR for the low 
frequency range b&l'l nothing to do with the altitude of the magnetic mirror paint and 
longitude of the source. The other is that the source of AKR for the low frequency 
range is not concentrated to a region &t a specific magnetic local time. In thiB case, 
AKR from the extended region~~ at different longitudes can cancel out the longitudinal 
dependence even if it really exist.~, so that we can not expect a clear dependence on 
observed time. The latter idea might be more applicable becaUBe we already suggested 
that the source of AKR should tleriOUilly extend dlL!Ikward for the low frequency raoge 
especially in the disturbed phase. The weak dependence on observed time at 200 kHz 
in 3-9h MLT zone a1BO supports thill idea. Since AKR observed in 3-9h MLT zone 
includes less component from the dlL!Ikside hemisphere, the appe.rent source seem& to 
be concentrated to a apecific magnetic loca.l time !Lild weak longitudina.l dependence 
can be expected. 

Fin&lly, we evaluate the dependence of the illumination region on the !Lilgle between 
the geomagnetic axis and the SUD-Earth line indicated in Figure 6.9. Although the 
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Figur<' 6.12: Th~ probabrlil)' of ob<rrnng the ac~~l~ra!<<\ e]rrtron•"" a funrti~n 
of m~~netic latitude(li0°-!10°) and locill lime IN'"''" rt ~1 .• !!)%). All ewnt.< 
ahm·e 50 erg em_,,_, from Do~mhor JilSl ro :'\ol·omher l<n2 (a) t:n<ler •nn\il 
•·ondirion> (solar 1enith angle<85"): (h) in cl.ukn'""' (<olar 7enilh nn~lo>\10"). 

sc:~.<onnl dependence of AK!lactivity is first repon«< in this st.ndy. such kind of dP· 
rwrul~nres wAs onco roporU>d for Satnrnian kilomctric radiation JW~rwid; '' ~/., 1982) 
[t'" hru-d to explain the dependrnrP on ).'"" by propar;~t.lOn h01eauso it rP<]ni«>S a lru-~o 
asymmNry of the densit.y profile on the northern and ~OO\IhNn h~mi<phNPS of tho 
pl~$11lAApherc. This irlo~ is rejcctM because bomH1~rios of tho illumin:uinn rf'):i<>n aro 
not de11rly affcct{'d by>.,."_ There is ~n uymm~try in the pnpnl~tinn nfpr,.dpit>ttinp: 
electron" on the snmmrr and wmtrr hPmisphcrP. !.~ .. th~r~ i.~ ~ l~rg<!r popnl>ttion on 
th~ winter hrmispherr nulicated m Fignr<! 6.l2[Nc~•dl rt nl .. 19%]. This i~ "pow~rfnl 
c:>.mlid?.tc to npl?.in the season:>.! variMion of AK!l llowcW"r. WI' shoul<l p:>.y :>.rt,.11tion 
l<l the lack of such dependence for AKR for the low fr<XJnCncy ~Pn<!rated at higher 
altitudes. Thisindicatmlthatthcpopulation ofcncrgcticd,.crronson the auroral field 
lm"" shonld not •how dear sei\l!onal v;mation ~~ highPr altitude Here. we prnposP 
a complcmPntary idea. Mymmetry of stmcture of the anror?.] plAAma c:wtty. which 
>H already us<!d to expb.m the dependence on geomagnctir di.~turhances: It >s known 
that electron density of the summer hemisphere ~:cncra.lly incre"""" due to up-wcl!ing of 
photo·ioniz<!d particles. especially at. :>.lower a.ltitndc. Therefore, gcncr?.t.ion of AKRon 
the summer h,.mispherc should be eAAy to be blocked cspecta.lly for the htgh fre<]ucncy 

6.5 Conclusion 

In this study. we succcs.•fully cvalu?.tcd the distribution of energetic cle<>tron.• an<! thP 
strurture of the amoral piMma cavity above the anror:>.l Mne through only remote 
obscrv?.tJOn9. Analyses of the spectra and angular disttihution~ of AKR have le<l to tlte 
followin~:conclusions· 

{I) The ext<)nsion of the illumination region of AKR shoul<! bAAic?.lly be <lxpla.inOO by 
propagation whid• is detemtined by the source lncMions and the M11~ity profil~ 
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in the plasmasphere. Therefore, our results can provide useful infonnation to 
evaluate density profiles in the plasmiiBphere. 

(2) In the disturbed geomagnetic conditioD8, the illumination region extend!! to duakwacd 
especially for the low frequency. Th.ie auggCllt8 that the sour« of AKR extends 
to duskward especial.ly at hi&Jl altitude. We also suggest that auch extension is 
not evident at luwer altitude because the formation of the auroral pluma cavity 
should be blocked on the duakaide hemisphere by iDcrcaee of electron den111ty. 

(3) We find the dependence of AKR activity on longitude of the souriX! especially for 
the high frequency, to be in the same man.oer as showo in the opticaJ auroral 
activity. This suggests that populations of energetic electrons at a lower altitude 
a.:c controlled by the altitude ofthe magnetic mirror point. The weak dependence 
of AKR activity for the low frequency should be caiiBed by dllllkwacd extension 
llfthe&~uriX!regilln. 

(4) We find that AKR is more active on the winter hemisphere, especially for the 
high frequency range. Asynunetry of the population of precipitMing electrlln& is 
a p098iblc candidate, while we also propose another p0$iblc 11rigin, asymmetry of 
structure of the auroral plasma cavity. We suggest that fonnati11n 11f the auroral 
pla.•ma cavity should be blocked on the summer hemisphere by large electron 
density, l!!lpeciaUy at a lower altitude. 

In thClle eondusiOII8, we suggest that the observed AKR spectrum should be con· 
trolled by not only the population of energetic electrODB but aiBO the structure of the 
auroral plasma cavity. The latter is suggCllted to be sensitive to density in the "'"·ound· 
in,~~; plasmBBphere. DenBity 11f the pi88IIIasphere is also expected to be correlated with 
solar RCtivity with 11-year periodicity, so that we expect to find a variation of AKR 
spectrum with the same periodicity. Needless to say, we a.i&l need further analyses by 
remote/in-situ observations and numerical studiCll. The m011t important target is for
mation of the auroral plMma cavity because ita generation mechanism is not established 
yet. We expect to confirm and understand the features presented in this 1tudy tbrtlu,~~;b 
collaborations witb AKEBONO satellite which can do lu-situ observation in the auroral 
plMma cavity and POLAR satellite which can cover bi,~~;h magnetic latitudes. 



Chapter 7 

Applications to Planetary 
Explorations 

lnprevioU6chapt.e111,weabowedadvantagesoftbecombinationofremote/in-s.ituobser
vations and numerical simulatiollll of low frequency radio waves. They can provide real
time information around the 110urres and on the propagation paths to distant observe1'11 
These powerful tooho are also able to coDtribute to the future planetary explorations 

In tllis chapter, we show an example of such investigatioiUI, a survey for Jovian 
hectometric and kilometric radiations by the GEOTAIL spacecraft before, during, and 
alter the impacts of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL-9). We did not find dear enhance
ment of the Jovian radiation activity in the whole period nor around each impact time. 
With regard to the Jovian magnetospheric activity, synchrotron radiatioo increased 
during the week of the impacts, and X-ray radiation was clearly detec:ted just around 
K impact time at the IDII!!;Detic oonjuga.te footprint or the impact site. These nlSult8 
suggest that a strong perturbation at the impact sites bas given 110n negligible change 
in the i1111er magnetosphere. On the other hand, our results suggest that such activities 
were limited in the i1111er magnetosphere, and that there was only &mall amount of 
direct coupling between the cometacy fragments and the Jovian outer mapetosphere. 
Tbis ia con:listent with no significant change or the dec:ametric radiations during the 
SL-9 event. 

In addition, we also show a short review of planned space miS8i01111 and possible 
space studies which will aft"ec:t the whole area of human activities. 

7.1 Introduction: The planetary magnetospheres 

Other planets, satellites, and comets al90 have the magnetospheres which is accompa· 
nied with plasma wave activities. These planetary magnet011pherea are predicted by 
observationB of radio and optical features, and directly confirmed by spacecraft.obser· 
vatio!lll. Table 7.1 shows IICalea of the planetary magnctospheres of strong-magnetized 
{Earth and Jupiter) and weak-magnetized {VenWI and Mars) planets. Here, we present 
an overview of structures and radio activities in planetary magnetospheres. 

Figure 7.1 summarizes four modela of interaction between the 90]a.r wind and a 
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Jupiter) and weak-magnotiztd (Venus and Mar.~) pla.ne\0. D i• distance from tho 
Sun. llpis"'Ju&toriolradiusoftheplanet. B,,ismar;nrticfirldstrongthon the 
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Figure 7.1: Four model• of the solar wind intorartion with a planetary objectlcf. 
N<M ol ol., 19741. (A) insufficient magnetic ~eld &Jid atm<><phere to drftect the 
solar wind (ex. Moon). (b)inoullicieot magneticfieldbutsuf!ieieotatmnsphere 
(u. Venu•, MIU'll). (c) insufficient atm001phere but weak magnetic field (ex. 
Mercury). (d) sullicieot magnetic fteld (u. Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune). 
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Fi«u"' 7.2: Ple.Del&ry AKII.-like radio emioaioM. (o.) Tbe mediaD 6ux demity 
observM by Vor•• PRA instrument from o. di•t...,.,., of I A.U. from eacb ple.Det 
[KoLo...-, 1989]; (b) The "Tadiometric Bode'olaw~, tbe n:latioo betweea t~ total 
oolar wiad iopul power ioto lbe ma.gnetoopbe~U e.Dd tbe total radio power of 
pl&~~el&ry AKR-like radio emiaiou. El!iciney of eoergy coovenioa ~ ab<mt 
S><lo-• [D••~II on.:l Koite~. 19114). 

planetary object [cf. Ne11 e! aJ., 1974}. Model A shows the weakest interaction Cll8e, 
with ill8ufticient 111agnetic field nor atmoaphere to ddect the Blllar wind flow. lD this 
case, only plasma wake is formed in doMUttream of the object, like Moon. Model B 
shows the case without magnetic field but with wflident atm01pbere. In thia cast, 
plaamaaphere ill formed without large magnetosphere, like Veuus Md Mars. Model C 
shows the cll8e without stmO&phere but with weak magnetic field. Such magnetic field 
ill intrill8ic component or seeondacy one induced by interaction between the Blllar wind 
How and the conductina: plMetary interior. In thia case, small magnetosphere ia formed, 
like Mercury. Model D ahowa the case with sufficient magnetic field to dell.ect the Blll&r 
wind flow, Like all of Jovian type planets, Jupiter, Saturn, UranUB, a.nd Neptune. Our 
Earth baa both magnetic field and atmosphere, and is the only terrestrial type planet 
to be included in this caae. 

These features strongly infl.ueoce the planetacy radio activitie~~. Since energy wurce 
of activitie~~ in the pla.net&ly magnetOIIpheres ill the intereepted solar wind kinetic en
ergy, acale of planetary radio activities is al8o all"eeted by that of the planetary magne
tosphere&. The most remarkable case ia the AKR-Iike auroral emi!lllion. Although the 
AKR-Iike llllr(lral emission ia only active in magnetized pla.nets because of nece!lllity of 
largemagneticfieldforexcitation, this typeofemiaaiiiDll is very inteDSe and already 
dete<:ted from whole the magnetized planets. Figure 7.2 {a) shows the median Bpect.rum 
observed by Voyager PRA iDllt.rument from each lll&gnetized planet [Kai.ur, 1989]. It 
mUBt be remembered that the Voyager meaaurements were 111adc from limited range~~ of 
loeal times and magnetic latitudes, i.e., beaming ia probably very important. However, 
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T~blc 7.2: Chracterioti"' of Jovian nonthorm.al radio components [<f. Kou~r. 1993] 

there i' a rema:rkably constant scaling factor relating the total sola:r wind input power 
into each planetary system and the AKR-like auroral emiMiOIIS. Figure 7.2 (b) show& 
the ~radiometric Bode's law" where sola:r wind input is plotted a,;ainst observed total 
radio power (De~c/1 Qnd KQiser, 1984). All tbe planetary AKR-Iike emiSIIions fall on a 
straight line indicating a constant ~efficiency" fa.:tor of5xl0-6. 

On the other hand, foreshock activities are expected in all type of planetary magne
tosphcre3 which surely have the bow shock. Therefore, activity of the 2/p radio emission 
should normaUy appear in upstream of the planetary bow shocks (cf. MacDowo/1 et ol., 
1992). A~tually, however, clear 2/p radiation hu been only observed in the terrestrial 
foreshock. This is because flux of the 2/p radiation is not strong enough to be detected 
at the planct3 with only small-scale magnetosphcres or concealed by other stronger 
planetary emissions at the planet3 with large magnetospheres. 

Nouthermal continuum radiation is expected in Mo;~dcl Band D, with relative dense 
plilllmaspheretl. A~tually, active nonthcrmal continuum radh•tion hill! been observed 
from the Earth, Jupiter, and Satum. Since excitation of nonthermal continuum radia
tion is not so difficult in the region with large density inclination like the plasmapause, 
therea:relargepossibilitiesofdetectionofthemfromtheallmagnetospheres 

7.2 The Jovian radiation during the impact of Comet 
Shoemaker-Levy 9 

Large magnetic 6eld strength giv~ Jupiter the largest magnetosphere in the solar 
system. Because of fut rotation of Jupiter, Jovian magnetosphere is characterized by 
rather Rat shape compared with the terrestrial magnetosphere. Jovian ma.gnetOIIpherc 
also hu a peculiar feature characterized by la:rge amount of gas cloud ejected from 
Galilean satellite lo by strong volcanic activities. The expelled gas cloud is ionized 
and forms ring-ahape pluma cloud named 'lo pluma torus' on the trajectories of lo 
General structure of the Jovian magnetosphere is shown in Figure 7.3. 

These features make Jupiter a brightest radio source e~teeeding the Sun in the 
low frequency range. Jovian nonthermal radio emiSIIion appear.~ in several wavelength 
bands; decimetric wavelength (DIM), decametric wavelength (DAM), hectometric wave
length (HOM), and kilometric wavelength (KOM) (cf. Carr eta/., 1983; Kauer, 1989) 
(Figure 7.4; Table 7.2). DIM radiation is synchrotron emi99ion generated by relativiatic 
particles trapped in the Jovian radiation belt. DAM !llld HOM radiation are thought to 
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Figure 7.3: Structure of til~ Jo>'iao mopetospbon: 011 (a) the equatorial &lld (b) 
m~ridiollalplaoe[Krimigirdlll.,l97'9] 

(a) r-~~~~-~--, .. 

Figure 7.4: (a) Spectrum of Jovian magnetospheric n.dio emissiOIUinorwoliud 
to &ll oboerver at & co1111tant diota.J:>ce (d. Co,... d ol., 19&3]. Til~ uual &a'OIIY""' 
for t.aeh compoa~at an: obowa. (b) Schemlltics of the 'b"'"t gu"""' &t oome of the 
sourceloc:&tioooobowniathemeridiaoplaoeprojeclion(cf. KoUer,l989] 
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Figu,.., 7.5: Normalized ocrur~nce probability bistog""" showing the anti· 
cor,..,)ation of theloogitudo occurreocos of HOM (•haded} and bKOM (full hne) 
compauentswithintbeJovia.nrotation [Ltmcluw:.tal., 1992]. 

be produced by the electron cyclotron maser me<:hanism like the tei"Te!trial AKR. KOM 
radiation which consist& of broadband (bKOM) and narrowband (nKOM) components 
is thought to be produced by the lintar mode-eonverlliOn mechanism like the terrestrial 
nonthermal continuum radiation or the 2Jp erni88ion. However, precise mechanisms 
and snurce locations of DAM, HOM, and KOM radiations are not weD Wlderstood 
even today. There are also nonthcrmal continuum radiation and fast drirt component 
which are thought to correspond to the terre~trial continuum radiation and the LF 
radio burst, respectively. 

Although the driving forces of variability in these radiations are clear, the driving 
mechanism is unl<.nown for a surprisingly large number. Thblc 7.3 shows a summary of 
current knowledge ofthe~~c driving forces [cf. KaUer, 1993]. As the our resnlta on AKR 
in Chapter 6, the planetary rotation and the solar wind inlluence the radio emi88ion 
(d. Figure 7.5) (cf. Lro!clleuz do/., 1992]. In alsn induces a 42.5 hour periodicity 
for DAM and nKOM. This sugge~~L9 that motion of lo accompanied with plasma cloud 
induces strong turbulence in tbe Jovian magneto3phere. 

Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL-9) was tidally disrupted during its own dose 1\y-by 
of Jupiter on 8 July 1992, and these fragments collided with Jupiter on 16-22 July 
1994 (Figure 7.6; Table 7.4). There were predictiona that large e\e<:tric and magnetic 
turbulence of the Jovian magnetosphere would be created by continuous mass loading 
(Her~rt, 1994], dust-plasma. and clcctrodynamical interactions aJong the tra.je<:tory 
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Fipn U: The uajeciO.,- of 5[,9 (thid: ud dulled line) ill the ~~~eridiaa plaDe 
projec:tioa (Honfati, 1~(. PIUIII& deulty co ..... n (tlli11 liD .. ) muir. tbe ,.Jus 
ofn,•l0""1,Io- 1 ,100,10',to',lO'cm-1aadthemapetlc:lllldli~~e~olunrnl 
(dottedli~~e~~)pien:etbemepeticequa~«atL=2,4,6, ... a,. 

'r.ble 7.4: Bed eotiiiiAhcllm.pKt than of fla&mell'- of Camet Shoelllabr-Levy 
9illl111J1994[Y_.,uai:OINN,I99G). {""L:] j:: . ~.;.: .... -a 

... 
10 lOG 10011 _,.., 

Fipn 7.7: SeMitirity of tile PWI/SFA. delmDillecl by bacqround levt.l. JOYiaq 
radio lux from the Earth o'-"ecl by IMP-G fBno- 1974( aad RA&I [O..m 
WCII'IT,l974(arellloilldic&ted. 
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Fil'lre7.8: Locationofeachobjectconcemedwitbourobse....,.tioninJuly 1994 
(a)LocationofSun,Earth,andJupiterinthoboliograpbiccoordinates.Earthio 
in tbecent.or,andthedirectionofJupiterfrom EarthwMalmostperpendicular 
to that of Sun {102" in July II, and 86" in July 2B). The location of ULYSSES 
is aloo shown (-73• in heliographic latitude). {b) Location ofGEOTAIL in the 
GSE coordinat ... GEOTAIL sta~ in dilltant magnetoWl in the whole period. 

of the comet (Ip and P!Tlngi, 1994; Bolin and Brenning, 1994; Farn/1 el Ill., 1994; 
de Paler, 1994], and/or ionized shock9 from the impact sites (Kellogg, 1994]. These 
prodictioiUI also suggested lo11s; and/or short enhancement of the Jovian nonthcrmal 
radio activity. Therefore, ohservation of these radio activity variatiotul provides not 
only valuable inlorma.tion to study the feature of the magnetospheric turbulence under 
such extraordinaJY conditions but also new clues for the study of there Jovian rnd.io 
emissions. 

The primary mission objective of the PWI aboard GEOTAIL is to iPve~~tigatc 
plasma waves and wave-particle intew;tions ill the tenestrial magnetota.il. However, 
it also hall a sufficient capability to detllet the Jovian HOM and KOM radiation if these 
radiations are intense enough (Fis;ure 7.7). At the same frequency range, ULYSSES 
URAP instrument (S!(Int d Ill., 1992) also made observations lln these eve11ts from 
very different penoplletives to Jupiter; ULYSSES was located at the southern wlar 
hemisphere, while GEOTAIL stayed in the ecliptic plane at the whole period of the 
impacts. 

In this study, we made inquiry into the pOS5ible HOM and KOM radiation from 
Jupiter before, during, and after the period of the impacts. We also compared our 
remltswithotherobservationsinvariouswa.veleogtbs. 

7.2.1 Analyzed data sets 

For the observation of the Jovian HOM and KOM radiation, we usc BILIId·4 {12.5~100 
kHz) a.nd Ba.nd·S (100-800 kHz) of the PWI/SFA electric field data. Figure 7.8 (a) 
shows the Jovian location in July 1994 in the belios;raphic coordinates. Earth is placed 
in the center of this figure. The distance from Earth to Jupiter was about 5 AU. The 
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Jovian direction W&B alm03t perpendicular to that of Sun (102" in July II, and 86" 
in July 28). Figure 7.8 (b) llhowa the location of GEOTAIL in the Geocentric Solar 
Eeliptie (GSE) coordinate~~. GEOTAIL stayed in the distant magnetotail. Sin~ the 
direction of Jupiter from GEOTAIL was alm03t perpendicular to that of Sun and Earth, 
we can easily distinguish the Jovian radiation from the 801ar and terTeatrial radiation 
by the direction 6nding 1111alysiB. 

Figure 7.9 (a) is the SFA frequency-time spectrogram showing the terrelltrial radi
atioDB in 11-28 July 1994. Below 50 kHz, terTeatrial t<lntinuum radiation was inten11e. 
Auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) was very inteDBe from 100kHz to 500kHz. Fig
ure 7.9 (b) shows the AKR index. Thick line indicates the average over 12-hour inter
vals. In Figure 7.9 (a), the lower cutolf frequency of the continuum radiation increases 
up to &hove 40 kHz on July 14. Thls indicates increase of the 80I&r wind deDBity. Fol
lowing this den11ity increase, the AKR index was enhanced and continued until July 
21. These luge geomagnetic disturbances might have given sublta.ntial interference on 
observation of Jovian decametric radio waves on the ground. 

In order to remove contamination from AKR and the terrelltrial C(lntinuum radia
tion, we analyze the SFA data at 7l2-800 kHz for the survey of the HOM radiation and 
at 89-100 kHz for that of the KOM radiation. On the other hand, we should also pay 
attention to other background radiation in these frequency ranges before the detailed 
analysis. Figure 7.10 ahowa k-vector directions of weak radio waves below -175 dB 
vm- 1Hz- 112 from January 1993 to March 1994. K vector direction is detennined by 
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Figure 7.10: Th~ a<imuth lliigl .. of k vector dilUtions of background raJio waves 
below -HS dB Vm-1Hz·l/l background radio wavos obsorv<'d by tho PWI/SFA 
witlt !-minute inte.......t from January 19931o ~larch 1994. (a.) Radiation at 712-
~~i!.,H~i~~~~): {b) R..aJiation at 89-100 kHz (KOM). Gray linos indicate tbe 

direction finding analysis based on spin modulation of electric field strength [M<111111ng 
ond Fau>bery, 1980). In Figure 710 (a). K vector direction in 712-800 kHz sliow• sys· 
tcmatic variation of lialf year periodtdty, which does not agree w>th any directions of 
Jupiter, Sun, Earth, or other planets. This radiation is the galactic ba.ckground ra 
diation which comes from the region around the northem aJld southern galactic pole 
[Brown, 1973). On the other hand, in Figure 7.10 (b), K-vector direction in 89-100 
kHz shows no systematic variation except direction of the Earth. This indicates that 
flux observed in 89-100 kHz is comple~ of weak terrestrial radiation• and in~trwnental 
noise. Here after in this chapWr, both galactic background and instrumental noise are 
subtracted from data points by standanl Fourier techniques [Manning and Fain~ry. 
1980[ 

7.2.2 Observation during the SL-9 impacts period 

Figure 7.ll shows the radiation Hux of (a} 712-800 kHz (;werage of the IG frequency 
components} and (b) 89-100 kH~ (Rvcragc of the 16 frequency components). All the 
SFA wave data at these two frequency bands were examined at every I minute to 
3eek for their propagation direction. The c~amination W/18 carefully carried out al"ter 
subtracting the ba<:kground noise for the whole period mentioned above. Only those 
with the propagation direction within ± 15° from Jupiter were selected and plotted 
by solid do\9 in Figure 7.1\. Thlck lines indicate the average over 12-hour intervals. 
Horizontal d;u;hcd lines show the ba.ckground noise intensity, whicl> is dominated by the 
galactic background radiation at 112-800 kHz and instrument?.! noise at 89-100 kHz 
Fi-om this 6gure, we can recognize some systematic decreB.'Ie of Hux of the HOM and 
KOM radiation during the week of the impacts. However, since both radiatiOIUI are 
weaker than background noise level, we do not remove the possibilities of contamination 
fromsomenaturalorarti6cialclfects. 
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F~u~ 7.11: B:ockground-noise sublrlW:ted Suxes from the Jovian dirf<:tion in July 
11-28, 1994. They are the 1-rninuu, a~r~ values, Y-BXis i& radiation Sux {dB 
Vm- 1 H~- 1 !3). Only the data in whiclt the k wctordirf<:tion is within :H5" from 
the Jovi&n di~tion ..-.indicated. Thick line shows the •~•• ~r 12-hnur 
interval.. l<1valueat.....,ry 12boursiooverlaid by thin vertical lin ... Duhod 
verticallinesho ... tbeiml*"tstimeor..nrr~nts.Longdashedborizontalline 
shows the back!l"ound noise level. {a) Radiation Sux at 712-1100 kH~ (HOM) . 

. Up~r panel obows the obarvod dat.a, ""d lower panel showo the bo.ckground 
suhtruted data. (b) Radiation nux at 89--100 kH~ (KOM). Upper P""tl shows 
theoboerveddata,...,dlowerpo.nelshowsthebackgroundoubtracteddata. 
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Fipre 7.12: Coml&tion bet- tile radlatio11 lux from tlae Jorim directicm 
and the JcwiP. CML Syscem 01. Y-uio il ndiatio:a a..,. {dB vm-•aa-•11). The 
d.atapoiDtllhowthebad!polllldsabt!Kteddl.taatl·mintei~Tbict 
lipeQoonthe..,.npcwer30"illter'VUI.Irrvalueat...ezy30"isO'ICI'Iaidb)ra 
tbl11 veniealli11e. (a)Comla&io11oa 11-IGJ..Jy I!IQ.I. (b)Cornlatin oa 17-22 
J .. r1994. (c)Correl&tionoa23-28Jaly l!lifo. 

"' 

The Jovi1.11 HOM aod KOM. radiatioa are atfOD8ly modulated Bl a func:tion of the 
planetary IoDcitude with 10 hour periodicity. Figure 7.6 1howt that the ROM radiation 
bu an emiaaioo pp IUIIUDd CML- 200° (CML: Ceotral Meridiao Loqituda iD Syetem 
m), aDd the KOM radiation hM m occurrence peak around CML- 200", reepec:tiveiJ'. 
For c:oo&rmatioD of these faaturel, welll!ardied the correlation betwee~~ the JoviiD CML 
and the radi&Uo. Bux from the Jovian direction iD 11-16, 17-22, llld 23-28 July 199fo 
(Figure 7.12). AU the dMa poiu&l are the reault8 al't.er the badtpwid aoi• beiq 
111btracted, aod eelected with the same method u UMd iD Fi&ure 7.11. Tbidc line 
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UlYSSES OBSERVATIONS OF COMET SL-9 

~'!""""!""""'!',_~:..~,.~,.~ . ,-, 
F!K'"" 7.13: Radio•pectn•m from tho ULYSSES/l"nAI' oxr•riniM" <OV9nn~ !],. 

porio1l from July 10 (d~y 19j)toJuly 23 [d•y 204)[D<.och <I ol .• !~$). TI,otim'"" 
of th< fra~mont impa<ts uo ind1raoed by letter. ~lost ~~tho omi"ion ohsorw•<l i.< 

~~~1i1:-~ !:."~~:~';';~~;;rica! oxamp\<'"!1 of solac type Ill bn.-.1> anrl of .J<wian omi~•ion 

indicfll.eo~ thr average over 30-dcgr~ intf>rval". In thr rMr ofthr HOM racli11tion. thNr 
•ccm~ to be a wc!lk occummee peRk 1\rotmd CML- 120" 11nrl -2so•. agr~c with prcv1nu~ 
rC<~ult.• md!Cated in Figure 7.5 (cf. Utacheu:r cl a/.. 1992[. On the other hand. thr"' a"' 
no systematic modulation in the KOl>l radiation. Thi~ ~Hggcsts l]mt the Jovian KOl>l 
radiation i~ not. clearly drtcctcd in our data 

From Figure 7.11 IUld Figure 7.12. we can not lind clear v.viatinn of the .Jovian 
HOM 11nd KOM radiation with exception of the smllll rlrc"'IL"'-' in the HOM rarliation 
before. dming:, IUld lifter the imp;u;t:r' period. O~rverl Jovilln radi11tion in the whole 
period wiL• wr»ker than- -lBO dB vm- 1 H~·I/1 (3" w-21 wm-lHz-1) in the HOM 
r11d1ation. and,.._, -165 dB vm- 1Hz- 112 (I" w- 21 wm-2Hz-1) in the KOM r:uli11tion 
This is ~onsi•t.cnt with expected Jovian raclll\!.ion flux level in its normal a<:tivity, -
w- 21 wm-2Hz- 1 which ie calcullltcd from ULYSSES oh•~rv:~tion [d. Retner ct a/.. 
1993] 

ULYSSES al~omi\deohservation <luring this period (Deuh ellll .. IOOSJ. Figmc 7.13 
•how• dyn11mic opectTll of ULYSSES/URAP in 1(1-23 July 1994. Thry did not. get 
cuhllllcemcut in the HOM rl\diation, either. On the other hMrl, they obecrvt'd IS 
rlB cnhllnccmcnt of tl•c KOM rlldiation during the r jQ frRgmcnt impa<:t.~ on .July 20 
However. we detected Rlrong AKR enhancement coinci<lcnlally IUld could not. conllrrn 
lhia event. (They conclude this liS "8880ciMion with unu~nal high prCAAme soll'lr wind 
Rtream•~·""" not linked with the impact events.) 
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7.2.3 Observation with each impact time 

Next, we invcstis:a.te shorter term variation of Jovian radio activitics. Around the K 
impact time, ROSAT detected a laq;e X-ray enhancement (Figure 7.16) (Wail~~~ al., 
1995]. FigW"e 7.14 (a) Bhows the cornsponding frequency-time diagram around the K 
impact time (10:24UT, 19 July 1994). There is very dear enhancement at about 800 
kHz immediately afler the K impact time. Figure 7.14 (h) shows the SFA flux-time 
diagram around the K impact time. Small and large dots indicate the radiation flux 
from the omni-direction and from the Jovian direction, respeo::tively. In Figure 7.14 {b), 
the enhancement in Figure 7.14 {a) is also shown in the radia.tion from omni-dircction, 
but not shown in the radiation from the Jovian direction. Since this enhancement tums 
out to be a solar type Ill radio bunot by the k vector direction, we can not lind any 
dear enha.ncement of Jovian radiation associated with K impact. 

Figure 7.14 {c) shows the flult-time diagram around the impact time~ of a>x large 
fragments {G, H, K, L, Ql, and S). From Fis:W"e 7.14 (b)-{c), radiation flux from 
the Jovian direction stayed alm(l;St at same level during the whole period. The HOM 
radiation from the Jovian direction was distinguished more frequently at 0.5-1.5 houn~ 
before the time of uch impact event. This might suggcst the ex.istence of the prccur110r 
radiation. HoW(lver, we have no conJidence about this conclusion because it was not 
accompanied hy any clear enhancement 

7 .2.4 Discussions 

We can not identify any clear enhancement of the HOM or KOM radiation activity 
related to the impacts, except for small variation in tbe HOM radiation. For enhance
ment of the Jovi&n HOM and KOM radiation, large electromagnetic turbulence would 
beoeedcdintheirsoureelocatioiUioron themagneticfieldlincspenetra.ting through 
tbeir generation region. The source location of the HOM radiation is at -3 RJ &om 
tbe planet, and on the L -4-6 shells [Reimr et al., 1993], and the source location of 
the KOM radiatioo is thought to be in the lo toro.8 or above the polar ion0$phere {cf. 
KoUer, 1989(. Our data suggest that there were few turbulence~~ in these locatio1111. 

By ground-based Jovian radio observation, the enhRilcement ofthe DIM synchrotron 
radiation was reported during the week of impacts (Figure 7.15) [cf. DuU.: el al., 1995; 
Ldlo.rn: and Du/k, 1995; Klein el o.l., 1995; Bollon et o.l., 1995]. The DIM radiation oc
curred oear the Jovian magnetic equator at -1-2 R.J from the planet, and is generated 
by relativistic electrons trapped in the Jovian magnetic field [cf. Ko.Uer, 1989]. These 
observatioM suggest that population of energetic electrons in the Jovian radiation belt 
increased in this term. On the other hand, ROSAT detected soft. X-ray enhancement at 
the magnetic conjugate footprint ofimpactsitejust around K impact time (Figure 7.16) 
[Waite d o.l., 1995]. It seems tbat bremsstrahlung X-ray radiation is produced by en· 
ergetic electroiUI, which were accelerated at the impact site or precipitated from the 
radiation belt a.fl.er beiog Bta.ttered with the ioni1l'd sbock [ef. Kdlogg, 1994]. These 
processes also account for the enhancement of synchrotron radiation through electron 
heatins io the radiatioo belt. The impact site& are distributed on low Lshell.a (L -1.5-
3). Therefore, we conclude that these turbulence were caused at or near these impact 
sites, and did not afl'ect the outer magnetosphere on large L shells. 
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Figu"' 7.14: R.bdiation Sox from the Jovian din<:tion around the eadt impa.:t 
time. (a) Frequency-Time opectrogr&m of 11-13 UT on July 19, around the K 
impact time (10:2~ UT). Two faint enhancements around 800 kH• (10:26 UT, 
10:~5 UT) are solar type Ill radio bur:1ts. (b) Radiation tlux from the Jnvian 
dirtc:tion around the K impact time. Y·axi• is A<liation 6u>; (dB vm- 1Hz-LI'I) 
Upper and lo-r panels ohow the data at 712-800 kHz and 89-100 kHz, reop<:c· 
ti~ly. Small o.nd llllge cir<:loo ohow the data from the omni-din<:tion and from 
the Jovian diroction, NOpectively. Dash.d vertical line ohowo the K impact time 
LongdBOhedhorizonlalliocsbo~theb&ekgroundnoiselew:l.(c)R.adiationflux 

around G, H, K, L, Ql, ami S impact times. Other featu..,...,..,..., '""'"as in (b). 
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l'i~ore j_\5: Th~onoen•i•y of Jo,·illfl Dl~l radio •mi .. ion M \GG5 ~!Hz nnrmali7.ed 
!oados<anceof4 04 AL IBolro" tl Ill., 1!)!)5). Data poon!S r<p,....ent daily,.,.],,.. 
of ohe lola) fln~ donsit)· induding tlo•rma.l and nontherma.l cnmpnnon" 

ROSAT Jupiter X-Ril.Y lrnilgcs During K-Fragmr"nl Impact 

" Day of July ]994 

l'igur.,7.16: Ju,·ian X-rayimagoshefor.,, dnflng, and ahor!ho [\ illlJlll<'! (l0:24 
l'T,July 191994)lJYool< <Ia/., 19%). 
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There was another p083ible turbulence cre11.ted by the passage of eometary fra~:
mentll in t.hc .Tov1an out.er magnetosphere; increase of the challled particle popul11.tion 
by erappin~: of plasma ga$ and/or charged dU6ta (Hcrberl. 1994[, and generation of 
lield-ali,;ned curTent by dmt-plasma [Jp and Pmngi, 1994] and/or electrodynamical 
•nternction [Bolin <1nd Brenmng. 1994; f\lne/1 d <11., 1994]. The liMit may gencra.t.c 
the activity increase for several week& or months after the impact period. and the sec
ond and the third may provide the precui'B(Ir radiation before the impact time of each 
&agment. Except for weak precwsor feature of the HOM radiation. we find no clear 
variation of radio activity before and al'ter the each impact time. This suggeat8 that 
there are small amount of such direct interaction8 between the comet and Jovian outer 
magnetosphere. Since lo alwa}'!l indueea radio activities through runnin,11 in the Jovian 
magnetosphere accompanied by t.he plasma torua, we also conclude that the effect from 
the passage of cometary fragment& seem& to be weaker than from lo. In addition. in 
satellite observatio1111 with HST. IUE. and EUVE spacecraft, and ground-based radio 
obaervatiotl!l, the Io plasma torua bas not been significantly aft'ected by either the comet 
&agment8' p11888ge through the magnetollphere or impact with Jupiter [cf. McGrath et 
Bl., 1995; Brown d Bl .. 1995[. Since the Io plasma torua ie one of the 60llfce regions of 
the KOM radiation. this is consistent with our result8 that no enhancement was found 
in the KOM radiation. 

On the other hand. CarT et Bl. [1995) conclude from ground-based monitorinJI: 
observations that there waa no significant change in the Jovian deea.metric emission 
activity before. during, and arler the impact period. This is consistent with om result&, 
"The tmbulence in the Jovi110 outer magnetosphere wuweak.", because the DAM and 
HOM radiation are thought to be produced by the same cyclotron mMer mecbaniam &t 
different altitude& in the Jovian m&«netosphere. However, it should be noted that the 
emiB&ion feati!I'e8 of the DAM and HOM radiations are generally different. For example, 
the DAM radiation ia controlled by Io location strongly, but the HOM radiation is not. 
Therefore. we need further ob6ervationa to make this point clear. 

7.2.5 Conclusion 

GEOTAIL detected no clear enh&ru:ement of the Jovian oon-thennal HOM and KOM 
radiation in the whole impacta' period. We find no ehange in features of the KOM ra
diation activity. On the other hand. there waa a small deereaae of the HOM radiation 
activity during the week of impacUI, 1111 wellu amall enhancement of the precursor ac
tivity accompanied with each impact. However. since these fee.tures are weaker than the 
galactic background radiation. we can not 8how a confident evidence. Jovian radiation 
during this period was weaker than- -180 dB Vm- 1Hz- 112 in the HOM radiation, 
and- -18:i dB Vm-1Hz-1' 2 in the KOM radiation. 

Enhancement of X·r~<y [W<iile dol., 1995] and synchrotron radiation [cf. DuU: 
dol .. 1995; Ld/<1nc ond Dull:. 1995; Klein el ol .. 1995: Bolten et Bl .. 1995[ ~eata 
the large tmbulence in the Jovian inner magnetosphe~ 8880Ciated with impacUI of 
cometary fragments. However, our observation suggeat8 that there waa no clear activity 
variation in the Jovian outer magnet011phe~. We conclude that there we~ few elfeets 
from m889 loadinJI: or direct interactions between the cometary fragment& and Jovian 
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MVIII<rt(USA) 
Morrnot$(USA) 
Morinor7(USA) 
MAltS~ (USSR) 
MAitS3(USSR) 
Morinor9(USA) 
MAR$~(US$R) 
Vikinll,2(USA) 
PHOBOS2(USSR) 
M .. i-4(USA) 

M .... GioboJSurveyor(USA) 
PLANET·B(JAPANl 

-380km(orbit<r) 
-UOkm(orbit<rl 

Table 7.5: Summary of Man meau,..,mmtlr. 

outer magnetosphere along the comet trajectory. This conclUBion is consistent with 
no significant clr.B.nj~e of the DAM radiation monitored on the ground (cf. Ca<T e1 aJ., 
1995]. 

Although we did not get poeitive results, ..., could obeerve the fin~t lllld perhape. the 
l88t une~tpected events by a spacecraft observatory. It ill needed to ILI"T&lljl:e & atandi"8 
observatory in apace. 

7.3 Planetary missions in near future 

Here, we aummarize the spacecraft miaaiona of Japan concerning to us in the near 
future; exploration of Man~ ~d Moon. The preaent atudy is e~tpected to contribute to 
them. 

7.3.1 PLANET-S: Voyage toward M8l"6 

The PLANET-B miBBion is the first J BPIIlle8e exploration of Man~ (Figure 7.17;Thhle 7 .6) 
[Twn.da and Yamamoto, 1996]. PLANET-B is Bclr.eduled for the l&UDclr. in the summer 
of 1998 from Kagoehima Space Center. The arrival &t Man~ wiU be on October 1999. 
CoU&borations with 8imult.aneou8 RU88ian and US progriUIL8 will mutually be beneficial 
and plll8ued. 

The objective~~ are twofold. Scientific objective~~ are to study the Btructure and 
dynamics of the Martian upper atm08phere and its interaction with the solar wind. 
E~tcept for the measurements by the two Viking liLILderB, the Martian upper atm08phere 
has beeo left unexplored. The meMuremente by PLANET-B will shed light upon to 
our outer neighbor's upper atmosphere for the first time. En,~~;ineering objective ia 
to develop bllllic technology for future pliL!Letary e~tploratioD!I. PLANET-B project is 
to overcome tbe ma83 limit by tbe development of light weight - high perfonn&~~ce 
iDBtrumeots. The technology developed io tb..ie cballeoge mi99ion wiU become aesets for 
thefuturepl8.DetarymiaaioDII. 

We participate in the Pluma Wave Analyzer (PWA) aboard the PLANET-B. The 
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PWA i1 pl11Dned to iuvestisate plasma wave measurements an the trajectories around 
Mare. The PWA consists of two i1181.rumeots, 'Plasma Wave aDd. Sounder experiment' 
(PWS) and 'Low Frequency wave Alllllyzer' (LFA). The PWS hA the role to !Dea
lllnl microecop.ic piiiiiZIIa wave phenomena by the high SC~~Sitive wave detector in the 
frequency ran&e from 20 kHz to 7 MHz 1111d the macroacopic plum& lltnlcture by the 
plaamaiiiiUilder. On the other haztd., the LFA takel the role of measuriDJ; plum& waves 
in the frequency riiJtC from DC to 30kHz. Tbe ecientilic objeet.ivea o£ the LFA are to 
etudy the wave phehOtllena related with the plasma dyDamie~ in the diiHrent resiona 
or the MaztiiiD ionoaph~ and macnetoepbere, such aa mass-loadill8 and putide ac
celen.tioD via wave-paz-title interactions. Tbeeeobserveddatawill beanalyced with 
reCerenee or aceunrulated knowledse tlu'oulh studil!ll or the terrest.rial m~tosphen 
aodioDOBPhere,includingthisthe:llis. 

7.3.2 Moon project 

Reoently, 'MooD exploratioo ptOgnm' Ia being planned as ajoiDt mieaion oriSAS aod 
NASDA in the early 2000's, followiq the LUNAR-A prll&lllll1 which wiD be launched io 
1997. This pro!f&Dl aime to atablilh s bridcehead lor future developqent o£pennanent 
basesonthiLUDIIZ'BUr£aee. 

We puticipate in the LuniiZ' R.ad&l' Souoder Experiment (LRS) abolll'd the LuniiZ' 
orbiter (OM d a/., 1998]. The LRS Ia planned lor radar IIOilDdint: toward the surface 
aod iDterior or Moon, to iovatigate evolution of Moon and uplontioD o£ oatural 
raoun:es,likeieeatthepoiiiZ'rqicmwbiehisreeentb'diiCOYellld.. Sincetem!lltl:ialaod 
101111' radio waves IIZ'e colleealed bahiDd. the Moon, the LRS aJao aii!MI 'low £requency 
radio aetroJIOm,y' from -10 kBa to -lDMHa to inve~l.ipte planetary, plactic, aod 
ut~:qalactieobjecte. 



Chapter 8 

Concluding Remarks 

8.1 Summary 

In this thesis, we p.--nted numerow new facta which a.re fouod in huge obsei"Yiltiona.l 
data set.s of the GEOTAIL apaeecmft with the assiatii.Dce of the WIND spacecraft 
and ntwiericalaimulatiu!IB. Aaalyzed ra.dio wave~~ could provide real-time infonnation 
around their sources and on their propagation p&tha to diat1111t obeerven~. These resulta 
showed the adYalltage of the spacecraft observations and the numerical simulatioilB of 
low frequency radio waves to study fast and global phenomena in the geoapace. 

In Chapter 2, we invest.igated the terrestrial electron foreshoek by remote obeer
w.tions of the 2JF radio emission. We det.ennined the geometry of the sour<:e of the 
2/p radiation by three methods; 'the two-spa.c:ettaft triangulation by collaboration with 
WIND'. 'the statistical anaJygis of direction finding', and 'the statistical analysis of bi
furcation phenomena 1186Qciated with sola:r wiod de!Uiity jump'. We fouud th.roo points; 
(1) The 2/p radio source is superposed on upstream a.nd downstream wing11 of the elec
tron foreshock. When the IMF displays a systematic rotation, the 2/, radio source 
follows the motion of the electron foreshock. These results support the idea that the 
2/, radiation is generated in the electron foresbock from strong Langmuir waves. (2) 
The region cloae to the contact point is not bright source of the 2/, radiation. This 
may be due to la.ck of a sharp electron beam in the region close to the contact point, 
beca1151! of a shortage of Hight time to fonn sharp electron beams through the velocity 
filter proce88. (3) The distance of the source from the Earth is limited at a distance of 
46-100 R£. This may due to consumption of &ee energy of the electron beams. 

In Chapter 3, we mvestigated physical conditiollll in the terre~~trial electron fore
shock by in-situ observa.tioll3 of 2/, waves, other pll'l!ma waves, &lld energetic particles 
based on the results obtained in Chapter 2. First, we investigated global distribu
tiona of pl0'18ma wave~~ and particle& in the electron foll!llhock by mapping analysis. We 
found that the centroid of the 2/, radiation 80urce wa.s on the IMF line tangent to 
the bow shock, at the distance of 5-40 RE &om the contact point. This suggested 
fonnation and consumption of sharp electron beams tllrough time-of-flight effect and 
wave-pal'ticle interactions. We al110 found that the strength of the 2/p radiation was 
positively correlated with solar wind kinetic flow and location of the contact point on 
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the bow shock surfac(!. These reaults suggeated that the 2/p radiation could work <111 
a remote sensing probe to the population of energetic electron beams. On the other 
hand, we also inveatigated local physical propenie~ on and a.cro88 the electron fore
shock. We con finned that density of the quaai-bearn component showed f<lllter decrease 
than their kinetic energy. This favored the beam fonnation process through the time· 
of-Right effeet. We a.lao fo1111d the clear ln=a9e of p!Mm& wavea at 2/p and below l 
kHz at the leading edge of the electron foreahock, aasociated with dramatic incrc<111e of 
Langmuir wave and energetic electrons. Upper limit of typical ratio of 'local' 2/p wave 
to the L~~ngmuir wave was ~ -40 dB, while that of low INqucncy electrostatic wave 
was- -IOdB. 

In Chapter 4, we investigated the physical processes in the terTeStrial electron fore
shock by nwnerica.l •imulatio011 to generate electrostatic and electromagnetic 2/p waves 
biiSed on the results obtained in Chapter 2 and 3. Our numerical simulatiollll were 
executed by electromagnetic particle code, KEMPO, in 10 and 20 p<Jriodic systems. 
In the 10 periodic sy9temB, we generated electrostatic 2/p waves associated with in
tense beam-excited Langmuir wave at k = 2ke, where k1. iB wave number of Langmuir 
wave. Growth of electrostatic 2/p waves WIIS strongly correla.ted with peak amplitude 
of La.ngruuir waves in w-k space. The!IC result.9 supported the generation process of 
electrostatic 2/p waves by wave-wave ooupling of two of beam-excited Langmuir waves. 
Typical intensity ratio of electrostatic 2/p wavea to La.ngmuir wave wa.3 below -40 dB, 
which was consi!itent with in-situ ob9erva.tions pre~ented in Chapter 3. On the other 
hand. we reproduced electromagnetic 2/, waves in the 20 p<Jriodic system, Growth 
of electromagnetic 2/p waves Wllll strongly correlated with the amplitude of backscat
tered Lanvnuir waves, and independent of the electrostatic 2/p waves. These featun!ll 
supported the generation process of electromagnetic 2/, waves by wave-wave coupling 
between beam-excited and backscattered Langmuir waves. Typical intensity ratio of 
electromagnetic 2/,. waves to La.ngmuir wave was below -80 dB, which is too weak to 
d~tect enhancement of 2/,. wa\IC8 at the !eliding edge of the electron foreshock. 

In Chapter :>, we inve~~tigated global dynamics around the pl11Smapalllle during each 
suhlltonna by remote observa.tiollll of the continuum enba.neement, short-lived enhance
ment of the nonthennal rontinuum radiation, generated at the plasmapau.se by injec~ 
electrons into the local midnight zone associated with sub9torm. We inveatigated three 
features; 'the OCC\IITence conditions compared with the classical continuum', 'variation 
of the frequency range and source direction', and 'variation of the banded frequency 
and source direction'. We found three point.ll; (1) The continuum enhancement a.nd 
the following classical continuwu are generated by a series of injected electrons asso
ciated with the same 9ub9tonn onset. Oawnward motion of injec~ electroll8 caii8Cd 
by gradient and curva-ture drift support.!l such continuoUII variatioll8 of the continuum 
90urces. (2) Sometime~~ the continuum enha.ncernent CODlli&t.9 offlllit and main com
ponents distingui9hed by duration time and ri9ing rate in INquency. Fast component 
is first genera~ by low energy electroll8 at the plaarnapaUBe in local midnight zone, 
while Main component ill later generated by higher energy electroll8 on daWDllide of the 
plaamapaUIIe. (3) Rising of spacinp; of banded frequency feature indicate!! decreaee of 
the plasmapaUBC rad.iWI for -1 hour after substorrn onset.ll. Converged radius of the 
plaarnapause long after sub9torm is invenely com!lated with Kp index. On the other 
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hand, S<Jmetimet~ we also obaerved increase of the radiWI after finish of decrease. Since 
increase rate exceeds the value expected by relilling rate into the outer pla.sma.sphere, 
decrease of the plasmapause radius ia call$ed not only by peeling off of the plasma but 
alwbyrelOQtationofoompresaion. 

In Chapter 6, we investigated global dyllam.ia in the auroral region by remote 
observations of AKR. We searched three facto111 whicb posaibly affect generation and 
propagation conditions of AKR; 'the global magnetic disturbances', 'the longitude of 
the wurc:e region', and 'the angle betweeo the geomagnetic axis and the Sun-Earth 
line'. Based on these analyses, we indepeodently evaluated cb<U"acteristica of genera
tion and propagation eonditioll6 of AKR; (l) Extension of the iUumination re,!!ion of 
AKR is larger at lower frequency range. This feature should basically be explained by 
propagation of AKR, determined by difference of the source pOBition and the propa
gation path. (2) In geomagnetic disturbed phase, the illumination region extends to 
more dllllkward at lower frequency than at lligher frequency. This suggests that source 
region of AKR exteods to duskward et~pecially a.t high altitude. We suppoee that such 
duakward extensio11 is caused by blockin.!! of the auroral plasma cavity formation at 
lower altitude by den11ity increase 11f the dUBkBide plumupbere. (3) We find the de
pendence on the longitude of the s.ource re,!!iOn e~~pecially at higher frequency range in 
the same manner B9 that of optical auroral activity. This suggests that the population 
of energetic electrons at lower altitude is controlled by altitude of the magnetic mirror 
point. Dependence at lower frequency should be supprell3ed. by dllllkward extension of 
the source region. ( 4) From the dependence on the angle between the geomagnetic axis 
and the Sun-Earth line, we found that AKR i& more active on the winter hemisphere 
especially at higher frequency ran,!!e. Asymmetry of precipitati11g electroo population 
whicb recently baa been reported is a possible candidate. We also presented that an 
other poBSible c&Ddidate is blocki11g of the fonnatio11 of the auroral plBSma cavity on 
the summer hemisphere because of density increase of the i1111er plasmasphere. 

In Chapter 7, we evaluated the applicat.ionB of the techniques presented in the pre
vious cbaptc111 to the planetacy inveetigatio!UI. As &II example of aucb studies, we in
vestigated global dynamica in the Jovian magnetosphere 11890ciat.ed with a first historic 
event, the impacts of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL-9), by remote obaervatio!UI of the 
Jovian bectometric (HOM) and kilometric (KOM) radiatioll8. Activities in X-ray and 
decimctric synchrotron radiations indicated strong perturbationa at the impact sit.es 
have given non negligible changes in the i11ner magnetosphere, directly or indirectly. 
However, GEOTAIL detected no clear enhancement of the Jovian non-thennal HOM 
and KOM radiation in the whole impacts' period. Thi& &uggested that there was no 
dear variation in the Jovian outer magnetosphere induced by m&~~~~loading or direct in
teractions betwee11 the eometary fragments and Jovian outer magnetosphere along the 
comet tra.jectory. This O:ODclusion W88 conaistent with ~ult.s of some ground-based 
DAM and optical obaervatioll8. 

We inBisted that all the technique~~ presented in thit thesis are not only applicable for 
further collaboratio!UI with other ground-baaed and ISTP satellites, but also for future 
mi89iona. &lpecially i11 the future p\anetiiJ)' exploratioll8, these techniques will be able 
to reveal many features of global phenomena only by siDg\e spacecraft observationB. 
In addition, physical processes presented in this thesis can be applied not only to the 
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Table 11.2: Future •pan mi...ioo of !';ASDA till 2001 

planetary world but also other astrophysical and laboratory phenomena concerning the 
plasmapor<.:C38e3. 

8.2 Future space studies 

Today, vvioWI national spao:e miasion9 for both practical and scientific purposes are in 
preparation. Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 show space missions of ISAS and NASDA in the 
neiU"future. 

Increase of the space activitie!l will inevitably include llll"ge number of the partici
pllllts in the various fields in different disciplines. Future space missiom should spread 
over thne fields; scientific, technological, and social activities. 

In the 3Cientific fields, we shollld further etc:pa.ml both observa.tional methods and 
interdisciplinary collaborations. In this thesis, we ma.inly owed to iDformation of low 
fuquency radio waves, electric and magnetic fields, and energetic particles in the plan
etary magnetosphere&. We hope UV imaging technique Ul!ing beliwn emi!IBion lines 
excited by solar UV emission to direct comparison with radio wave observations, and 
also introduce methods of astronomical iDveatiga.tions to study planetary phenomena 
In addition, we should expand rese<LrCh field which is not sutliciently investigated. One 
example is low frequency radio Mtronomy toward the planetary, galactic, and extra
ga.lac:tic objects (Table 8.3). Tbis is the m06t p068ible by arrays at the back of the moon 
from tbe Earth wbere intense wlar and tei"Tl'Strial radiations are completely shielded. 
The other example is precursor radio waves acrompani(!d with large earthquakes. Rc-
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Table 8.3: Programs proposed for future low frequency radio utronomy [cr. K<U· 
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cently, some observatiollB are reported sucb radio wa.ves asaocia.ted with release of large 
energy in the underground [cr. Mulehanuv e1 o/., 1993). Some satellite program8 are 
beginning to be plaDDed now. We should pay a.ttetu..ion not only to the capability of 
remote and real-time ob:lervation11 of these pben11mena, but a1oo the 11ther possibility 
of same kinds of dete<:tion a.t the other planetacy object8. 

In the tecbnological aapect8, we should contribute a~ technology based on the 
radio waves and communie&tions. Improvement of ca.pacity of communica.tionB, au
tonomous control of distant instrument8, and a.utomatic recognition of complicated 
infonna.tion are essential to develop the space around the Earth and edend the human 
activities towanl the planetary space. 

On the social effec:t8, we should pay attention that 'autarky' i.e completely becoming 
anacbroni.em, and space development by a closed club of advanced countries will also 
crash against the limit. Since space development oripally hu a. face of an interuational 
enterprise for future civilization, we should operate it under supports of whole human 
beinga. Sucb movement i.e a1oo contribute to harmonize neighbor countries. Thill is al
ready displayed in Europe, as organizing of European Space Agency (ESA). Since apace 
progr&ll18 inevitably need ion& prepa.rati11n and large nUlllber of participants, wide col
laborations with neighboring countries will strongly contribute the steady comtructions 
or c11acrete human rela.tioiiB sod the harmonization of interustional relations. 

Although contributions of individual works are limited, these studies will be devoted 
to theprogressofwbole hllliiSII activities in the future civilization. 
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